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Abstract
A study of the Impact of Interaction Mechanisms and Population
Diversity in Evolutionary Multiagent Systems
by
Sadat Chowdhury
Adviser: Professor Elizabeth Sklar
In the Evolutionary Computation (EC) research community, a major concern is main-
taining optimal levels of population diversity. In the Multiagent Systems (MAS) research
community, a major concern is implementing effective agent coordination through various
interaction mechanisms. These two concerns coincide when one is faced with Evolutionary
Multiagent Systems (EMAS).
This thesis demonstrates a methodology to study the relationship between interaction
mechanisms, population diversity, and performance of an evolving multiagent system in a
dynamic, real-time, and asynchronous environment. An open sourced extensible experi-
mentation platform is developed that allows plug-ins for evolutionary models, interaction
mechanisms, and genotypical encoding schemes beyond the one used to run experiments.
Moreover, the platform is designed to scale arbitrarily large number of parallel experiments
in multi-core clustered environments.
The main contribution of this thesis is better understanding of the role played by pop-
ulation diversity and interaction mechanisms in the evolution of multiagent systems. First,
it is shown, through carefully planned experiments in three different evolutionary models,
that both interaction mechanisms and population diversity have a statistically significant
impact on performance in a system of evolutionary agents coordinating to achieve a shared
goal of completing problems in sequential task domains. Second, it is experimentally verified
iv
that, in the sequential task domain, a larger heterogeneous population of limited-capability
agents will evolve to perform better than a smaller homogeneous population of full-capability
agents, and performance is influenced by the ways in which the agents interact. Finally, two
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Interactions facilitate effective coordination in multiagent systems. Interaction mechanisms
enable the transmission and subsequent assimilation of information, thereby allowing better-
informed agents to achieve better coordination. Interaction mechanisms are classified by
transmission methodologies, properties of the information transmitted, and properties of
the senders and receivers. The quality and quantity of information transmitted not only
vary between the mechanisms, but may also vary within each mechanism. The choice of
interaction mechanism and the level of interaction may be determined by factors such as
problem domain, environmental factors, and design decisions based on cost-benefit analyses.
In evolutionary systems, population diversity determines the quality of solutions. In these
systems, it is desirable to maintain a high level of population diversity, because with low
population diversity, evolving populations prematurely converge to local optima. However, in
the case of artificial evolutionary systems, it has proven to be difficult to define population
diversity; in many cases, once a set of population diversity metrics is chosen, it has also
proven to be computationally costly to measure them.
Traditional multiagent systems are composed of agents that are homogenous or het-
erogeneous. Both the number and type of agents may depend on the problem domain,
environmental factors and design decisions based on cost-benefit analyses. In such systems,
1
it is often assumed that the number and type of agents will remain constant. In contrast, in
an evolutionary multiagent system, the agents undergo changes in terms of incremental opti-
mizations, and, in case of a dynamically changing environment, incremental adaptations. In
this case, both the number and type of agents can no longer be assumed to remain constant.
Furthermore, the type of interaction mechanism and the specific interactions between agents
most likely affect and are affected by the dynamics of the population diversity.
In Evolutionary Computation (EC), the ultimate goal of evolutionary systems is for
the systems to converge to optimal fitness levels. This convergence takes place through a
stochastic search of the solution space for solutions with successively higher levels of fitness;
ideally, the search continues to progressively move from local to global optima (see Figure
1.1). When EC is used with a single gene pool, the resulting micro-evolution adapts variants
of a single set of parental genotypes. When EC is used with multiple gene pools, the resulting
macro-evolution adapts multiple co-adapting genotypes.
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Figure 1.1: Fitness Landscape
In Evolutionary Multiagent Systems (EMAS), which uses EC techniques, both interac-
tion mechanisms and population diversity play a role in determining fitness. The purpose of
this dissertation is to investigate the relationship between diversity, interaction mechanisms,
and fitness, where fitness is measured using task performance metrics (see Figure 1.2) of evo-
lutionary agents solving problems in sequential task domains. The focus of this research is to
2
analyze how types of interaction mechanisms and specific interactions mechanisms influence
the diversity of a population that is evolving in a dynamic, real-time, and asynchronous
environment. In order to broaden the results, three popular evolutionary models will be
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Figure 1.2: Research Goal
1.1 Motivation
The names Sojourner, Spirit, Opportunity, and Curiosity are not only well known to the
scientific community, but also to the general public. These four semi-autonomous robots
have been sent to Mars by NASA for scientific exploration over the past two decades. With-
out a doubt, they represent cutting-edge technological marvels in the field of robotics and
computation. Dr. James F. Bell, a team member responsible for all four missions, notes, “It
is people who drive Curiosity and other robot missions on Mars” [Bell, 2012]. Although the
statement could have been made as a high-spirited expression of human ingenuity and the
need for human touch, the fact remains that the robots, for the most part, are remotely con-
trolled by human operators. Given the excitement and rise in robotic space exploration, we
can expect more specialized robots deployed on Mars (and beyond) in the coming decades.
Schenker et al [2003] present detailed discussion of the robotic technology behind the
Mars missions and notes the importance of achieving autonomy and cooperation between
multiple heterogenous robotic platforms for future missions with such ambitious goals as
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human-robotic colonization. The researchers also noted that reconfigurable hardware is
being investigated that could potentially allow the robots to adapt to new and dynamic
situations without any human assistance. [Bajracharya et al., 2008] discuss the current state
of autonomy in rover robots and emphasize the importance of automated learning as critical
to any future missions to Mars.
EC based techniques used in Multiagent systems (MAS) such as Evolutionary Robotics
(ER) hold promising possibilities in achieving both adaptation and autonomy. [Kernbach
et al., 2009] describe current research that enables the implementation of evolutionary al-
gorithms directly in reconfigurable robot hardware, thereby allowing on-line and on-board
execution of artificial evolution. Such embedded evolutionary techniques help overcome a
major “gap of reality” issue that exists in the traditional simulate-and-transfer methodology
in ER.
Besides achieving adaptation and autonomy, the key to achieving coordination among
heterogenous evolving agents, robotic or otherwise, is understanding the relationship be-
tween interaction mechanisms and population diversity in the evolving population as well
as between humans and agents (robots). Interactions between non-evolving homogenous
agents, such as programmed or tele-operated robots, are relatively easy to understand and
model. However, in environments with co-evolving heterogenous agents, interactions among
the agents could subsequently impact the population diversity, and in turn, the population
diversity could impact the interactions. As stated in [Sklar et al., 2006], there are many
real-world applications where a large population of homogenous agents are impractical due
to financial or logistical constraints, and it would be beneficial to know the proper means
of achieving high-efficiency coordinated solutions with carefully designed interaction mech-
anisms and heterogenous robot/agent teams. Evolutionary systems are computationally
resource intensive and it is challenging to design evolutionary systems that reach their full
potential. Part of the reason might be the emergent nature of such systems that seems to
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resist traditional mathematical analysis, and thus, a full mathematical understanding. An-
other reason might be a lack of understanding of the underlying relationship between the
major forces that drive evolution. It is this latter reason that in part motivates the research
presented in this dissertation. Without comprehensive understanding of the possibilities and
limitations of evolutionary techniques, as well as appropriate cost-benefit analysis and care-
ful planning, the full potential of real-world evolutionary multiagent systems with physical
agents, such as robots, will be unachievable.
A broader perspective for this research is the intuition that in an evolving system, rela-
tionships exists between population diversity, interaction mechanisms, and task performance
(Figure 1.2). It is this intuition that forms the basis of the research questions and hypotheses
that will be presented in the sections that follow.
This intuition is based on well-established concepts. Throughout human history, it has
been long established that division of labor and specialization is the basis of increased pro-
ductivity [Smith and Nicholson, 1887]. However, the effectiveness of the strategy of division
of labor presupposes two conditions: first, a common goal among the participants, and,
second, effective coordination among the participants [Becker and Murphy, 1994, Kreitner,
2008]. The common goal binds the participants in an interdependent relationship and the
coordination facilitates the orchestration and harmony required for effective completion of
interdependent tasks.
This research investigates these concepts in the context of evolving populations of diverse
agents aided by interaction mechanisms. When populations of diverse agents are co-evolving
they each have different goals. It is possible that each of these goals can somehow contribute
towards the accomplishment of a greater overarching goal. It is not even necessary that
each individual agent be aware of the greater overarching goal. In such systems, efficiency of
achieving the overarching goal can be accomplished with coordination among the populations
using interaction mechanisms.
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The task environment provides the platform where an overarching goal is decomposed
into sub-goals. Population diversity induces specialization and division of labor. Interaction
mechanisms provides the appropriate means of coordination among the agents.
1.2 Problem Domain
The goal of this thesis is to investigate the relationship between diversity, interaction mecha-
nisms, and efficiency with populations of evolutionary agents solving problems in a sequential
task domain.
An instance of the classic foraging problem is selected as a representative problem from
the sequential task domain. The foraging problem is concerned with agents collecting re-
sources from geospatially dispersed locations and bringing them to designated collection
sites. The problem involves a sequence of detection, extraction, and transportation tasks.
In complex settings, there may be multiple resource types, and collection of resources may
involve more tasks such as processing a resource before it is transported. An example is
the humanitarian de-mining domain, where an explosive device is detected in a field and
extracted from the ground; then the device should be defused before being transported.
Generally, problems in the sequential task domain do not require that the same agent be
responsible for completing all the tasks. Therefore, one way such problems may be solved
more efficiently is by having the tasks completed simultaneously by different coordinating
agents. The coordination may be achieved by agents communicating that one task in the
sequence has been completed and the next task in the sequence can be attempted.
The basic foraging problem can be formally described as a problem with three sequen-
tial tasks: detection (Taskd), extraction (Taske), and transportation (Taskt). These tasks
require corresponding skills, or traits, to complete, and for the 3-task foraging problem,
the following traits are needed: detection (Traitd), extraction (Traite), and transportation
(Traitt). The complexity of problems in the sequential task domain may increase linearly
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with the number of tasks. For example, a foraging problem that requires additional tasks
such as refinement (Taskr) and processing (Taskp) of resources is a more complex problem
than a problem that requires only 3 tasks. Such additional tasks would require corresponding
traits, and in general, solving k-task problems in the sequential task domain will require k
traits.
1.3 Research Questions
Sequential task problems can be solved by heterogenous populations of simpler specialist
agents or homogenous populations of more complex generalist agents. Stated formally, a
k-task problem in the sequential task domain can be solved by a homogenous
population of k-trait agents or a heterogenous population of n-trait agents where
n < k1. A key question is: which of these two types of populations will evolve to be
more efficient in completing all the tasks?
For the foraging problem, the number and rate of resources detected, extracted, and
ultimately collected are possible ways that performance efficiency may be measured. It is
conceivable that such measures of efficiency may depend on population-related factors, such
as size and diversity. Therefore, another question is: what compositional factors of the
evolving populations contributes to their efficiency?
When agents coordinate to collect resources, interactions among them may significantly
impact their performance efficiency. There are various interaction mechanisms, and within
each mechanism there can be varying levels of interaction. Presumably, to achieve the same
performance efficiency, heterogenous populations may require different levels of interaction
than homogenous populations, and thus a question is: which interaction mechanism
1n-trait heterogenous agents where n ≥ k are not considered. When n = k, heterogenous agents have
the exact traits required to solve problems in this domain, and the population of such agents is no different
than k-task homogenous population; when n > k, heterogenous agents have skills beyond what is required
to solve problems in this domain.
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and levels of interaction are more effective for each of the two types of evolving
populations?
The questions stated thus far leads to this fundamental question: how do interaction
mechanisms and population diversity affect performance efficiency of evolving
populations?
My dissertation, inspired by all the preceding questions, finds evidence to support the
following hypothesis:
Hypothesis 0 (Dissertation Hypothesis). A larger heterogeneous population of limited-
capability agents will evolve to perform better than a smaller homogeneous population of full-
capability agents, and performance is influenced by the ways in which the agents interact.
To find support for the hypothesis, the following research questions (Rqs) are investi-
gated:
Rq 1. Does interaction mechanism have a statistically significant effect on performance in
homogeneous populations of evolving agents?
Rq 2. Does interaction mechanism have a statistically significant effect on performance in
heterogenous populations of evolving agents?
Rq 3. Does population diversity have a statistically significant effect on performance in
non-interacting populations of evolving agents?
Rq 4. Does population diversity have a statistically significant effect on performance in
interacting populations of evolving agents?
1.4 Contributions
The research for this dissertation contributes primarily to the field of Evolutionary Multiagent
Systems (EMAS). Additionally, because of the interdisciplinary nature of the research, it
tangentially contributes to related fields.
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1. This research shows how population diversity and interaction mechanisms
are related in a system of evolutionary agents coordinating to achieve a
shared goal of completing problems in sequential task domains. To my knowl-
edge, this is an open problem in the field of MAS.
2. To generalize the results, three different evolutionary models are used for experiments.
To my knowledge, this is the first time, the same set of experiments is con-
ducted using these three evolutionary models.
3. The platform is open sourced and placed in public domain2 for anyone
interested in future research using the platform. The platform developed for
the experiments is extensible to allow plug-ins for (a) interaction mechanisms, (b)
evolutionary models, and (c) GP encoding schemes beyond the one used. Moreover,
the platform allows for the distribution of arbitrary number of parallel experiments in
multi-core clustered environments.
4. The platform combines one of the most popular agent-based modeling
frameworks (MASON) with one of the most popular genetic programming
systems (PushGP). To my knowledge, this is the first time it has been done.
5. Population Diversity levels, as described in the natural sciences (biology), are known
to have issues in terms of their definitions and applications. Two novel trait-based
population diversity levels are described and are shown to be effective in
their applicability.
6. In the experiment environment, population diversity is implemented in terms of species,
and species is implemented in terms of traits. Such abstractions of natural world
counterparts not only benefits investigations in EMAS, but also provides a
2http://www.synthverse.com
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computational model for practitioners in the natural sciences interested in
using simulations of biological systems to further their research.
7. This research bridges and unifies research directions from the EC and MAS
research communities.
1.5 Overview
Chapter 2 discusses background and representative survey of related up-to-date work; it
also discusses where this dissertation is contextually situated in this space.
Chapter 3 describes the experiment environment and how the experiment tool – a simula-
tion platform called synthScape – is designed and configured to run large number of parallel
experiments in high performance compute cluster environment.
Chapter 4 describes experiments that investigate the relationship between selected Evo-
lutionary Models and task performance, and then presents analysis of results.
Chapter 5 describes experiments that investigate the relationship between Interaction
Mechanisms, Interaction Quality, and task performance, and then presents analysis of results.
Chapter 6 introduces trait-based diversity levels and defines novel diversity indexes. Next,
the chapter describes experiments that investigate the relationship between Population Di-
versity and task performance, and then presents analysis of results.
Chapter 7 concludes the dissertation with my conclusions, a list of my contributions, and
a discussion of future work.
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Chapter 2
Background and Related Work
This chapter provides provides background on concepts and work related to the areas of
this dissertation. Multi-Agent Systems, the primary category of systems investigated in this
dissertation, is discussed in Section 2.1. Genetic Programming, the evolution-based machine
learning technique used in the system investigated, is discussed in Section 2.2. With the
use of genetic programming, the system investigated falls under the sub-class of multi-agent
systems called Evolutionary Multi-Agent Systems ; these systems are discussed in Section 2.3.
Experiments, described in Chapters 4, 5, and 6, situate evolutionary multi-agent systems
to solve problem instances in the Sequential Task Domain, and this problem domain is
described in Section 2.4. The research questions addressed in this dissertation, as stated
in Chapter 1.3, concern Interaction Mechanisms and Population Diversity and these are
discussed in Sections 2.6 and 2.5, respectively. Section 2.7 presents research that recognizes
the importance of considering factors of interaction mechanisms and population diversity, and















Figure 2.1: Interaction of Agent and Environment in Simple (top) and Intelligent (bottom)
agents
A multi-agent system (MAS) is composed of a number of agents that interact with each
other. The agents are situated in an environment where they act autonomously : each agent
takes input from the environment through perception and produces output that affects the
environment. For a given input, many different outputs are possible and agents generally
have a preference over the set of outputs. This preference is sometimes determined by a
utility function. One of the two main objectives of MAS research is to design intelligent
agents: agents that are capable of more than simple reactive behavior and can deliberate,
learn and adapt in a dynamic and possibly noisy environments, while meeting goals specified
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by a human user. Figure 2.1 illustrates these basic concepts.
In addition to being self-interested and having individual goals, the collective as a whole
may have a common group goal. Achieving this requires addressing the second objective of
MAS research: designing a properly functioning society of agents. In order to interact within
a society, the agents may cooperate, coordinate, communicate, compete, and/or negotiate.


































Figure 2.2: A MAS consisting of 6 agents interacting in various ways with each other and
the environment.
The field of Multi-Agent System (MAS) originated from Artificial Intelligence (AI) re-
search. According to [Wooldridge, 2009], however, MAS research has a much broader scope
and ultimately subsumes the field of AI. One of the central claims of AI is that intelligence
can be reduced to computations; thus, creating intelligence in a suitable computational de-
vice has become one of the main goals of AI. Early AI research mostly studied monolithic
systems (e.g., Expert Systems) with sequential processes, and it was realized that a large
number of problems require solutions that need parallel and distributed methodologies. This
gave rise to the sub-field of Distributed Artificial Intelligence (DAI) which itself branched
further into Distributed Problem Solving (DPS), Parallel Artificial Intelligence (PAI), and
Multi-Agent Systems (MAS). While researchers in DPS and PAI studied parallel and dis-
tributed intelligence systems, MAS researchers additionally studied interactions of multiple
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intelligent units called agents (see [Bond and Gasser, 1988] for an account of the history of
DAI). MAS researchers realized that it is not enough to study the intelligence aspects of a
single system (agent) in isolation, as had been done in AI, but researchers have to addition-
ally study social aspects of multiple agents and the collective intelligence that arises from
their interactions. Thus, unlike AI, which mostly concerns itself with the design of a single
intelligent agent, MAS is concerned with the design of both agents and societies of agents.
Figure 2.3: Research history showing progression of major fields that led from AI to EMAS.
According to [Wooldridge, 2009], the MAS community has broadly investigated the fol-
lowing main agent architectures: deductive reasoning agents (also known as symbolic reason-
ing agents), practical reasoning agents, and agents with reactive and hybrid architectures.
This dissertation is concerned with agents that have hybrid architectures.
Achieving agent autonomy is one of the most sought-after goals in MAS research; fully
autonomous agents require little or no human guidance to solve problems. The ability to
learn and adapt to varying environmental conditions is closely related to achieving autonomy:
agents that can learn and adapt require less human guidance to solve problems. To achieve
full agent autonomy, MAS researchers have investigated various machine learning techniques
such as inductive logic programming, artificial neural networks, and Bayesian networks, etc.
Evolutionary Computation (EC) is one such technique and may provide both adaptation and
learning ability when incorporated into MAS. In the EC methodology, biological evolutionary
processes are simulated, and agents are evolved to attain higher levels of fitness to meet
selection criteria derived from the problem specifications. The population of evolving agents,
by adapting, essentially gains knowledge about the problem space and learns how to solve a
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given problem.
Figure 2.4: Various EC techniques and the progression towards GP.
EC has been a major area of research since the 1960s [Fogel et al., 1966]. Various EC
techniques have been studied extensively. Evolutionary Algorithms (EA) [Deb, 2001], Evo-
lutionary Programming (EP) [Fogel, 1999], Evolution Strategies (ES) [Beyer and Schwefel,
2002], Swarm Intelligence (SI) [Beni and Wang, 1993], Ant Colony Optimization (ACO)
[Dorigo, 1992], and Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [Kennedy and Eberhart, 1995] are
some of the major EC techniques. One such technique, Genetic Algorithms (GA), has been
the subject of research since the 1970s [Holland, 1975] and 1980s [Cramer, 1985]. In the 1990s
[Koza, 1992], research began in a specialization of GA called Genetic Programming (GP). Of
all the various EC techniques that have been studied, GP has the desirable feature of evolv-
ing solutions in the form of complete executable programs, whereas other techniques mostly
evolve solutions in the form of data structures or parameters for an executable program that
runs a fixed algorithm. With several decades of research in its foundational work stemming
from GA and other similar EC techniques, GP is a fairly well-developed and well-understood
EC technique.
2.2 Genetic Programming
GP is a biologically-inspired machine learning technique that searches through the space of
executable programs to find the programs that solve a given problem specification. Each
program that GP can potentially evaluate has an associated fitness measure computed with
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a fitness function. This fitness function is typically designed by a human and is based on the
problem specification; the fitness function also forms the basis of the selection criteria against
which programs are evaluated. The space of all possible programs that can potentially be
evaluated is referred to as a program or solution space. A program space along with fitness
measurements for each program is known as a fitness landscape. The goal of GP is to search
programs whose fitness measure reaches or exceeds a certain value, called the optimum.
The objective might be to minimize fitness measure to lower values, called minima, or
maximize the fitness measure to a higher values, called maxima. The choice of minimizing
or maximizing the fitness is domain and designer dependent; both methodologies are used. In
a given fitness landscape, several programs might meet a minimal selection criteria, in which
case their fitness measures are known as local optima (or local maxima or local minima).
Figure 2.5 illustrates a fitness landscape that has several local optima (local maxima), but
only one global optima (global maximum).
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Figure 2.5: Fitness Landscape
In traditional GP, programs are represented as trees with leaf (or terminal) nodes repre-
senting operands and non-leaf (or non-terminal) nodes representing operators. This repre-
sentation or encoding of program code is referred to as the genotype (or chromosome). An
arbitrary segment within a genotype is referred to as a gene1. The expressed behavior of










Phenotype of both representations expresses the mathematical formula: 









Genotype in linear GPGenotype in tree-based GP
Figure 2.6: The same program expressed in both tree-based and linear genotypes.
a program, observed after it is executed, is referred to as its phenotype. In most literature,
unless otherwise stated, GP refers to tree-based GP (TGP). Another major class of genotype
encoding is linear GP (LGP), where a series of assembly language like instructions is used to
represent programs. Figure 2.6 shows the same program expressed in both forms. In LGP,
various techniques are used to distinguish between instructions that represent operators and
operands.
used by EC researchers are mere abstractions of the real thing. In biology, a gene is not just any arbitrary
segment of a chromosome. A gene is a hereditary unit: a very specific segment within a chromosome that is
passed onto offspring across generations and is responsible for specific characteristic traits. Also, unlike most
EC researchers, biologists do not use the terms genotype and chromosome interchangeably. For example,
in biology, any two zebras or any two roses have the same genotype (general genetic make-up), but no two










Figure 2.7: The basic evolutionary algorithm showing the main stages: initialization, selec-
tion, reproduction, and iteration.
Irrespective of how the genotype is encoded, the same basic evolutionary algorithm is
used. The evolutionary algorithm, consists of iterations over four main stages: initialization,
execution, selection, and reproduction. Figure 2.7 shows a flowchart describing the algorithm.
Details of the main stages are described below.
Initialization: In this stage, an initial population of solutions (programs, in the case of GP)
is generated. This seed population is usually randomly generated; in certain cases, if
the general structure of the solution is known, or if the evolution process is intended to
be guided in a certain path, the initial population may be seeded with specific start-up
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solutions.
Execution: In this stage, each solution is executed.
Selection: In this stage, fitness measure of each executed solution is evaluated according
to some performance criterion. When the fitness measure is evaluated using multiple
criteria, it is called multi-objective fitness evaluation. The programs that meet the
conditions, by having their fitness measures reach or exceed some expected optimal
value, are selected for the next stage.
Reproduction: In this stage, (two or more) selected programs are chosen as parents and
their genotypes are combined, mostly by swapping genes, to create one or more off-
spring programs. This process of generating offspring programs in this way is referred
to as applying the genetic crossover operator. Since genotypes from parents can be
combined in various ways, there are several variations of the crossover operator. The
two most basic variations are: single-point (or one-point) crossover and double-point
(or two-point) crossover. In single-point crossover, each parent chromosome is seg-
mented at a single point and then two arbitrary genes, each taken from a unique
parent, are combined into the offspring chromosome. In double-point crossover, each
parent chromosome is segmented at two points and then three arbitrary genes, with at
least one gene coming from a different parent than the other two, are combined into
the offspring gene. Another genetic operator that may be applied during this stage
is the mutation operator; the genotype of a single parent program may be randomly
changed or altered to generate a modified offspring program. Figure 2.8 shows the two
genetic operators in tree-based GP. The number of alterations performed during the
mutation operation is called the mutation rate. While there are other genetic operators
that may be applied, crossover and mutation are the two major ones. The collection
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Figure 2.8: The genetic cross and mutation operators in tree-based GP (top) and linear GP
(bottom)
becomes the basis of the next iterative selection stage.
Iteration: The selection and reproduction stages are repeated until offspring programs con-
verge towards a solution. For certain problems, it might be sufficient for the programs
to converge to approximate or near-perfect solutions. However, for practical reasons,
the iteration of the selection and reproduction stages cannot be continued indefinitely;
the algorithm user can specify a maximum number of allowed iterations. If satisfactory
solutions are not found and if the algorithm hasn’t exceeded the maximum iteration
limits, the system loops back to the selection stage.
In most cases, the GP algorithm is CPU- and memory-intensive. Without appropriate im-
plementation safeguards, such as maximum number of individuals within a generation, max-
imum size of an individual’s chromosome, and maximum number of computational steps
allowed for each offspring program, the algorithm can exceed available computational re-
sources very quickly.




[Bhattacharya and Nath, 2001] review some of the major research that has looked into the
code bloat issue of GP. Code bloat, also referred to as code growth or complexity drift, is
one of the most well-known issues with GP. It occurs when the genotypes of individual
offspring start exhibiting significantly increased size without much effect on fitness. In such
individuals, a lot of extra code exists in the genotype that has no direct functional objective.
This phenomena is very similar to what is seen in biological genomes: there are functional
coding regions called exons and non-coding regions called introns.
The authors have summarized conclusions drawn from various research done on this
topic. Generally, once the system converges to better solutions, the individuals exhibit,
unless explicitly restricted, a trend towards increasing code size. The authors have further
noted that while smaller sized programs have the advantage of being better at providing
general solutions to problems (small programs have fewer instructions for complex and spe-
cific logic), they also have the disadvantage of low variability (less variation in programs
is possible with fewer instructions) and low dimensionality (less functionality is possible
with less instructions). Thus, to evolve general solutions, if the GP system is explicitly re-
stricted to producing smaller programs, the result would be a loss of diversity (because of
low variability) and loss of complexity (because of low dimensionality) in the population.
The main issue, according to the authors, is that large programs would not lead to
general solutions and small programs suffer from low variability and dimensionality, and it
is difficult to predict what the ideal size should be. Thus, it is difficult to put a limit on
the maximum size of the genotype. With the absence of a specified maximum limit, the
system would converge too early to a suboptimal solution, and then subsequently proceed to
increase its size without any effect on its fitness. This code bloat ultimately leads to waste
of computational resources.
While the cause of code bloat is still an open problem in GP, the authors mention four
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prominent theories that have been put forth by various researchers.
The Destructive Crossover Hypothesis states that an increased amount of redundancy or
dilution in genes minimizes the damage caused by the crossover operator. This is explained
in more detail later in Section 2.2.4.
The Solution Distribution Theory proposes that there are many semantically equiva-
lent solution programs (phenotypes) that can come from syntactically different individuals
(genotypes). In fact, in the complete solution space, the quantity of longer programs far
outnumbers the number of shorter, but semantically equivalent, programs. The evolution-
ary process, during its search for solutions, simply finds more of these longer programs than
the shorter programs.
The Removal of Bias Theory proposes that fitness-neutral operations in the genotype
favor the replacement of small-length code fragments with average-length code fragments
during applications of the crossover genetic operator; thus there is a general bias towards
increasing code length.
Finally, the Shape-Size Connection Theory proposes that, at least in tree-based GP,
independent of the problem domain, the tree depth increases linearly in each generation,
while the overall size of the tree increases at a sub-quadratic to quadratic rate, and overall
this leads to increased rate of change of genotype length per generation (see [Langdon, 2000]
for further details).
2.2.2 Secondary Structural Modifications
Research on code bloat in GP has led to the identification of several types of secondary
structural modifications that occur in genotypes as a GP system evolves solutions. In an
earlier work, [Soule and Foster, 1997], verified that while GP evolves genotypes that meet
fitness criteria, it also progressively increases the genotype’s robustness against the damaging
effects of the crossover operator in each generation. Their experiments showed that in tree-
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based GP, the robustness is increased by diluting the exons with inoperative introns, thereby
lowering the chances of damage during crossover by lowering the effective code density. In
[Soule, 2002] and [Zhong and Soule, 2006], two additional forms of structural modification
are investigated.
In [Soule, 2002], experimental results show that code bloat can occur without inoperative
introns. The researcher devised a simple GP system that only allows the additive (+)
function, and the terminal set can include any number between 0 and 1. GP is used to
evolve an expression that sums to 10. This simple GP system cannot produce any introns.
Experiments were run on the following terminal sets: {+, 1}, {+, 1, 0.5 }, {+, 0.1, 1 },
{+, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1}. With the trivial {+, 1} base set, all possible solution trees have
exactly 19 nodes. With {+, 1, 0.5}, if all terminal nodes are 1, the maximal tree size is
19; and if all terminal nodes are 0.5, the maximal tree size is 39. Experiments with {+, 1,
0.5} shows that the population quickly converges to the lowest number of nodes (19) first,
and then steadily rises towards the maximum possible size (39). The steady rise in program
size is solely due to progressively increased size in exons without introducing any inoperative
introns. Similar results were observed for the other non-trivial sets. The only destructive
operation allowed was the standard genetic crossover, and it was concluded that given a
choice of a perfectly fit (but not necessarily robust) solution versus a highly robust and an
approximately fit solution, the evolutionary process chooses the latter to primarily minimize
the damage caused by crossover.
In another study, [Zhong and Soule, 2006] demonstrated that evolutionary processes may
increase the number of self-canceling codes in the genotype, if such codings are allowed. The
researchers categorized code types within genes as follows:
viable: code that could affect fitness if changed;
operative: code that affects fitness; this is a proper subset of viable codes;
inoperative: code that could be replaced by no-ops without impacting fitness; any other
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type of changes may affect fitness; and
inviable: code that could be replaced by anything without any impact on fitness; this is a
proper subset of inoperative codes.
Based on past research, it is generally believed that operative code (exons) is not a major
contributor of code bloat and instead it is inoperative code (introns) that is the major
contributor. This research aimed at finding if a special kind of code that has the property
of being both viable and inoperative (e.g., +(Y −Y ) and Y + (....)−Y ) contributes to bloat
and how much it contributes relative to inoperative codes. In particular, the researchers
were interested in self-canceling codes, e.g., +4 and −4.
For this research, a simple GP system was devised where the experimenter could control
the possible code types: individuals are variable length strings consisting of the integers 0,
1, 4 and the fitness is calculated as fitness=|value − T | for some target value T ; a lower
fitness value is the desired goal. An example of an individual expressed in this GP system is
10401 where value = 1 + 0 + 4 + 0 + 1 = 6. Furthermore, 1s and 4s are operative codes and
0s are inoperative codes. If mutation is not used then 0s approximate inviable code because
crossover simply exchanges 0s. If the negative integers -1 and -4 are introduced, they act as
the special self-canceling viable, but inoperative codes.
Experiments were performed to study the growth ratios of inviable code (0s), and self-
canceling code pairs (-1, +1), and (-4, +4). The results suggested the following. First,
evolutionary systems will increase the overall amount of self-canceling code pairs. Specifi-
cally, genes with smaller potential contribution (-1, +1) will increase more rapidly than the
ones with larger potential contribution (-4,+4). Second, inviable code (0s) always increases
most rapidly; in the presence of both types of (inviable and self-canceling) code, inviable code
still increases more rapidly than self-canceling codes. If inviable codes are absent, then self-
canceling codes increases rapidly. The researchers noted that the increase of self-canceling
code might provide an alternative explanation to the often observed increase of repeated seg-
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ments within genotypes. It is widely believed that these redundant structures are evolved to
increase the robustness of genotypes against crossover damage. Furthermore, they hypoth-
esized the possible presence of fractal like self-canceling code patterns that are themselves
constructed from self-canceling codes (e.g., ((X + Y )− (X + Y ))− ((X + Y )− (X + Y ))).
2.2.3 Theoretical Limitations
A well-known issue common to search techniques based on EC is related to the ruggedness of
the fitness landscape [Kinnear, Jr., 1994]; the existence of several close local optima makes
the landscape rugged and difficult for the search process to find better solutions. However,
such issues are external to the search process; the issues are mostly related to the problem
domain, that shapes the fitness landscape, and are outside the scope of the search algorithm.
For certain issues, that sometimes arise in GP, it is not entirely clear if it is exclusively due
to external factors. Two such issues, discussed in great detail in [Wagner and Altenberg, 1996]
and [Altenberg, 1993], are epistasis and pleiotropy. In epistasis, a particular functionality
(or phenotype) is affected by multiple components, or loci, in the genotype. Thus, if any one
of the loci changes during mutation or crossover, it affects the functionality. In pleiotropy,
one locus is responsible for multiple functionalities (this is common in multi-objective GP),
and a change in the locus affects multiple functionalities. Both epistasis and pleiotropy may
not only arise from external (problem domain) factors, but they may also arise from internal
factors such as available operators or operands in the specific genotype encoding that was
used.
This section describes studies that indicate the existence of internal issues in GP – issues
that exist irrespective of the nature of fitness landscapes and the specifics of problem domain.
Furthermore, these internal issues point to possible theoretical limitations of GP.
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2.2.3.1 Structural Limitations
In the experiments in [Daida et al., 2003], GP was used to evolve program-trees of varied
sizes. The only primitive function allowed in the system was an arity-2 join function that
enables two nodes to be joined; no domain-specific instructions were used. The objective
of the experiment was to simply evolve program-trees that in themselves do not solve any
problems, but simulate how program-trees grow during the evolutionary process when GP
is searching for solutions.
The researchers predicted, based on how program-trees grow iteratively in standard GP
and a characteristic “density” of such growths, a model of program-tree growth that had
four regions based on number of nodes and tree depth: I (easy), II (transitional), III (hard),
and IV (out-of-bounds). In terms of node count and tree depth ratios, regions II, III, and
IV either have significantly higher proportion of nodes (relative to depth) or were too deep
(relative to node count); and region I had both node count and tree depth in a relatively
balanced ratio. According to their predicted model, GP produces program-trees that lie in
regions I and II, while it has difficulty producing them in region III and never produces
structures that lie in region IV.
Their experiments verified the hypothesized model and this demonstrated the structural
limitation of tree-based GP systems independent of the problem domain and fitness func-
tion. Since no domain-specific instructions were used, this structural difficulty in tree-based
genotype formation is independent of any problem domain. The researchers also noted that,
in fact, of all possible tree shapes, most are not easily generated by GP.
2.2.3.2 Content-induced Limitations
In [Daida et al., 2001], an experiment was performed where GP was used to solve a relatively
simple symbolic regression problem: the objective was to evolve mathematical functions that
are equivalent to: 1+3x+3x2+x3. This problem has many solutions: (1+x)3, (1+x)(1+x)2,
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(1 − −x)3, and (1 + x)(1 + x)(1 + x) are a few examples; the solutions are relatively easily
generated by a GP. In their experiments, all the regular math operators (+, −, ∗, /, etc.)
were allowed. Although the solution required the use of just the single constant of 1, the
researchers allowed the GP to vary the number of constants by having the system generate
random numbers as constants instead of just 1 (e.g., random numbers in the range [-100,
+100]). Thus, the problem was made “tunable” by letting the experimenter vary the content
by varying the allowable constants.
The results show that the more the contents (allowable constants) are allowed to vary, the
more difficult it is for GP to evolve a solution. While the difficulty may seem to arise from
the fact that GP has to work with more operands in a larger combinatorial search space,
the authors have shown that the difficulty, instead, actually arises for a different reason.
The meaning of the constants (operands) depends on the context in which they appear,
and during the activities of genetic operators the meaning of context-sensitive operands may
change dramatically. For instance, a mutation (or crossover) operator might deactivate a
constant by forming introns, or express a dormant constant in an intron. The increased
availability of operands (constants) increases the likelihood of such abrupt changes in each
generation, and for this reason GP has greater difficulty evolving solutions.
In this experiment, the problem, the fitness function, and the fitness landscape were all
held constant, and an internal GP factor (the amount of context-sensitive content) alone led
to the highlighted difficulty.
2.2.4 Destructive Non-Homologous Nature of Crossover
In nature, exchange of genetic code during crossover is homologous ; regions that code for
similar functionality and traits (e.g., eye color, wing shape) are exchanged rather than the
exchange taking place randomly. This ensures variability within particular traits and func-
tionalities (e.g., varied eye color) without destroying them. One of the most well-known issues
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with the crossover operator in GP is that it is non-homologous : the exchange of genetic code
is random and is, thus, destructive when it comes to preserving useful functionalities. Two
often cited references on this topic are [Langdon et al., 1999] and [O’Reilly and Oppacher,
1994]. There is strong evidence that links this destructive non-homologous nature of the
crossover operator to code bloat: code bloat might be a defense mechanism triggered by the
crossover operator to make it difficult for the useful code to be destroyed.
[Platel et al., 2003] designed a maximal homologous crossover operator that attempts
to preserve context while swapping codes during the operation. The new operator first
attempts to find a maximal possible alignment of the genotypes of the parents, and then
swaps code within that alignment. It is shown that the run-time complexity of the algorithm
for performing this match is O(mn) where m and n are the sizes of the genotypes of the
two parents respectively. The experiments showed positive results in context preservation;
however, as designed, this crossover operator would only work on LGP for a stack machine – a
computer architected to use stacks. The researchers also noted that this is just a preliminary
step towards general homologous crossover operators and is not ready to be used in real-world
applications.
2.2.5 Loss of Population and Genotypical Diversity
[Burke et al., 2002] reported on a number of previous studies on the importance of maintain-
ing genotypical and population diversity in GP. Population and genotypical diversity are keys
to preventing premature convergence and stagnation to local optima as GP searches through
the fitness landscape (see Figure 2.5). Measuring these diversities, however, is non-trivial
and there are various ways it can be done. The goal of this research was to find out how
some of these measurements might be related to each other and how these measurements
are related to GP performance.
The experiments consisted of collecting seven different population and genotypical diver-
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sity measurements during the run of three different GP problems. The researchers noted
that, interestingly, diversity measurements, especially genotypical diversity measurements,
do not necessarily correlate with GP performance. Phenotype and entropy-related diver-
sity measurements were better indicators of GP performance on these problems, and these
alternative measurements are relatively easier to compute than straightforward genotypical
diversity.
The researchers concluded that the relationship between a particular diversity measure-
ment and GP performance is not so straightforward, and neither are the relationships be-
tween the various diversity measurements themselves, and GP performance may depend on
other factors such as problem domain. Furthermore, certain diversity measurements are
easier to compute but still may be good indicators of GP performance. The GP practitioner
must carefully define population and genotypical diversity and consider the effects of problem
domain.
2.2.6 Requirement of Human Guidance
[Abbott et al., 2004] argue against the popular claim that GP can automatically evolve
computer programs that solve a problem given a high-level problem specification; this has
been the de-facto definition of GP since Koza’s seminal work [Koza, 1992]. The researchers
point out that the solution process in GP is not initiated by a high-level problem description
(at least, not in a human language such as English), as the statement claims, but that it is
guided, instead, by a fitness function. How well GP performs and finds the solution depends
on the level of detail of this fitness function. In other words, it is the fitness function that
plays the central role in guiding the GP system towards the solution.
It is well understood that the role of a fitness function is to evaluate a candidate so-
lution and provide a ranking. Obviously, the better the fitness function is at evaluating
a candidate solution, the better the GP system is guided to the correct solution. In their
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paper, the researchers have shown that while the original intent of a fitness function is to
simply evaluate, ultimately, the GP system uses the fitness function as a similarity measure
of how close a candidate solution is to the ideal solution. Thus, the degree to which a fitness
function correlates to the ideal solution will determine the success of GP. This leads to the
following logic:
1. The person evolving a solution using GP must provide a fitness function that correlates
to the solution as well as possible.
2. The person designing such a fitness function, therefore, must already have some notion
of the final structure of the solution.
3. Ultimately, GP is being guided by a person (could be a programmer or system engineer,
or user, depending on the implementation, domain, and application).
In addition, the researchers have also noted that in practice, traditional GP has difficulty
in providing solutions of complexity level higher than O(1) (constant time): GP is not very
good at utilizing loops and recursion. They have surveyed GP literature to see how GP
has been used to derive moderately complex solutions such as sorting algorithms. Sorting
has a näıve implementation of O(n2), and their survey indicates few GP derived solutions;
the more successful ones are the result of significant human guidance through the use of
sophisticated fitness functions.
In related work, [Abbott and Parviz, 2003] pointed out that the situation need not be
considered necessarily pessimistic; human guidance and other such hands-on involvement in
successful GP solutions might seem counter to traditional GP claims (of full automation) and
might even feel like “cheating” – however, such human contributions should be encouraged
and be recognized as part of the GP methodology.
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2.2.7 Requirement of Modularity, Regularity, and Hierarchy Fea-
tures
[Hornby, 2005] demonstrated that effective complex software design requires fundamental
support for three characteristics: modularity, regularity, and hierarchy. Their goal was to
show that in evolutionary systems, these three features must be supported at the genotype
level – the basic instruction set of a GP system must provide support for the three features
in order for the evolved system to have a sufficient non-trivial level of complexity.
The modularity property, M , refers to the support of basic modular units of blocks that
can be stored and invoked an arbitrary number of times. The regularity property, R, refers to
the support of re-usability of constituent parts: either blocks of code or predefined modules.
Iterative and recursive calls are examples of operations that support R. Finally, the hierarchy
property, H, refers to the support for levels of module use and execution: for example, the
ability of code within a module to invoke another module, or nested execution of codes and
modules.
The experiment performed was to let a GP system evolve the design of a four-legged
standard table using a simple block manipulation language. The language supported modu-
larity (via procedures) M , regularity (via loops and control-flow operators) R, and hierarchy
(via support for nested definitions and calls) H. Additionally separate experiments were
designed to control the use of M , R, and H features in various combinations. For example,
the MH set of experiments allowed the population to support M and H but restricted the
use of R (reuse was not allowed).
The results of experiments revealed that there is significant positive correlation between
fitness and the combined measure of M , R, and H. The research was not done with the
intent to look at GP critically; however, it has shown a minimum set of requirements, at the
genotype level, that must be supported in order for GP to succeed.
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2.2.8 Overconfidence in Simulated Artificial Evolution
[Woodward and Bai, 2009] expressed their concern that there might be overconfidence among
GP practitioners in the evolutionary process as a search technique when applied to the
space of computer programs. Their main objection is the inflexibility of the two main
genetic operators when applied within the context of machine-executable artificial genotypes:
mutation and crossover.
The mutation operator, when applied to artificial genotypes, most often has a dramatic
impact on the resulting mutated offspring compared to what happens with mutation in
natural biological genotypes. Natural genetic code has sufficient structural redundancy built
into it to resist dramatic changes. Artificial genetic encoding used in GP lacks this robustness.
Similarly, the crossover operator, when applied to artificial genotypes, produces offspring
that are dramatically different from their parents compared to what happens in nature during
sexual reproduction. In nature, the crossover operator doesn’t randomly exchange code from
parents; instead, specific clusters of genetic code that, as a whole, express a meaningful unit
(gene) are exchanged. In GP, the crossover operator lacks this contextual exchange. This
particular issue has been discussed in more detail in Section 2.2.4.
Their research also indicates that certain solutions are simply not achievable by natural
evolutionary processes – as an example, nature has not evolved any biological construct that
works on the principle of a wheel2. The researchers also noted that their survey of literature
reveals that at most two nested loops have been evolved by GP; this may suggest an upper
bound on what can possibly be achieved by GP-based systems (similar criticism of GP is
seen in Section 2.2.6).
2Nature is rich with examples of biological mechanisms that work on the rotary principles of a wheel:
bacterial flagellum, microscopic tumbleweed, and armadillo (it shapes itself into a sphere and rolls to flee
enemies) are a few examples. Although, the authors mentioned the flagellum, they discredit the example
because it does not work exactly like a human-made wheel. However, one can agree with the general
statement that the evolutionary process, as a search technique, may not find all possible solutions in the
fitness landscape.
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The researchers concluded that evolution, while being a highly-effective search technique
in the domain of biological genotypes and ecological fitness landscapes, might be unsuit-
able in the domain of artificial genotypes and computer program-based fitness landscapes.
An artificial genotype is not as robust as a natural genotype, and, therefore, the process
of simulated evolution has difficulty navigating itself in the fitness landscape of computer
programs.
2.3 Evolutionary Multi-Agent System
The two main challenges in MAS design are: effective agent design, and effective society
design. EC is one of many possible techniques that can be used in designing agents. Within
the broad spectrum of possibilities, this dissertation is concerned with systems that have
intelligent agents in a hybrid architecture as characterized in [Wooldridge, 2009].
This section provides an overview of research in EMAS. The overview focuses on research
related to EMAS design.
2.3.1 Society Models
A society of agents in MAS is primarily composed of homogeneous and heterogeneous agents.
A set of homogeneous agents have the same control logic. A set of heterogeneous agents have
varied control logic. Examples of such agents are soccer-playing robots that execute actions
based on different game-strategic roles (goalie vs. striker or defensive vs. offensive). The
terms generalist and specialist are also used to refer to homogeneous and heterogeneous
agents, respectively.
Agents are generally designed to achieve individual goals such as defending a goal-post,
in the case of the goal-keeper in soccer, or advancing forward and capturing opponent pieces
along the way, in the case of the pawn piece in chess. For many problems, however, this
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approach is not efficient (or sufficient); agents may be designed to also achieve common group
goals. In games such as soccer, checkers, or chess, a common goal for all agents is achieving
victory over the opponent and defending against fatal losses. As the number of goals an
agent has to achieve increases, the goals may come into conflict, and the agent may have to
execute complex decision-making rules to prioritize goals. In the game of chess, for example,
a pawn might have to forego its individual goal of capturing a viable opponent piece for the
group goal of defending its own team’s king piece from being captured.
Beyond a basic composition of homogenous or heterogenous agents, a society of agents
can also have more complex hierarchical and organizational composition. The following
sections, three such society models: teams, population islands, and multi-cellular structures
are discussed. Research related to the EMAS issue of the formation of crowds in a society
of agents is also reviewed.
2.3.1.1 Teams
Some of the earliest notable research in evolving teams of agents using GP can be found
in [Haynes et al., 1995a] and [Haynes et al., 1995b]. The results from these studies suggest
that the performance of teams can be much improved with explicit communication between
team agents and having the team members be heterogenous rather than homogenous. The
works are often noted as having introduced the concept of evolving an entire team as a
single chromosome. A more recent study on team evolution, [Brameier and Banzhaf, 2001],
is discussed next.
The researchers evolved teams of at most 4 agents using linear GP to solve the following
problems: (a) classifying heart-related medical data that has 13 varying dimensions into two
classes (ill or not ill), (b) classifying the points of two intersecting 3-dimensional rings, with
each having approximately 400 points, into the identity of the rings, and (c) approximating
3 different mathematical functions (sine, logarithm, and half-circle) at the same time.
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It was noted that a team can be evolved in the following three ways:
1. Select random individuals from an evolving population and form a team. The team is
evaluated and the fitness of the team is credited to all the members. The main issue
with this approach is inappropriate identification of which team members contribute
to success (and failure), and this is well known as the credit-assignment problem.
2. Run separate evolutionary processes that each contribute their best evolved member
and the final solution then uses the best members to comprise a team. The problem
with this population island model is that an optimal team might not necessarily be
composed of the best individuals.
3. Coevolve all team members as a single entity encoded in a single chromosome. The
advantage of this technique is that not only are individual agents evolved, but also the
team composition is evolved.
The researchers adopted the last of these methods. An initial population of genomes that
each represented a team of a fixed number of agents was generated. This population was
further divided into arbitrary groups called demes, and the genetic crossover operator would
only be applied to individuals from different demes. The researchers contended that the
intra-demetic crossover restriction would maintain sufficient diversity while also allowing
interesting features to spread across demes.
The researchers applied various methods to combine the outputs of the individual team
members into a final team output; it was noted that what is done with the individual agent
outputs and how the outputs are combined is problem dependent.
The results from their experiment resulted in a number of conclusions. There is an
optimal team size to any given problem. Increasing or decreasing the number of members
relative to the optimal team size leads to lower team fitness. There is a similar optimal
size of varied (heterogenous) team members; having more or less specialized members will
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not improve the team fitness and might actually lower it. While it was hypothesized that
restricting intra-demetic crossover would be more beneficial, the experimental results that
allowed unrestricted crossovers outperformed the restricted version. Finally, if the overall
team fitness measurement formula directly considers the fitness and errors of individual
members, the quality of teams evolved is much lower. On the other hand, if the overall team
fitness measurement formula considers the team as a unit, and doesn’t consider the results of
individuals, the overall quality of teams evolved is much higher. The researchers concluded
that the consideration of individual member errors during the calculation of team fitness
lowers the potential of specialization among the agents.
2.3.1.2 Population Islands
When it comes to programming, a human programmer has various reusable units to choose
from: libraries, modules, object-oriented classes, methods, etc., and the human programmer
decides the appropriate problem decomposition and which part of the system should special-
ize in solving which specific parts of the problem decomposition. However, such division of
labor and appropriate modular units rarely emerge spontaneously in evolutionary computa-
tion systems. These problems were the main motivation behind the research in [Potter and
De Jong, 2000].
In this work, a system of separately evolving populations is used to solve problems in
string cover (simple problem) and spiral-detection via neural networks (more complex prob-
lem). The division of labor is in the form of separately co-adapting species that auto-discover
their appropriate place in the problem solution.
The researchers’ approach is now briefly described. For a given problem, separate popu-
lations of programs are evolved in separate environments called “population islands”. Each
population represents separate species, and a representative individual is selected from each



































Figure 2.9: Population Islands model: 3 representative agents are selected from 3 separately
evolving islands.
attempt to solve the problem, and fitness feedback is provided to individual population is-
lands. The setup is illustrated in Figure 2.9. Initially the simulation is started with a single
island and if the overall fitness of the system improves through better fitness, another island
is added; if fitness stagnation is detected within a predefined time window, the newly added
island is deemed to be ineffective and is removed. Thus, the number of islands varies ac-
cording to the problem and the system eventually stabilizes on a specific number of islands
that have possibly decomposed the problem successfully. This approach explores cooperative
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co-evolution, niche selection, and specialization (cooperation is further discussed in Section
2.6).
In the first set of experiments, separate species evolved that cooperatively solved some
simple string-covering problems. The goal of the problem was to generate agents that would
cooperatively find appropriate patterns of strings that would properly cover a string made up
of various sections with varying patterns. In this experiment, separate species successfully
evolved that solved the problem; the solution varied from specific to general with species
each showing variety in their niche-discovery.
In the second set of experiments, a more complicated problem was used. The goal was
to evolve the hidden layers of a neural network that had to detect to which particular spiral
a given point would belong when the network was trained on two overlaid spirals of two
different colors. The system evolved the species that represented the hidden layers of the
network, and depending on the feedback during the training stage, layers were dynamically
added. This experiment also demonstrated successful problem decomposition and niche-
discovery.
2.3.1.3 Multicellular Structures
The work in [Bianco and Nolfi, 2004] represents more recent research on embodied evolution
in evolutionary robotics (ER) that is discussed in Section 2.3.2.1. In ER that adopts the
embodied evolution methodology, concepts of evolution are made implicit within the inter-
acting agents (robots). Each agent has a genotype that either directly expresses its control
program or represents key parameters of its control program (e.g., weights of their behav-
ior control neural network). Selection and reproduction are all made implicit by having a
higher fitness measure increase the agent’s reproductive capacity; the higher their fitness
measure when they successfully meet design goals, the better their chances at having their
genotype replicated when one agent comes in contact with another. This model has the
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added advantage of being decentralized and asynchronous.
The main motivation of this research is that although embodied evolution has many ad-
vantages, the complexity level reached and the robustness of these models is limited. The
researchers attribute this to three main factors. First, these models are possibly oversim-
plified. Second, these models are possibly interacting in a low-complexity threshold; more
complexity is needed for truly novel and emergent behavior to arise. Finally, possibly some
initial conditions are not met.
The researchers sought to evolve more complex, novel behavior within this embodied
evolutionary framework. Their research goal was to devise a framework to let MAS evolve in
an open-ended manner; open-ended is described as having an environment that is favorable
to the emergence of novel behavior and building blocks that are retained over time and are
re-used by the system, e.g., multi-cellularity. In order to support open-ended evolution, the
researchers hypothesize the following requirements:
1. Implicit and general solution criteria;
2. Favorable organizational structures; and
3. Changing social environment.
Implicit and general solution criteria are higher-level generalized (and more abstract) crite-
ria as compared to lower-level specific (and more concrete) criteria. For example, instead of
evolving for walking or running behavior, the agents could be evolved to evade the predator
agent; in this case, other unexpected forms of locomotion might evolve. The requirement
of favorable organizational structures might be met by enabling the agents to exhibit hier-
archical or organizational structure similar to multi-cellularity in nature. A dynamic social
environment would encourage more complex inter-agent behavior such as cooperation and
competition: inter-agent communication is key to this requirement.
As a prototypical model of the framework, the researchers experimented with a MAS
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simulation of evolving agents (robots) that were able to connect to each other and form
clusters. The goal of the experiment was to evolve a MAS to solve a coordinated predator-
prey capture problem. In their experiments, elementary agents formed connected clusters
and coordinated their movements to capture prey agents and connect them to the cluster.
2.3.1.4 Crowd Control
In [Kisiel-Dorohinicki and Socha, 2001], the researchers study the effects of crowding factor,
a macro-property, in EMAS and how it affects the quality of solutions. In EMAS, evolved
agents might be too similar with respect to the solution that they are providing. It will
be wasteful of resources if the system kept evolving similar agents that did not significantly
contribute to the main solution The researchers proposed crowding factor as a key macro
property of EMAS. Crowding factor could be measured as the density of agents in close
regions of the solution space. The crowding factor can potentially determine the tolerance
level for the MAS; a high crowding factor will lower the tolerance level of a MAS for similar
agents.
The researchers acknowledge that it is difficult to measure crowding factor; especially in
a decentralized MAS, it is difficult to obtain global properties of the system. One possible
way to measure the crowding factor is to have agents communicate their solutions to each
other and set up a distributed algorithm that keeps track of the crowding factor.
Two experiments were performed, and they showed mixed results. One showed that
smaller crowding factors improved the overall solution, and in this case heterogeneous agents
working on different parts of the problem was desired. The other showed that large crowding
factor improved the solution, and in this case, the problem was such that parts required
multiple homogeneous agents solving similar problems. The optimal value for crowding
factor is thus highly problem dependent, and the researchers concluded that more research
is needed within this area.
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2.3.2 Evolution Processing
EMAS is implemented using artificial evolutionary mechanism that evolves the constituent
agents. Particular systems where GP techniques are used as the basis of the artificial evolu-
tion is reviewed. How, where, and when the evolution processing happens is dependent on
the problem and solution architecture. Solution architectures can be centralized or decen-
tralized (or distributed). In centralized architectures, the key decisions and executions (such
as agent creation and evaluation) are made in one central location; in decentralized archi-
tectures, such decisions and executions can be distributed in logically or physically different
locations (e.g., different computers or different robot hardware). The evolution process can
also be implemented in a sequential (synchronous) or parallel (asynchronous) manner. In the
sequential method, the evolutionary process (the cycle of initial seed population generation,
execution, selection, and reproduction) is always executed as part of a sequence of steps that
produces agents that are then used to solve the problem. In the parallel method, mostly
implemented in decentralized architectures, the evolutionary process can run in parallel and
continuously supply evolved agents to be used in solving problems.
The work presented by [Haynes et al., 1995b], [Haynes et al., 1995a], and [Phelps et al.,
2002] are all examples of centralized and sequential evolution processing. In Section 2.3.3.2,
an EMAS is presented that was implemented using a parallel processing architecture. The
EMAS is based on the work discussed in Section 2.3.1.2 where the original EMAS was imple-
mented using a sequential processing architecture. In Section 2.3.1.3, the EMAS presented by
[Bianco and Nolfi, 2004] is based on a unique evolution processing method. This important
class of evolution processing methods is reviewed next.
2.3.2.1 Embodied Evolution
[Watson et al., 1999] introduces an important class of EMAS model: Embodied Evolution.
This work also unified several approaches from the fields of Evolutionary Robotics (ER),
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Collective Robotics, and Artificial Life. In the experiments performed in the research, a
population of 8 micro-controller-enabled robots equipped with light-sensors, motors, and
infra-red communication devices were programmed with a distributed evolutionary algorithm
that enabled them to implicitly run evolution of the robot control programs. Due to power
requirements for all the experiments, the robots were fed with a continuous power supply
from a powered floor. The goal of the experiments was to evolve robot agents that would
detect a light source and move toward it (emulating photo-taxis).
Each robot was equipped with a simple artificial neural network control architecture,
and the weights of the network were to be evolved. The genotype of a robot consisted of
these weights. When two robots came close to each other, in the physical arena, a fitness
proportionate probabilistic gene transfer algorithm determined if the genotype of one robot
would propagate itself onto the other. Such a transfer would involve random mutation of the
parent program. A robot would receive a reward if it came closer to the light source, and its
reward value would be used in calculating its virtual energy level. The virtual energy level
would also influence the reproductive success rate of a robot.
In this EMAS model, vital evolutionary concepts of genotypical encoding, phenotypi-
cal expression, fitness evaluation, mutation and selection are made implicit and embedded
within the agents; the evolutionary algorithm also runs in a parallel and dynamic environ-
ment. This model and the adopted methodology solved a source of major issues in ER: the
problems associated with simulate-and-transfer; in most cases, the real environment can not
be accurately modeled in simulation and control programs evolved in simulation usually do
not work properly when run in the real environment.
[Lipson and Pollack, 2000] present another demonstration of this model where simple
electromechanical systems are evolved through simulations from basic building blocks (bars,
actuators and artificial neurons); the ’fittest’ machines (defined by their locomotive ability)
are then fabricated robotically using rapid manufacturing technology. The systems achieve
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autonomy of design using embodied evolution and autonomy of construction using automatic
fabrication.
2.3.2.2 Peer-to-Peer Evolution
The research in [Laredo et al., 2011] was mainly aimed at addressing the issue of intensive
computational resource requirements when GP is used to evolve agents in EMAS. The cen-
tralized and serial processing methodology for running traditional evolutionary algorithms
puts a heavy burden on the CPU and memory requirement of the machine that is running the
evolutionary process. The researchers wanted to investigate the efficiency of a decentralized,
parallel, and distributed peer-to-peer (P2P) approach in evolving agents using GP.
The researchers devised a distributed GP algorithm called Evolvable Agent (EvAg). EvAg
is based on a P2P Newscast algorithm and distributes evolution processing among nodes in
a virtual network. Each node, referred to as correspondents in the Newscast algorithm, rep-
resents an evolving agent and may be connected to any arbitrary number of nodes within
the virtual network. The virtual network is overlaid on top of a physical network of comput-
ers, and the Newscast methodology places no restriction on the number of nodes residing in
each physical machine; this allows arbitrary scaling and flexibility. For this research, each
node (agent) was connected to at most 40 other nodes (agents). In the Newscast approach,
each node, periodically, initiates an exchange of information with one of its randomly chosen
neighbors; in the EvAg extension, each agent, periodically, exchanges a list of neighboring
agent’s genotypes and adds newly obtained genotypes to its memory (referred to as cache in
the Newscast approach). Once the exchange is completed, each node runs the basic GP al-
gorithm on the population of genotypes stored in its memory. A new generation of offspring
are generated using the standard crossover and mutation operators, and then their fitness is
evaluated and compared against the node agent’s genotype; the offspring that outperforms
and has a better fitness than the node’s genotype replaces it.
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Experiments were performed using tree-based GP on two well-known problems: the 11
bits multiplexer (11M) and even parity 5 (EP5). The 11M problem involves learning the
boolean 11-multiplexer function, and the EP5 problem involves generating a program capable
of calculating the parity of a set of 5 bits. These problems are known to have large search
spaces; however, they are solvable by long-running GP algorithms (see [Koza, 1992] for more
details).
Two sets of experiments were conducted: in the first set, a canonical GP algorithm was
run on a single EvAg node with a cache of size 4000; and in the second set, the distributed
EvAg approach was used on 4000 nodes with each node connected to at most 40 other nodes.
The results indicated that convergence was significantly faster with the P2P approach; the
speed-up achieved with the EvAg approach was, ignoring the slight inter-node communica-
tion delays, nearly proportional to the number of nodes added to the network.
Furthermore, the fitness of the solutions was also better with the P2P approach to both
11M and EP5. The researchers noted that this might be due to the fact that the population
structure in the P2P network, in contrast to canonical GP, is not panmictic3 in nature.
2.3.3 Fitness Evaluation
Fitness evaluation is another important feature that is particular to EMAS. Fitness evalua-
tion is one of the steps in the evolutionary process (see Section 2.3.2) of the agents within
the system. It is during this step that a well-chosen set of fitness rules (usually by a human)
has the most crucial impact in evolving agents that successfully solve a given problem. In
Section 2.2.6, there is a discussion of criticisms of fitness functions in GP, and this applies
to fitness evaluations in EMAS as well: the more human guidance is involved in derivation
of fitness functions (or rules), the more the GP approach loses autonomy. In [Bianco and
Nolfi, 2004] (see Section 2.3.1.3) and [Watson et al., 1999] (see Section 2.3.2.1), researchers
3In a panmictic population, all individuals have an equal chance of breeding with each other.
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suggest the use of implicitly defined high-level fitness criteria that could minimize human
involvement and let the system evolve interesting and novel solutions on its own.
Here several EMASs that use fitness evaluations methods in interesting ways are reviewed.
2.3.3.1 Iterated and Layered Fitness Evaluation
[Zhang and Cho, 2000] attempted to evolve the control program of 4 robots to transport a
table from an arbitrary location to a designated target location. The simulation was run in a
grid world; and in the experiments, the robots are initialized to random locations. The goal
required the robots to coordinate their actions. Much like the research in Section 2.3.1.1, all
4 robots ran the same control program evolved using tree-based GP.
The unique feature of this work was that during the fitness evaluation of the control
program, the researchers decided to measure the fitness using two criteria. For this particular
problem, the researchers had determined that the main problem could be decomposed into
two tasks: herding and homing. The robots would first need to coordinate in herding
themselves to the 4 table legs, and while this task was being accomplished, the robots would
also need to accomplish the task of homing by moving the grasped table to the target
location. The evolved control program-tree was thus evaluated using two different fitness
criteria, and the researchers called this method of evaluating the two as fitness switching.
The general idea of the method is now described. Given a particular problem domain, a
small number of micro-behaviors are derived from the main problem-solving behavior (e.g.,
herding and homing). Separate fitness functions are defined for each of these micro-behaviors
and a sequence of the micro-behaviors required to solve the problem is then defined. During
the GP initializations and evaluations, each candidate program is expected to have sub-
trees that would correspond to each of the predefined micro-behaviors. The evaluation step
would then evaluate each of the sub-trees using the predefined fitness functions in the same
predefined sequence. One of the motivations behind the method was that evolution can be
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made more efficient if the structure of the evolved program matches the problem structure.
Another related motivation was that the emergence of complex behavior could be obtained by
allowing the system to evolve the simpler constituent sub-behaviors of the complex behavior.
Three sets of experiments were run. In the first set of experiments, no special methodolo-
gies were used, and standard GP was used to evolve agent programs. No solution programs
evolved from these set of experiments. In the second set of experiments, the predefined micro-
behaviors (herding and homing) were evaluated sequentially during the evaluation step; first
herding was evolved and then subsequently homing was evolved. In the third sets of exper-
iments, the predefined micro-behaviors were co-evolved and evaluated in parallel. Both the
second and third set of experiments yielded successful solutions; the co-evolutionary method
yielded programs that had less nodes (sparse trees) compared to the sequential method.
The motivation and approach of [Hsu and Gustafson, 2002] is similar to [Zhang and Cho,
2000]. Here, GP is used in an EMAS of soccer playing robots to evolve a soccer playing
strategy called keep-away-soccer. The objective of this strategy is for 3 agents to keep
passing a ball between them while at the same time keeping the ball away from an opponent
agent that is trying to capture the ball.
The researchers determined that keep-away-soccer is hierarchically decomposable into
simpler more primitive behaviors, and a layered learning approach could be adopted. In
the experiments, first, pairs of agents were evolved that successfully passed balls between
them. The agents from this first layer were then used to seed the second layer where the
fitness objective was for 3 agents within the same team to minimize capture of the ball by an
opponent agent while keeping the ball passed between them. Thus in the second layer, the
initial agents had already learned more primitive skills. This approach was compared with
traditional GP (with no layered learning), and the results positively indicated this layered
learning approach evolved the solution more quickly and with better fitness. However, the
researchers also indicated this approach worked because of domain-specific knowledge and
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decomposability of the problem by a human who had set up the specific incremental layers.
2.3.3.2 Global Utility Functions
The research in [’t Hoen and Jong, 2004] is an extension to the work in [Potter and De Jong,
2000] as described in Section 2.3.1.2. The original framework is applied to a MAS task
allocation problem called the Dispersion Game problem where agents attempt to distribute
tasks among themselves; the system achieves maximum efficiency if specific tasks are allo-
cated to specific agents. In [Potter and De Jong, 2000], the fitness contribution of each agent
is computed in a sequential manner; as each new species is added, its contribution is com-
puted while the activities with the other agents are held fixed. This technique was adopted
by the researchers to help solve the credit-assignment problem of how to properly assess
the contributions of individual agents. In this research, the contributions are calculated in
parallel.
A unique contribution of this research is the use of Collective Intelligence (COIN) within
the context of EMAS. In the COIN approach, each individual agent attempts to maximize
its own private local utility. In addition, the private utility function is defined in such a
way that maximizing it also maximizes the global utility function of the collective (i.e., the
ensemble of agents). More information on the COIN approach can be found in [Wolpert
et al., 1999].
In the experiments performed in [’t Hoen and Jong, 2004], the use of the COIN approach
significantly improved the convergence time of the co-evolving MAS. However, the main issue
with this COIN approach is finding the appropriate decomposition of the global utility into
local private utility or vice versa.
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2.3.4 Genotype Design
One of the key aspects of EMAS is the genotype specification of evolving agents. Research
that considers the inter-relationships of key genotype design considerations and agent be-
haviors is reviewed next.
2.3.4.1 High-Level Domain-Specific Instructions
[Robinson and Spector, 2002] studied the effects of including high-level domain-specific in-
structions in the genotype on the quality of evolved agent behavior in a decentralized MAS
navigation and coordination problem. The results were compared with the best manually-
designed agent programs.
The goal of the experiments was to evolve agents trying to solve the 3D Opera problem.
In this problem, a group of agents in 3D space try to move through an exit point as fast as
possible; the agents also have to maintain a minimum distance between them. Furthermore,
the agents only have local information about their neighbors’ positions.
The GP system used for the experiments was PushGP, which supports automatic mod-
ularization features (functions can be defined and used within the genotype) and multiple
data types. Two sets of experiments were performed; the same evolved programs were exe-
cuted by all agents in each run. In the first set of experiments, PushGP was used without
any higher level (domain-specific) constructs. This method did not evolve any agents with
appropriate fitness level within the specific trial period that was used. In the second set
of experiments, PushGP was augmented with vector data types and vector operators, and
this successfully evolved agents that met the objectives. The performance of the agents
was only slightly inferior to the best manually designed agents; a few agents got too close
to each other, and there were a few agents that failed to exit. The researchers concluded
that including higher-level domain-specific constructs significantly improved the quality of
solutions.
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2.3.4.2 Reusable Function Support
While the effects of combining GP with incremental-learning in stages (or layers) is known
to improve solutions (see Section 2.3.3.1), what is not known and is less understood is the
effectiveness of combining GP with incremental-learning compared to automatically defined
functions (ADFs). ADFs had originally been introduced into GP to induce code-reuse and
compactness (see [Koza, 1992] for more details); incremental-learning with GP seems provide
an alternative approach to the first of these features. The goal of the research in [Hsu et al.,
2004] (an extension to the research done in [Hsu and Gustafson, 2002]) was to compare these
two approaches in inducing reusablity.
In a previous study, the researchers had used a layered-learning based GP framework,
called GP-ISLES (Genetic Programming - Incrementally Staged Learning from Easier Sub-
tasks), to show that a team of homogenous agents can be incrementally evolved to play
keep-away-soccer. In this case, the main task can be broken into two simpler sub-tasks that
can be learned in stages: in the first stage, agents can be evolved to simply pass the ball
between them; and in the second stage, the evolved agents from the first stage can be used
as seed agents to evolve the trait of keeping the ball from being captured by the opponent
agent.
For a comparative study, the researchers experimented with both simple GP (SGP)
that had no ADF support, and GP with ADF support. The experiments were designed to
understand the relative effectiveness of ADFs and if they, in fact, facilitate or hinder the
search for solutions. For a broader perspective, all these configurations were tested:
Monolithic, SGP: agents were evolved in a (canonical) monolithic stage using GP with
no ADF support.
GP-ISLES, SGP: SGP was used in both stages.
GP-ISLES, ADF & SGP: GP with ADF support was used in the first stage, and ADFs
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were not allowed in the second stage.
GP-ISLES, SGP & ADF: GP without ADF support was used in the first stage, and the
genotype of the best agent from the first stage was available as a callable ADF in the
second stage; additionally, ADFs were generally supported in the second stage.
GP-ISLES, ADF & ADF: GP with ADF support was used in the first stage, and the
genotype of the best agent from the first stage was available as a callable ADF in the
second stage; additionally, ADF was generally supported in the second stage.
Monolithic, ADF: agents were evolved in a (canonical) monolithic stage using GP with
ADF support.
The results show that GP-ISLES using SGP outperformed all other approaches. The second
best performance was obtained using GP-ISLES with ADF support in the first stage and
SGP in the second stage. The researchers noted that this approach might be the best that
takes advantage of both incremental-learning and ADFs. All experiments with ADF support
in the second stage consistently performed the worst. The researchers expressed a need for
more research into ADFs and a theoretical understanding of the role of ADFs in GP.
2.3.4.3 Complex Behavior Support
The research in [Komann and Fey, 2010] compares the effectiveness of a small number of
agents with complex behaviors to a larger number of agents with simpler behaviors. Exper-
iments were set up to have multiple agents solve the Creature Exploration Problem (CEP).
In CEP, one or more agents attempt to visit the most number of cells, within a grid of
62 cells, in the shortest period of time. Some cells within the grid are blocked and can not
be occupied or passed. Agents are allowed 4 basic moves: L (turn left), R (turn right), Lm
(move forward and then turn left), and Rm (move forward and then turn right). Agents are
also allowed to detect if they are facing a blocked cell. The researchers designed the agents
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to have specific states and the control program (genotype) of each agent basically defined
the transitions between the states; thus, the agents were modeled as finite state machines
(FSMs) with the control programs (genotypes) describing the state transition functions.
In their experiments, the researchers made the assumption that in such agents, much like
FSMs, the behavior complexity is directly proportional to the number of states; furthermore,
agent intelligence was defined to be based on the level of this behavior complexity. A total
of 64 sets of experiments were run by varying the number of (homogenous) agents from 1 to
8 and the number of states from 1 to 8. The researchers noted that it was difficult to make
a fair comparison of the results due to the fact that in the experiments where the number
of agents were higher, the number of visited cells would obviously be more. To somewhat
reduce this imbalance, multiple agents were initialized adjacent to each other.
The results from the experiments have shown that, in CEP, both approaches were just as
effective. Increasing the number of states (higher intelligence) is evidently effective, but in-
creasing the number of agents with relatively fewer states (less intelligence) is just as effective.
In such situations, where both approaches are relatively equally effective, the researchers rec-
ommended considering other factors such as the feasibility and cost-effectiveness of building
large numbers of simpler (cheaper) agents versus smaller numbers of more complex (costly)
agents.
2.4 Sequential Task Domain
Sequential task problems involve k tasks Task1, Task2, ..., Taskk, that have to be solved
in the exact sequence. This category of problems have been investigated in the context of
machine learning in sequential decision making for decades [Barto et al., 1989, Littman,
1996].
Group foraging behavior, which is exhibited by many animals, can be characterized by
its sequential task constraints (explore, find, and collect), and foraging posed as a problem
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to be solved by a multi-agent system is a classic problem in the sequential task domain. The
MAS community actively investigates problems in the foraging domain [Balch, 1999, Gerkey
and Matarić, 2004, Jones and Matarić, 2004]. As suggested in [Balch, 1999], the reason for
the importance of foraging is that it relates to many real-world problems such as mining,
explosive ordnance disposal, and waste or specimen collection in hazardous environments
(e.g., demining, planetary rover). Other examples of problems in the sequential task domain
include exploration [Knudson and Tumer, 2011], logistical pickup and delivery (PDP) [Hanif
et al., 2012], and targeted molecular payload delivery [Douglas et al., 2012].
2.5 Population Diversity
Researchers working in EMAS design have recognized the need to maintain high population
diversity; this has been discussed in the context of genetic programming (Sections 2.2.1, and
2.2.5) and multi-agent team coordination (Section 2.3.1.1).
Currently, population diversity in the natural sciences (biology and ecology) is defined in
terms of the species [De Queiroz, 2005]. It is recognized, however, that a precise definition
of species is one of the most debated topics [Meier, 2000].
In ecological terms [Peet, 1974], the species diversity of a population is defined in terms
of the number of unique species, or its species richness (S), and a relative measure of how
equally abundant each species is, or its species evenness (E).
Several measures, or indexes, have been devised to measure species diversity and evenness.










where pi is the proportion of species i, and S is the species richness. E can range from 0,
when there is only one dominant species in the population, to 1, when all species are equally
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abundant in the population.
[Hubalek, 2000, Gustafson, 2004, Litchman and Klausmeier, 2008], and more recently
[Magurran, 2013, Morris et al., 2014], survey and compare several population diversity levels
and measurements (indices); however, it is noted that the species-based richness and evenness
diversity level still remain in dominant use.
2.6 Interaction Mechanisms
Interaction mechanisms are an essential requirement for most complex coordination tasks in
MAS [Wooldridge, 2009]. Interaction mechanisms, however, require varying degrees of effort
by the agents or specific environmental conditions or both.
Coordination among agents can be achieved using no explicit interaction, such as tacit
agreements, conventions, and simple rules, as has been shown in the famous boid examples
in [Reynolds, 1987]. Studies with evolutionary agents, such as [Haynes et al., 1995b] and
[Haynes et al., 1995a], show that simple coordination can be achieved with co-evolved agents
without any explicit interaction mechanisms. The researchers in these studies concluded,
however, that such non-interactive techniques are either insufficient or inefficient for mul-
tiagent coordination tasks in general. [Campbell et al., 2008] showed that non-interactive
techniques work well in situations where the ratio of task length to agent team size is small,
but performance decreases as this ratio increases.
More complex coordination among agents can be achieved using indirect forms of interac-
tion mechanisms such as stigmergy. It has been observed that social insects, such as bees and
ants, use chemical trails, called pheromones, to modify the environment which can later be
detected by other members of their own species. The modifications (chemical trails) are used
as a form of communication; this process of stigmergy was first described in [Grasse, 1959].
The concept of stigmergy was used as a basis for agent coordination in techniques such as
Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) [Dorigo, 1992, Dorigo et al., 2000] and Swarm Intelligence
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(SI) [Beni and Wang, 1993]. A real-world use of stigmergy in an industrial application is
described in [Valckenaers et al., 2004].
Agents within a society interact with each other. Coordination, one reason for interaction,
is generally required to solve problems collectively. The two main ways that agents coordinate
are by cooperating or competing. Which particular coordination method is adopted may be
problem dependent; a solution might involve both types of interactions. While explicit inter-
agent communication (see Section 2.6.3) is one of the ways agents interact, in this section,
research on general agent interactions is reviewed.
2.6.1 Symbiotic Relations
When two (or more) agents continuously interact in a competitive manner, the system may,
over time, stabilize to particular states. One such state, known as the Nash Equilibrium
[Nash, 1950], is reached when competing agents adopt the best strategy that they possi-
bly can given the observed strategies of other agents. In a Nash Equilibrium state, single
agents do not gain any advantage by changing their strategies unilaterally. However, if all
competing agents adopt a mutually beneficial strategy, the system may stabilize to a state
where individual agents do better than in the Nash Equilibrium state. In MAS, individual
agents are usually self-interested and individualistic rationality leads to Nash Equilibria.
Since Nash Equilibrium is potentially sub-optimal from a global perspective, many MAS are
afflicted by the possibility of stabilizing to this sub-optimal state. In [Eguchi et al., 2006],
the researchers studied the evolution of a MAS enabled with various inter-agent attitudes to
see if the system would avoid the Nash Equilibrium state: mutualism, harm, predation and
altruism. Each agent adopts one of these attitudes towards another agent and executes its
actions accordingly. When an agent adopts mutualism towards another agent, it attempts
to maximize both their fitnesses. The adoption of harm by one agent towards another leads
it to minimize both their fitnesses. Similarly, predation results in maximizing the agent’s
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own fitness while minimizing the others’, and altruism leads an agent to minimize its own
fitness while maximizing the others’.
In the experiments, a MAS of two or more agents were evolved using GP to solve the
Tile-World problem. In this problem, the agents are situated in a grid world with tiles,
obstacles and holes, and the agents are required to cover the holes with tiles while avoid-
ing obstacles. The researchers observed complex the emergence of symbiotic relations; in
most cases, the adoption of mutualism resulted in overcoming sub-optimal (Nash Equilibria)
solutions compared to conventional agents that are only self-interested.
2.6.2 Organized Interactions through Auctions
One of the coordination problems in MAS is properly assigning resources among the agents
that need them most; in many cases agents are strictly self-interested and adopt greedy
strategies to monopolize resource use by exaggerating resource requirements. [Phelps et al.,
2002] used GP to evolve an auction mechanism where agents participating in buyer and
seller roles co-adaptively learn to effectively derive pricing and bidding rules.
In this study, a number of traders (buyers and sellers) conduct an auction to allocate
segments of the electricity market. However, traders (buyers) can adopt deceptive bidding
strategies that can lower the overall market efficiency from its theoretical maximum limit.
For each deceptive bidding strategy adopted by a bidding agent (buyer), the seller and/or
auctioneer agent evolved a counter strategy until the system stabilized to what was maximally
efficient.
This research demonstrates that an auction mechanism, that is essentially a centralized
agent-coordination process, can be used to avoid sub-optimal states (like Nash Equilibria)
and achieve increased efficiencies. In comparison to the research in Section 2.6.1, this work
presents another technique for achieving higher efficiency in EMAS by modified agent inter-
actions and interaction mechanisms.
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2.6.3 Communication
In order to facilitate coordination, agents should have the ability to communicate. The
importance of explicit communication in EMAS among agents for team formation was dis-
cussed in Section 2.3.1.1. Section 2.3.1.3 discusses how inter-agent communication is vital
to open-ended evolution. Section 2.3.1.4 discussed how communication can be helpful in
obtaining vital global statistics such as crowding factor, particularly in distributed EMAS
settings (see Section 2.3.2). The evolution of auction mechanisms, discussed in Section 2.6.2,
is also dependent on agent communication.
Implementing communication in MAS is nontrivial, and using effective communication
among agents incurs processing overhead. Ideally, error-free global communication, where
every agent is able to communicate with each other without errors, regardless of their lo-
cation, is preferred. In practice, communication is considerably limited by bandwidth and
is carried out over noisy environments. The following research investigates communication
within EMAS.
2.6.4 Evolving Communication
Genetic Network Programming (GNP) is an evolutionary algorithm that extends the idea of
tree-based representation of genotypes to a graph-based representation [Mabu et al., 2007].
Each node in GNP is either a predefined processing or judgement node. Processing nodes
execute predefined tasks or instructions, and judgement nodes execute conditional logic and
branches to alternate nodes depending on the conditions. The nodes are similar to states in a
FSM. The genotype, similar to state transition functions in FSMs, represents the control-flow
logic between the nodes.
[Naeini and Ghaziasgar, 2009] used GNP to evolve predator agents to capture a moving
prey in a torroidal grid divided into cells; a prey is captured when it is surrounded by
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predator agents in the immediate north, south, east, and west cells. The goal of the research
was to demonstrate that agents with basic communication abilities would evolve to use
communication more effectively in order to coordinate a cooperative task.
The GNP of the predator agents consisted of four movement actions to its immediate
surrounding cells and the judgement node consisted of checking the immediate surrounding
cells for being empty, or occupied by another predator, or occupied by a prey. Thus, the
basic agent had limited vision of its immediate surroundings. All the simulations were run
using 4 predator agents and one prey agent. Four additional judgement nodes were added,
one for each unique predator, to retrieve the corresponding agents’ visibility status. This
allowed, for example, predator agent #1 to retrieve the visibility status of predator agent
#3, and act on that information.
To test their hypothesis, two sets of simulations were run and compared:
1. Communicating agents with finite (immediate surrounding cells) visibility were com-
pared with non-communicating agents with finite visibility.
2. Communicating agents with complete (all surrounding cells) visibility were compared
with non-communicating agents with complete visibility.
The fitness of each predator agent was measured by how close it was to the prey and the
number of times it was able to capture the prey. The distances were measured using Manhat-
tan distance (sum of x and y offsets). During training, specifically in the fitness evaluation
phase of the evolutionary algorithm, the same GNP genotype was used on all 4 predator
agents for each run. This implies that the team of predator agents was of a homogenous
composition. The results showed that when agents had complete visibility, irrespective of
the presence or absence of communication, the performance was best overall; in this case,
communication didn’t improve the effectiveness of the agents. When agents had limited vis-
ibility, however, the communicating agents far outperformed the non-communicating agents,
and communication helped the agents coordinate better towards more effective solutions.
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The results from this research show that EMAS, in the presence of basic communication
features, will further evolve communication capabilities to increase fitness. Furthermore,
it also shows a particular condition, in the pursuit domain, under which communication is
ineffective in increasing fitness.
In another study on the evolution of communication and languages, [Skyrms, 2010] inves-
tigates how complex and semantically rich signaling systems with language-like properties
may evolve from rudimentary agent signals that follow simple conventions.
2.6.5 Effectiveness of Communication in Teams
Similar to the studies in [Naeini and Ghaziasgar, 2009], the research in [Doherty and O’Riordan,
2009] was also aimed at studying the effects of communication in EMAS. The research
was inspired by 3D shooter games, where the human player typically has to defeat teams
of computer-generated non-player characters (NPCs), and both the human player and the
NPCs have access to the same weapons, health-packs (to regain health when there is non-
fatal damage), and abilities such as field-of-view (FOV) and viewing distance. The issue with
such games is that the game AI ( i.e., hard-coded behavior of NPCs) is quite often very weak
in terms of strategy use and intelligence compared to the human player. Specifically, the
NPCs in computer-generated game teams do not coordinate and act as part of a team. The
researchers noted that the research community is beginning to realize the potential of using
EC to develop game AI, and because of its intensive computational resource requirements,
EC is perhaps more suited for offline game AI development. However, as seen in the work
by [Sklar et al., 1999], game AI can be evolved in an on-line environment, as well.
[Naeini and Ghaziasgar, 2009] used tree-based GP to evolve squad-based team behavior of
NPCs. The goal of the team, composed of 5 NPC agents, was to defeat a single powerful en-
emy unit that used various hand-coded strategies and had better weapons, more health, twice
the perception (FOV and visibility distance), and better weapon firing frequency, range, and
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spread than the NPC agents. During the training and evaluation simulations, the enemy unit
would randomly vary its strategies. The enemy was given more advantage in order to have
it mimic the more varied (and more intelligent) behavior of a human player. The research
was aimed at determining if the addition of communication within the evolving NPC agents
would improve their coordination in defeating the more powerful enemy. Communication
was added by having the NPC agents broadcast messages indicating they had either spotted
the enemy or found useful items such as weapons, health-packs or ammunition. An NPC
agent that received a message broadcast would be able to keep it in memory and use that
information later. Thus, communication essentially achieved shared perception among the
team members.
The researchers used a single chromosome to evolve the entire team of 5 agents. This
approach was similar to the one adopted in [Brameier and Banzhaf, 2001]. In contrast to work
done in [Naeini and Ghaziasgar, 2009], however, the team was composed of heterogenous
members. The genotype was composed of goal-directed high-level action nodes (e.g., move,
shoot, or detect) and conditional nodes. The fitness evaluation of the team considered game
time, enemy health, agent health, enemy kills, and genotype length. The crossover operator
was specially customized to honor individual member boundaries, since a single chromosome
represented all 5 team members.
Several experiments were run to compare the effects of varying communication, FOV
and environment difficulty. Each experiment was run with either the presence or absence
of communication. FOVs of each agent were varied between 90 (limited view) and 180
(expanded view) degrees, and environment difficulty levels were varied by changing the
viewing distance from very limited distance (most difficult) to the maximum size of the
environment (least difficult).
The results strongly supported the hypothesis that communication is effective in coordi-
nating team behavior; it was found to be most effective when agents have limited FOV and
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are competing with the enemy in a difficult environment. In the least difficult environments,
where all agents had full visibility (higher FOV), communication actually slightly reduced
the effectiveness of the team. One possible explanation for this might be the extra pro-
cessing overhead that incurred during unnecessary communication between the agents. The
researchers considered studying the effects of the agents communicating tactical information,
instead of just perceptual information, for their future research.
2.6.6 Local Closest Neighbor Communication
In [Barlow et al., 2008], GP was used to evolve the control programs of a MAS of unmanned
aerial vehicles (UAV) to monitor both stationary and moving targets (radars) on the ground.
The UAV had minimal communication capabilities over a noisy channel. The control mech-
anism of the UAV had a layered architecture, and the navigation controller and the target
selection controllers were evolved.
The researchers had first attempted to use low-level GP instructions, but this resulted
in poor performance. With higher-level GP commands and functions, the performance was
much improved. Three key fitness measures were used: fmonitor measured the percentage
of time the radars were not monitored by an agent, ftrack measured the percentage of time
that each radar was not tracked, and fswitch measured the percentage of time the UAVs
switched tracking targets (too many switches was to be discouraged to reduce the possibility
of prematurely losing focus on a target).
Furthermore, three different communication schemes were tested: closest, majority, and
weighted. In closest, only the nearest agent’s signals would be received. In majority, the
strongest signal would be received. In weighted, the signal strengths were weighted with the
distance to the agents. The closest scheme performed the best. The researchers noted that
a lack of good communication range and no a priori knowledge about the radar locations
made this infeasible for centralized or market-based allocation strategies.
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This study represents applied research, and the authors noted that GP was successfully
able to evolve cooperative monitoring behavior in the MAS with closest-neighbor communi-
cation and a high-level instruction set.
2.6.7 Classification of Interaction Mechanisms
There have been several attempts to classify interaction mechanisms. In [Deugo et al.,
2001], several coordination (interaction) mechanisms are presented in the form of software
pattern guidelines for developers of MAS. In [Menge, 1995], and more recently in [Eguchi
et al., 2006], characteristics that dictate agent interaction behavior are presented; these
characteristics can be used as a way to classify interaction mechanisms. [Eguchi et al., 2006]
lists these characteristics in the form of interaction attitudes (shown in Table 2.1) that an
agent (Agent s) takes towards another agent (Agent o). For example, an agent having a
mutualism attitude towards another agent will interact with that agent in a way that will
benefit both agents.





Self Improvement Improve –
Self Deterioration Deteriorate –
Table 2.1: Interaction Attitudes [Eguchi et al., 2006]
[Sklar et al., 2006] lists the following taxonomy classes of interaction mechanisms that
form the basis of the interaction mechanisms used in this dissertation:
Tacit agreements: There is no explicit communication between agents, and instead social
norms or pre-determined rules govern agent behavior. An example of such an inter-
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action mechanism is the flight patterns of flocks of migratory birds: each bird tries
to maintain an average distance from other birds and tries to fly in the same general
direction as the rest of the flock.
Environmental cues: Agents modify the environment in such a way that another agent
can detect and act on that modification. An example of such an interaction mechanism
is that of an ant leaving a trail of pheromones that others can follow.
Signal broadcasting: Agents explicitly broadcast signals for other agents to receive. This
is basically direct inter-agent communication.
Auctions: One set of agents, called bidders, communicate indirectly through a centralized
broker agent (or any auctioneer mechanism) to another set of agents, called sellers.
Generally, the broker agent uses a process, called the bidding process, to determine
which bidding agent is to be connected to which selling agent and the bidding agents
compete in some ways to be the one to be connected. Table 2.2 shows parameter values











none none distributed n/a none
Environmental
Cues
environmental scalar distributed continual none
Signal
Broadcasting
broadcast binary/scalardistributed continual none
Auctions broadcast scalar or
vector






Table 2.2: Taxonomy classes of interaction mechanisms in [Sklar et al., 2006]
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There have been studies where classifications were made based on the role played by
the environment [Keil and Goldin, 2006] and the information available in the system [Van
Dyke Parunak et al., 2004].
2.7 Relating Interaction Mechanisms and Population
Diversity
The body of research reviewed thus far leads to this final section where research that relates
interaction mechanism, population diversity and performance is reviewed. It is this body of
work that has been the main motivation for the work presented in this dissertation.
[Curran and O’Riordan, 2006] examine the effects of interaction mechanisms in the form
of cultural learning on both fitness and diversity. Their results indicate that the addition of
such interaction mechanisms promotes fitness and significantly increases both genotypic and
phenotypic diversity in the population. This dissertation not only verifies that interaction
mechanisms influence performance (fitness), but it also verifies that population diversity does
so, as well.
[Durfee, 2001, Durfee, 2004] lists stress factors that need to be addressed when scaling
up multiagent coordinations to solve more complex problems (Table 2.3). Heterogeneity,
interaction mechanisms , and efficiency are seen as dimensions along the stress factors listed.
In this dissertation, these factors and many of the listed dimensions are explored.
Property (Factor) Dimensions
Agent Population Property quantity, complexity, heterogeneity
Task Environment Property degree of interaction, distributivity, dynamics
Solution Property efficiency, quality, robustness, overhead limitations
Table 2.3: Multiagent Coordination Stress Factors from [Durfee, 2001]
As stated in Section 2.6.7, [Sklar et al., 2006] lists taxonomy classes of interaction mech-
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anisms that form the basis of the interaction mechanisms explored in this dissertation. In
addition, and more importantly, this work presented in this dissertation verifies the hy-
pothesis proposed in [Sklar et al., 2006], where it was stated that a larger heterogenous
population, coordinating effectively through various interaction mechanisms, will perform as
well or better than a homogenous population of multi-capable agents.
[Gustafson, 2004] presents a survey of population diversity measurements used in EC,
and notes that, contrary to previous thoughts by many researchers, the relationship be-
tween diversity measurement and efficiency might not necessarily be clear. In the natural
sciences, biologists and ecologists express similar concerns about the ineffectiveness of tradi-
tional species-based diversity measurements and explore alternative non-species-based, mul-
tidimensional, and multifaceted diversity indices [Litchman and Klausmeier, 2008, Villéger
et al., 2008, Fernandes et al., 2011, Morris et al., 2014]. This dissertation, in addition to
exploring traditional species-based diversity levels, also explores novel trait-based diversity
levels that better describe how population diversity and performance are related.
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2.8 Summary
§ Design Feature Paper Variations & Methodologies
2.3.1 Society Models




Population islands [Potter and De Jong, 2000]
Mulitcellularity [Bianco and Nolfi, 2004]









Interaction attitudes [Eguchi et al., 2006]




[Naeini and Ghaziasgar, 2009] none, implicit (tacit), explicit,
global broadcast, local broadcast,
agent-to-agentTeam
communication
[Doherty and O’Riordan, 2009]
Distance and Noise [Barlow et al., 2008]
2.3.2 Evolution Processing





[Laredo et al., 2011]
2.3.3 Fitness Evaluations
Layered [Zhang and Cho, 2000] monolithic (conventional),
iterated, layered, global utility
functions
Iterated [Hsu and Gustafson, 2002]
Global utility
functions
[’t Hoen and Jong, 2004]
2.3.4 Genotype Design
Domain-specific [Robinson and Spector, 2002] domain-specific instructions,
support for complex behaviors
(states), support for reusable
functions
Reusable functions [Hsu et al., 2004]
Complex behavior [Komann and Fey, 2010]
Table 2.4: Summary of related work: key EMAS design features and methodologies
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Table 2.4 lists the related work discussed in this chapter; the list is organized in terms
of key EMAS design features. This body of work forms the conceptual framework of this
dissertation. Table 2.5 lists key design challenges related the design features listed in Table
2.4.
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EMAS Design Aspect Challenge Description
Society Models M1 Evolving proper roles and task allocations.
M2 Evolving appropriate organizational structures
(teams).
M3 Achieving automatic discovery of novel behaviors.
M4 Achieving proper credit assignment among
heterogenous agents.
Agent Interactions M5 Evolving proper interaction mechanisms ranging from
simple (tacit) to complex (auction)
M6 Evolving appropriate interaction attitudes and
inter-agent relationships.
Communications M7 Evolving effective use of communication in teams.
M8 Evolving communication strategies in noisy and
low-bandwidth or local-broadcast situations.
Evolution Processing M9 Solving problems with simulate-and-transfer.
M10 Evolving distributed agents.
M11 Leveraging networked computers and multiprocessors
to achieve scalable evolution processing.
M12 Achieving faster convergence to proper solutions
through better evolution processing design.
Fitness Evaluation M13 Achieving better automation so human involvement is
reduced.
M14 Achieving appropriate fitness evaluations
methodologies in distributed scenarios.
Genotype Design M15 Determining the appropriate, and perhaps the
minimal, encoding that leads to the emergence of
proper solutions.
Table 2.5: Summary of key EMAS design aspects and their challenges




This chapter describes the architecture and properties of the environment developed here for
experimentation, how experiments are configured and conducted, and how experiment data
is collected and analyzed.
The chapter starts, in Section 3.1, with a discussion of the initial investigation of agent-
based modeling platforms that led to the design of the primary experiment tool, synthScape.
Section 3.2 describes the architecture and implementation of the syntScape simulator, as well
as the architecture of the clustered multi-core system that distributes parallel simulations
using synthScape. Section 3.3 describes the setup of experiments in terms of various run-time
environment properties and measurements. Section 3.4 describes the steps followed during
an experiment. Finally, Section 3.5 describes the data analysis steps, statistical tools, and
methodologies.
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3.1 Investigation of Agent-Based Modeling Platforms
3.1.1 Investigation of mindScape framework
My initial investigation started with an attempt to extend the research conducted in [Sklar
et al., 2006]. In this work, a broad classification of interaction mechanisms (see Section
2.7) was provided. The researchers hypothesized that the efficiency of solutions that require
coordination are related to both population diversity (or the degree of agent heterogeneity)
and the level of agent interaction. More specifically, a larger population of heterogenous
agents, utilizing interaction mechanisms more efficiently, will generally outperform a smaller
population of multi-capable homogenous agents.
To test their hypothesis, a framework, called mindScape, was implemented where the
degree of heterogeneity and interaction mechanism could be varied in a multi-agent resource-
gathering problem. Three agent capabilities were defined: vision, extraction, and transporta-
tion. An agent could possess any of the three capabilities in varying degrees and they could
either adopt a broadcast or a signal trail mechanism to interact with each other. The goal
of the agents, within mindScape, was to bring all the scattered resources to specific home
locations.
Several sets of preliminary experiments with hard-coded population-based capability
(role) ratios and interaction mechanisms were run, and the results were inconclusive due
to large variance in the experimental results data. The researchers planned to use the frame-
work in the future for the investigation of evolvable agents. Proposed future work with
evolvable agents would investigate the evolution of heterogenous species and their adopted
interaction mechanisms.
The original mindScape framework was implemented in NetLogo [Sklar, 2007]. While
attempting to obtain more conclusive results and subsequently extend the framework, it
was determined that NetLogo platform would be not scale sufficiently. While NetLogo
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is an excellent tool for running simple MAS simulations, it has several inadequacies that
makes it difficult to run the full spectrum of experiments as was originally intended in [Sklar
et al., 2006]. At the time in which it was evaluated, the platform itself did not provide a
means to run experiments in non-interactive batch mode . This restricted the execution of
long-running experiments. Also lacking was a support for distributed processing and this re-
stricted the execution of large-scale experiments requiring extensive computational resources
that could have otherwise been parallelized and distributed across multiple computers. An-
other difficulty was with the lack of control over NetLogo’s discrete event simulation loop;
this limited the implementation of an evolutionary algorithm which would be needed to in-
tervene at key moments during the simulation. Programming the control logic for agents was
restricted to using NetLogo’s built-in language and this limited the complexity of each agent.
Implementing a full GP based evolutionary agent would not be impossible in NetLogo, but
it would be awkward, computationally inefficient and slow given that the NetLogo language
itself is interpreted on top of the NetLogo platform.
3.1.2 Investigation of ABM platforms
Thus, attention was focused on exploring alternative Agent Based Modeling (ABM) plat-
forms. A number of platforms were evaluated (see [Berryman, 2008] for a comparison of
several ABM tools), and the Multi-Agent Simulation of “Neighborhoods and Networks” (MA-
SON)1 platform was chosen [Luke et al., 2005].
MASON provides support for a number of desired features that are listed below.
Extendability MASON is open source and the inner architecture of the platform is well-
documented. This feature makes it easy to extend the system.
Batch Processing MASON allows simulations to be run in batch mode without any user
interaction; it can also be run in a graphical interactive mode. The batch processing
1As explained in the MASON manual [Luke, 2011], MASON is a backronym.
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feature allows the automation of long-running simulations.
Discrete Event Simulation At its core, MASON is a discrete event simulator. Addition-
ally, MASON allows access, in the form of programmable hooks, to the discrete events.
This allows the implementation of evolutionary algorithms, since the algorithms require
intervention during key events.
Product Maturity and Active Community Support My investigation into ABM plat-
forms revealed several abandoned ones that had been used on a few research projects,
were regularly maintained beyond those projects. In such cases, platform-related bugs
and issues remain unaddressed, demos and examples remain sparse, and documen-
tation is not updated. MASON has an active community of users, developers, and
researchers, and a large body of demos, tutorials, documentation, as well as published
research.
Java Language The control logic for agents in MASON is programmed in the Java lan-
guage. In some ABM platforms, the control logic for agents is written in a platform-
specific agent programming language; such languages are usually more restrictive than
general purpose programming languages.
In addition, the platform provides features that allow streaming of experimental output into
files and real-time visual simulation and live charts based on user-specified metrics.
The support for Java is especially important because this enables easier integration with
other Java-based libraries and frameworks. I selected PushGP, a mature Java-based GP
framework [Spector, 2001], to facilitate the implementation of evolutionary agents in the
MASON platform. PushGP is a stack-based evolutionary programming system that has
previously produced human-competitive results2 in multiple domains [Spector et al., 2005].
2Human-competitive results are instances of EC-based results that are competitive with human-produced
results. Annually, selected EC-based human-competitive results are awarded honors and cash prizes
(http://www.human-competitive.org/awards)
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Table 3.1 summarizes the evaluation of ABM platforms conducted for this dissertation.
Platform Language EX BM DP DE OS UD P
NetLogo NetLogo Difficult F F F F 2012 43,000
RePast Java Easy T T T T 2012 34,000
MASON Java Easy T T T T 2012 1,500,000
Swarm Objective-C Easy T T T T 2012 960,000
SeSam SeSam Difficult T T T F 2009 34,000
Labels EX = Extendability, BM=Batch Mode Support, DP=Distributed
Processing Support, DE=Discrete Event Simulation, OS = Open Source,
UD = Last Updated, P = (Popularity) Number of Google Hits (as of
April, 2012), T=True, F=False
Table 3.1: Evaluation of ABM platforms
3.2 synthScape: EMAS Simulation Platform
My simulation platform, synthScape3, is custom-designed for evolving multiagent systems
using arbitrary evolutionary models. I designed and implemented synthScape over the past
several years4 and it started as a spiritual successor to the mindScape multiagent simulator
[Sklar et al., 2006].
Architecture and Implementation
The architecture of synthScape (see Figure 3.1) is composed of 3 major components that are
described below:
Evolution Engines Currently, there are 3 evolution engine components that implement the
evolutionary models used in the experiments: Population Island, Embedded Evolution,
and ALife Model. These models are described in more detail in Chapter 4.
3synthScape software, including its documentation, is available in the public domain at
http://www.synthverse.com



























Figure 3.1: Architecture of synthScape Framework Diagram; diagram is drawn using Unified
Modeling Language (UML) notation.
PushGP Extension The original PushGP genetic programming language has no domain-
specific instructions. In this extension module, instructions were added for the 3-task
and 4-task resource collection problem. The extended instructions are listed in Ap-
pendix A. This extension allows the agent genotype to be defined in terms of PushGP
instructions.
Abstract Sequential Task Simulator This abstract simulator connects the MASON sim-
ulation platform to the evolution engine components, thereby allowing full utilization
of all MASON features and the different evolutionary models to evolve agents.
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Here are some of the features of synthScape that were particularly useful in this research:
Discrete Event Simulation This core simulation feature, provided by the base MASON
framework, allows an arbitrary number of agents5 to simultaneously trigger action
events; the core event scheduler then manages the execution and synchronization of
events.
Fast High Quality Random Number Generation This allows the fast generation of
large numbers of high-quality random numbers using the well-regarded Mersenne Twister
algorithm [Matsumoto and Nishimura, 1998]. These random numbers have long peri-
ods and statistical properties suitable for long-running discrete event simulations that
require large numbers of random numbers.
Non-Interactive Batch Mode The ability to run batches of experiments without any
user interaction allows for the planning, management, and execution of arbitrary num-
bers of long-running experiments. Additionally, a rich command-line interface allows
for setting values for all experiment variables and operational properties such as loca-
tions for collecting measurement data. A detailed list of all available command-line
parameters appears in Appendix B.
Optional Graphical Interface Although running the experiments in non-graphical mode
is sufficient, it was sometimes convenient to visually observe a single simulation as it
progressed to diagnose and troubleshoot implementation issues. This feature allows
the experimenter to optionally observe a single simulation for each generation.
CSV Output The output of the simulations is in a standard comma-separated-values
(CSV) format allowing it to be imported into most data analysis software systems
(e.g., Excel or R).
5the number of agents is limited by system memory
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3.2.1 HPC-based Clustered Multi-Core Architecture
An experiment can be conducted in synthScape using a single-core computer. However,
conducting the several thousands of experiments for this dissertation would have been pro-
hibitively time consuming on a single-core machine.
The City University of New York High Performance Computing Center (HPCC)6 provides
a networked system of Linux-based multi-core compute-cluster systems. These supercom-
puter systems allow the distribution of processes across large arrays of compute nodes and
execution of them in parallel.
The underlying MASON framework, on which synthScape is based, provides the base
functionality that allows contention-free execution of distributed and parallel simulations
across multi-core clustered environments.
The experiments in this research are conducted by running instances of synthScape simu-
lation processes across two primary supercomputer clusters named Penzias and Andy7. The


































































HPC-based Network of Clustered Multi-core Systems
Figure 3.2: Experimentation procedures and the HPC-based experimentation setup.
3.3 Experiment Setup
This section describes the setup of experiments in terms of various environment properties
and measurements. The experiment environment is described first.
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Figure 3.3: Sample Experiment Environment
The experiment environment is a simulated toroidal grid world of fixed size. The main
entities within this virtual world are agents, resources, obstacles, and collection sites (see
Figure 3.3). Each grid can be occupied by a single resource, a single obstacle, a single
collection site, or multiple agents. Each resource can be in one of the following states: raw,
extracted, processed, or collected.
The objective of the agents is to solve particular instances of problems in the sequential
task domain (see Section 1.2 and 2.4); specifically, the objective is to deliver resources to
the collection sites by a completing a sequence of tasks. These resources are randomly
and uniformly located within the world and the agents are artificially evolved to collect
resources. Successful collection of resources involve execution of the following actions: move,
avoid random obstacles, detect resources, extract and process them, and finally load the
processed resource, carry it, and deposit it into a collection site. Agents can carry out each
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of these actions in the form of a set of control instructions codified in a control program.
The agents are evolved using one of several genetic programming based evolutionary models
(discussed in Chapter 4). In the context of these techniques, the control program serves as
the agent’s genotype.
Populations evolve in this environment for 300 generations while measurements (per-
formance metrics) are collected for each generation. Experimental conditions are set by
configuring various environment properties and these properties are described next. Section
3.3.5 describes the performance metrics.
3.3.1 Environment Properties
The experiment environment can be configured in several ways and the following properties
are considered: grids, resources, collection sites, obstacles, and distribution. Table 3.2 shows
the environment properties, their possible values, and the resulting effects.
Property Values Effects
Grids 1) 15 x 15 Small world
2) 25 x 25 Large world
Resources 1) 5% of total grids Scarce resources
2) 15% of total grids Abundant resources
Distribution 1) Random distribution of entities Random
2) Fenced resources and remote collection sites Structured
Obstacles Held constant at 12.5% of total grids
Collection sites Held constant at 2% of total grids
Table 3.2: Environment properties and their possible values
Among these properties, of particular note is the distribution property. The distribution
of resources, obstacles, and collection sites impacts the collection strategies evolved by the
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agents. When the distribution is random, the resources, obstacles, and collection sites are
randomly and uniformly distributed in the world. When the distribution is structured, the
resources are almost completely fenced by obstacles, leaving only two narrow openings for
agents to move through, and the collection sites are located in the farthest corners and edges
of the world (See Figure 3.4).
Figure 3.4: 15x15 worlds; random distribution on left and structured distribution on right
The possible variations in the property values of the environment results in 8 possible
environment configurations that are shown in Table 3.3.
3.3.2 Agent & Population Properties
Populations in the environment have two properties: interaction mechanism and traits.
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Environment Grids Resources Distribution
1 15 x 15 5% Random
2 15 x 15 5% Structured
3 15 x 15 10% Random
4 15 x 15 10% Structured
5 25 x 25 5% Random
6 25 x 25 5% Structured
7 25 x 25 10% Random
8 25 x 25 10% Structured










Table 3.4: Agent properties and their possible values
Interaction mechanism allows agents to send and receive signals. Agents may use the
interaction mechanism to evolve coordinated collection strategies.
Traits define agent non-communicative capabilities; they also help define the species, and
the population type of agents. Agents with a common set of traits belong to the same species.
An agent that has all possible traits to detect, extract, process, and collect resources is a
multi-capable generalist agent. An agent that has a limited subset of n traits is an n-trait
specialist agent.
The experimental units, or subjects, of the experiments are populations of evolving
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agents. For each experiment, samples of agents with a particular interaction mechanism8 and
a particular set of traits are randomly generated. This process is identical to the traditional
approach of random sampling and applying particular treatment conditions to experimental
subjects.
Most experiments consider the following populations:
HmN : population of non-interacting homogenous agents that is evolving to collect resources;
each agent is a multi-capable generalist and is capable of undertaking any task required
to collect resources.
HmI: population of interacting homogenous agents that is evolving to collect resources; each
agent is a multi-capable generalist and is capable of undertaking any task required to
collect resources. Additionally, each agent is able to send and receive signals using a
specific interaction mechanism.
HtN : population of non-interacting heterogenous agents that is co-evolving to collect re-
sources; each agent is a specialist that is capable of undertaking a (proper) subset of
tasks required to collect resources.
HtI: population of interacting heterogenous agents that is co-evolving to collect resources;
each agent is a specialist that is capable of undertaking a (proper) subset of tasks
required to collect resources. Additionally, each agent is able to send and receive
signals using a specific interaction mechanism.
Interaction mechanisms and experiments with interacting populations are discussed in
Chapter 5. Population diversity and experiments with heterogenous populations are dis-
cussed in Chapter 6.
8all agents in a given experiment uses the same interaction mechanism; no experiment was conducted
with agents using multiple interaction mechanisms
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3.3.3 Problem Complexity Level
Experiments consider two problem instances of increasing complexity:
3-Task Problems Problems of this type are solved when exactly 3 resource-related tasks
are completed in succession: detection of a resource, extraction of that resource, and
transportation of that resource to a collection site. Completion of each task requires
the possession of a corresponding trait. In this problem setting, resources in the envi-
ronment can exist in one of three states: raw, extracted, and collected
4-Task Problems Problems of this type includes an additional processing task after extrac-
tion and before transportation. As a consequence, in this problem setting, resources
can exist in one of four states: raw, extracted, processed, and collected.
3.3.4 Population Size
Experiments involving heterogenous and homogenous populations consider these two popu-
lation sizes:
Small a population of 5 homogenous agents is compared to a population of heterogenous
agents with 5 agents of each species. Thus, in the 3-task environment, 5 homogeous
agents are compared to 15 heterogenous agents, and in the 4-task environment, 5
homogenous agents are compared to 20 heterogenous agents.
Large a population of 10 homogenous agents is compared to a population of heterogenous
agents with 10 agents of each species. Thus, in the 3-task environment, 10 homogeous
agents are compared to 30 heterogenous agents, and in the 4-task environment 10
homogenous agents are compared to 40 heterogenous agents.
Some experiments in Chapter 6 involve heterogenous populatons whose size are varied
according to experiment conditions.
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3.3.5 Performance Metrics (Measurements)
Experiments record a number of outcome (or dependent) variables that describe the quality
of solutions. The following outcome variables, henceforth referred to as performance metrics
(or just metrics), are considered:
Captures (Mcaptures) This metric describes the mean number of resources collected. The
metric is expressed as percentage of the total number of resources available for collection
and is, therefore, normalized.
Messages Processed (Mmessages) This metric describes the mean number of successful
communication related instructions – instructions to transmit and and receive signals
– issued by the agents. A transmission instruction is always successful and a reception
instruction is successful only if the agent takes an action based on the received signal.
Effectively, this measures the number of messages processed.
Distance Traversed (Mdistance) This metric describes the mean number of grid positions
traversed. It essentially takes the value of the mean number of successful movement-
related instructions issued by the agents. A movement instruction is successful only if
it results in a successful movement of the agent by one grid cell ( e.g., if there were no
obstacles in the direction of the movement).
Time Devoted To Collection (Mtime) This metric describes the mean number of steps
spent between extracting resources and then collecting them. Effectively, this metric
measures the amount of time agents devote to collecting resources.
In this dissertation performance is defined in terms of the metric Mcaptures – representing
the rewarding aspect – and the other metrics Mmessages, Mdistance, and Mtime – representing
the cost. The overall performance goal ist to maximize reward while minimizing costs.
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3.4 Experiment Steps
The following steps are followed to conduct each experiment:
1. Appropriate parameters for the particular experiment are set for the simulations. This
is done in the master compute node (see Figure 3.2).
2. The simulations are then scheduled in slave nodes (see Figure 3.2) in one of the clusters.
Each simulation evolves randomly initialized agents for 300 generations. The choice
of the particular number of generations is driven by the maximum time-limit quota9
for each process by the compute nodes. For experiments that simulate large numbers
of agents, running simulations beyond 300 generations hits the process time limits.
The choice of the cluster depends on which cluster has more free nodes available (the
clusters are used by other research teams).
3. When the simulations complete, the output CSV files that have been written into
a shared file system are all collected, compressed, and copied over into a research
workstation for further analysis. The research workstation is a laptop running OSX 10
with the R statistical package (R is discussed in Section 3.5.1).
Each experiment is run 30 times to obtain statistically significant results. Note that
the environment is initialized randomly at the start of each experiment, given the set of
parameters that define the experimental condition. Because of the variation in placement of
agents, resources, etc., the performance variations across the 30 repetitions do not necessarily
follow a normal distribution, as will be seen in the results described in Chapters 4, 5, and 6.
9The time-limit quota is set by The City University of New York HPCC usage rules
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3.5 Data Analysis Steps
The output CSV files from the simulations contain rows of measurement data captured for
300 generations while the populations were evolved. The following steps are followed to
analyze this data.
• First, mean measurements of the last (300th) generation is computed for all environ-
ment, problem complexity, and population size variations. This results in sample data
that is not biased to particulars of the environment, problem complexity, or population
size.
• Second, analysis of the statistical distribution of sample data is conducted using visual
inspection of histograms and results of Shapiro-Wilk tests (described in Section 3.5.2.1)
for normality. As mentioned, the distribution of results is not necessarily normal, due
to the natural variation in environment properties that impact performance, analyzed
over 30 repeated intializations of each set of parameterized conditions.
• Third, depending on the normality of the statistical distribution, appropriate para-
metric or non-parametric analysis techniques are used to compare grouped measure-
ments and verify hypotheses. For parametric analysis (normal distribution), Welch’s
t-test (described in Section 3.5.2.2) is used to compare samples from two groups, and
ANOVA (described in Section 3.5.2.3) is used to compare samples from more than two
groups. For non-parametric analysis (non-normal distribution), the Mann-Whitney U
test (described in Section 3.5.2.4) is used to compare data from two groups, and the
Kruskal-Wallis (described in Section 3.5.2.5) test is used to compare samples from more
than two groups. Furthermore, where appropriate, trends are statistically analyzed;
Jonckheere-Terpstra (described in Section 3.5.2.6) tests are used.
• Fourth, in some cases, for more accurate comparisons from data that has non-normal
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distributions, a statistical bootstrapping technique (described in Section 3.5.3) is used
to carry out a parametric analysis on bootstrapped means of the samples.
The outlined approach follows standard analysis methodology [Field et al., 2012], espe-
cially in the field of biostatistics [Logan, 2011].
3.5.1 R Statistical Software Package
R [R Core Team, 2013] is used for data analysis and statistical plots. Over the years, R has
become the de-facto software environment of choice for statistical computing and graphics: it
is mature (it has been in development for 23 years), open-source, and platform independent.
Various statistical tests are used during analysis and they are described next.
3.5.2 Statistical Tests
This section describes the statistical tests used to analyze data collected from experiments.
These generic tests can be used in any discipline that requires statistical analysis and data
comparison. The goal of these tests is to compare data samples that have been collected
under different experimental conditions and to test if particular conditions are correlated
with observed differences. Once correlation is established, it lends further support to the
stated hypothesis of the experiment.
Once data is collected from each experiment, it is run through a battery of statistical tests
and analysis. First, the Shapiro-Wilk test is used to determine whether samples have normal
distributions. If the distribution is normal, then further comparisons to establish correlation
between experimental condition and data is done using parametric tests. In cases where
2 samples are parametrically compared, Welch’s t-tests are used, and in cases where more
than 2 samples are parametrically compared, one-way ANOVA tests are used. On the other
hand, if the distribution is non-normal, then further comparisons are made using the non-
parametric tests. In cases where 2 samples are non-parametrically compared, Mann-Whitney
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tests are used, and in cases where more than 2 samples are non-parametrically compared,
Kruska-Wallis tests are used. The details of these tests are described next.
3.5.2.1 Shapiro-Wilk test
Given a sample, the Shapiro-Wilk test for normality tests the null hypothesis that the sample
is normally distributed. In order to verify this hypothesis, the test statistic W is computed
and compared against the theoretical expected value and the probability (p-value) of W
being as extreme as observed, is obtained. The details of computing W and the associated
p-value can be found in [Shapiro and Wilk, 1965].
If the p-value is less than a chosen significance level (α), then the null hypothesis is
rejected and there is evidence that the sample is not normally distributed. If the p-value
is greater than the chosen α level, then the null hypothesis that the sample is normally
distributed cannot be rejected. The experiments presented in this dissertation set α to a
minimum of 0.05 for this test.
3.5.2.2 Welch’s t-test
Given two samples, Welch’s t-test is a parametric (assumes the distribution of the data is
normal) test of the null hypothesis that two samples have equal means, against the alternative
hypothesis that one sample has a mean greater than the other. In order to verify this
hypothesis, the test statistic t and the degrees of freedom (df) are computed and compared
against the theoretical expected value and the probability (p-value) of t, given df , being as
extreme as observed, is obtained. The details of computing t and the associated p-value can
be found in [Welch, 1947]. It is noted that Welch’s t-test is an adaptation of the popular
Student’s t-test (see [Fisher, 1939], for historical notes) and is more reliable when the two
samples have unequal variances and unequal sample sizes [Ruxton, 2006].
If the p-value is less than a chosen α, then the null hypothesis is rejected and there is
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evidence that one sample came from a population that tends to have larger mean than the
other. If the p-value is greater than the chosen α, then the null hypothesis that two samples
have equal means cannot be rejected. The experiments presented in this dissertation set α
to a minimum of 0.05 for this test.
3.5.2.3 One-Way Analysis of Variance (one-way ANOVA)
One-way ANOVA does a similar test as Welch’s (or Student’s) t-test, except that it compares
more than two samples.
Given two or more samples, ANOVA is a parametric (assumes the distribution of the
data is normal) test of the null hypothesis that the samples have equal means against the
alternative hypothesis that at least one of the means is different. In order to verify this
hypothesis, the test statistic F , a degree of freedom between groups (df0), and a degree of
freedom within group (df1), are computed and compared against the theoretical expected
value and the probability (p-value) of F , given df0 and df1, being as extreme as observed, is
obtained. The details of computing F , df0, df1, and the associated p-value can be found in
[Anscombe, 1948].
If the p-value is less than a chosen α, then the null hypothesis is rejected and there
is evidence that at least one of the sample means is different and comes from a different
population. If the p-value is greater than the chosen α, then the null hypothesis that samples
have equal means cannot be rejected. The experiments presented in this dissertation set α
to a minimum of 0.05 for this test.
3.5.2.4 Mann-Whitney test
The Mann-Whitney test (or Mann-Whitney U test) is similar to Welch’s t-test; it compares
two samples, but it makes no assumptions about the distribution of the samples, and is,
therefore, a non-parametric test.
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Given two samples, the Mann-Whitney U test is a test of the null hypothesis that two
samples came from the same population against the alternative hypothesis that one sample
came from a population that tends to have larger values. In order to verify this hypothesis,
the test statistic U is computed and compared against the theoretical expected value and
the probability (p-value) of U being as extreme as observed, is obtained. The details of
computing U and the associated p-value can be found in [Mann and Whitney, 1947].
If the p-value is less than a chosen α, then the null hypothesis is rejected and there is
evidence that one sample came from a population that tends to have larger values. If the
p-value is greater than the chosen α, then the null hypothesis that two samples came from
the same population cannot be rejected. The experiments presented in this dissertation set
α to a minimum of 0.05 for this test.
3.5.2.5 Kruskal-Wallis test
The Kruskal-Wallis test does a similar test as the one-way ANOVA, except that it considers
medians rather than means, and makes no assumptions about the distribution of the samples,
and is, therefore, a non-parametric test.
Given two or more samples, the Kruskal-Wallis test is a test of the null hypothesis that the
samples have equal medians against the alternative hypothesis that at least one of samples
has a different median than the others. In order to verify this hypothesis, the test statistic
H, and degree of freedom (df), are computed and compared against the theoretical expected
value, and the probability (p-value) of H, given df , being as extreme as observed, is obtained.
The details of computing H, df , and the associated p-value can be found in [Kruskal and
Wallis, 1952].
If the p-value is less than a chosen α, then the null hypothesis is rejected and there is
evidence that at least one of samples has a different median than the others. If the p-value is
greater than the chosen α, then the null hypothesis that samples have equal medians cannot
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be rejected. The experiments presented in this dissertation set α to a minimum of 0.05 for
this test.
3.5.2.6 Jonckheere-Terpstra test
The Jonckheere-Terpstra test does a similar test as Kruskal-Wallis, except that the alterna-
tive hypothesis is that not only is there some difference among the sample medians, but also
there exists some ordering in the sample medians.
Given two or more samples, the Jonckheere-Terpstra test is a non-parametric test of
the null hypothesis that the samples have equal medians against the alternative hypothesis
that there exists some ordering in the sample medians. In order to verify this hypothesis,
the test statistic S is computed and compared against the theoretical expected values, and
the probability (p-value) of S, being as extreme as observed, is obtained. The details of
computing S and the associated p-value can be found in [Jonckheere, 1954, Terpstra, 1952].
If the p-value is less than a chosen α, then the null hypothesis is rejected and there is
evidence that there exists some ordering in the sample medians. If the p-value is greater than
the chosen α, then the null hypothesis that samples have equal medians cannot be rejected.
The experiments presented in this dissertation set α to a minimum of 0.05 for this test.
The tests described in Sections 3.5.2.1-3.5.2.6 are summarized in Table 3.5.
Statistical Test Statistic Purpose
Shapiro-Wilk W test normality of data distribution of sample
Welch’s t t parametric comparison of 2 samples
One-Way ANOVA F parametric comparison of more than 2 samples
Mann-Whitney U non-parametric comparison of 2 samples
Kruskal-Wallis H non-parametric comparison of more than 2 samples
Jonckheere-Terpstra S tests ordering of more than 2 samples
Table 3.5: Summary of Statistical Tests used in Experiments
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A note on significance level (α) for hypothesis tests
As noted, for each of the statistical tests above, the experiments presented in this dissertation
set the significance level (α) to 0.05; in other words, an α such that 5% false-positive errors
are tolerated. However, in most cases, the hypotheses are verified for even stricter α of 0.01
– in other words, with 1% false-positive errors – and when this α is achieved, it is noted.
3.5.3 Bootstrapping
Bootstrapping, a resampling technique introduced in [Efron, 1979], can be used to estimate
any statistic. The basic idea is to treat a given sample as the population and repeatedly
draw random samples (with or without replacement) from the original sample and compute
a statistic and other parameters, such as confidence intervals.
Bootstrapping techniques are known to work well in situations where it is difficult to ob-
tain larger samples or a given sample is the only source of information [Efron and Tibshirani,
1994]. The bootstrapping technique has been used in some experiments in this dissertation




In order to answer questions on how population diversity and interaction mechanism impact
populations of evolving agents (Rq 1 - 4, posed in Chapter 1), it is important to answer a
more basic question regarding the evolutionary model that agents are using:
Rq 0. Does evolutionary model have a statistically significant effect on performance in
populations of evolving agents?
To answer this question, this chapter investigates the following overarching hypothesis:
Hypothesis 1. Evolutionary model has a statistically measurable effect on the performance
of an evolutionary mutli-agent system (EMAS).
Four abstract categories of EMAS are considered, defined broadly according to population




Thus, the overarching hypothesis can be broken down into the following hypotheses:
Hypothesis 1.1. Evolutionary model has statistically significant effect on the performance
of non-interacting homogenous agents (HmN).
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Hypothesis 1.2. Evolutionary model has statistically significant effect on the performance
of interacting homogenous agents (HmI).
Hypothesis 1.3. Evolutionary model has statistically significant effect on the performance
of non-interacting heterogenous agents (HtN).
Hypothesis 1.4. Evolutionary model has statistically significant effect on the performance
of interacting heterogenous agents (HtI).
This chapter begins with a description of population properties in Section 4.1 and selected
evolutionary models in Section 4.2. This is followed by Section 4.3 that describes experiments
that investigate the impact evolutionary model has on performance, and verifies Hypothesis
1.1 - 1.4 using statistical techniques. Finally, Section 4.4 describes two further analyses using
the same experiment data: (1) analysis that describes alternative verification of hypotheses
using a statistical bootstrapping technique, and (2) analysis of evolutionary learning in the
populations.
4.1 Population Properties










Table 4.1: Agent properties and their possible values
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Interaction mechanism allows agents to send and receive signals. Agents may use their
interaction mechanism to evolve coordinated collection strategies.
Traits, in the context of this dissertation, define agent action (non-communicative) ca-
pabilities; they also help define the species, and the diversity of the population of agents.
Agents with a particular set of traits belong to the same species. An agent that has all
possible traits to detect, extract, process, and collect resources is a multi-capable generalist
agent. An agent that has a limited subset of n traits is an n-trait specialist agent.
The experimental units, or subjects, of the experiments are populations of agents. For
each experiment, samples of agents with a particular interaction mechanism and a particular
set of traits are randomly generated. This process is essentially identical to the traditional
approach of random sampling and applying particular treatment conditions to experimental
subjects.
The following population diversity categories are considered:
HmN : population of non-interacting homogenous agents that is evolving to collect resources;
each agent is a multi-capable generalist and is capable of undertaking any task required
to collect resources.
HmI: population of interacting homogenous agents that is evolving to collect resources; each
agent is a multi-capable generalist and is capable of undertaking any task required to
collect resources. Additionally, each agent is able to send and receive signals using a
specific interaction mechanism.
HtN : population of non-interacting heterogenous agents that is co-evolving to collect re-
sources; each agent is a specialist that is capable of undertaking a (proper) subset of
tasks required to collect resources.
HtI: population of interacting heterogenous agents that is co-evolving to collect resources;
each agent is a specialist that is capable of undertaking a (proper) subset of tasks
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required to collect resources. Additionally, each agent is able to send and receive
signals using a specific interaction mechanism.
It should be noted that there can be one, and only one, homogenous population that
can perform all tasks required to complete the overall mission. In contrast, a population
of heterogenous agents is composed of multiple species; each species of agents specializes in
completing a subset of tasks. There can be many trait-to-species mappings and a population
can be composed of many species combinations, and thus, given the same set of traits, there
can be many different heterogenous populations. Heterogenous populations are explored
further in Chapter 6.
4.2 Selected Evolutionary Models
When it comes to evolving agents, there are several evolutionary models to choose from (see
Chapter 2.3). All evolutionary models use the following basic evolutionary algorithm:
1. A population of genotypes is randomly initialized and maintained in a collection that
in this thesis will be referred to as a gene pool.
2. Genotypes from the gene pool are executed.
3. Executed genotypes are evaluated in an environment and ranked using a fitness func-
tion, and then top-ranked members are selected.
4. Genetic operators, such as mutation and crossover, are used on the selected genotypes
to produce the next generation of genotypes. The gene pool is then refreshed with the
next generation of genotypes.
5. Steps 2-3 are repeated until a satisfactory level of fitness has been achieved or a max-
imum number of generations has elapsed.
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However, evolutionary models vary in their methodologies and this may impact the behavior
of genotypes and, thus, the performance of the agents. The models also vary in their im-
plementation requirements, and depending on the problem context, some models might be
more appropriate and feasible than others. The set of experiments described in this chapter
considers 3 different evolutionary models and they are discussed below.
Population Islands Model In this model [Potter and De Jong, 2000, Gustafson, 2004]
separate populations of genotypes are co-evolved in separate gene pools; each gene
pool is dedicated to evolving genotypes with particular sets of traits (see Chapter
2.3.1.2). The concept is analogous to different species evolving in different islands (see
Figure 4.1). At the beginning of each simulation, representative genotypes from each
gene pool are used as control programs for agents, and at the end, a global fitness
function is used to measure the overall performance of the system and the fitness value
is shared across all the gene pools. This fitness value is then be used to produce
the next generation of genotypes for each gene pool and the process is repeated until
a certain number of generations have been evolved. This model is characterized by
centralized fitness evaluation, a global fitness function, and synchronous evolution of
each generation. Some major disadvantages of this model are that it suffers from the
credit-assignment problem, it is usable only in simulate-and-transfer methodologies,
and its synchronous and centralized nature imposes high computational demands and
























Figure 4.1: Population Island Evolutionary Model
Embodied Evolution Model In this model [Watson et al., 1999, Bianco and Nolfi, 2004],
the concept of evolution is embodied within the agents (see Chapter 2.3.2.1). An agent
will maintain its own gene pool, run its own evolutionary algorithm, and will evolve
its own genotype with particular sets of traits (see Figure 4.2). When the control
code (genotype) has finished its execution, it will be replaced by the next generation
control code (genotype) as produced by the evolutionary algorithm. Each agent will
also evaluate its own fitness based on criteria appropriate to its traits. For instance,
an agent with detection and extraction traits will evaluate its own performance based
on resources it was able to detect and extract. This model is characterized by local
fitness functions, decentralized fitness evaluations, and asynchronous evolution of each
generation. However, since each agent maintains its own gene pool, agents belonging
to the same species will evolve differently.
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maintains Species 2 
gene pool
Process manages Simulation
maintains Species 3 
gene pool
maintains Species 1 
gene pool
maintains Species 4 
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maintains Species 1 
gene pool
Figure 4.2: Embedded Evolutionary Model
ALife Model This model is similar to the previous in terms of implicitly embodying evolu-
tion within the agents. In addition to maintaining their own independent gene pools,
agents belonging to the same species, situated in close proximity, will be able to copy
each others’ genotypes and add it to their own gene pools (see Figure 4.3). The concept
is similar to mating in nature and may allow the transfer of useful genotypes across
gene pools and unify the behavior of agents belonging to the same species. Other
scalability related benefits can be realized through extended form of this basic model
[Laredo et al., 2011].
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agents too far away to mate
Figure 4.3: ALife Evolutionary Model

















Centralized Global Synchronous External No
Embodied
Evolution
Decentralized Local Asynchronous Agent No
ALife Decentralized Local Asynchronous Agent Yes
Table 4.2: Evolutionary Models
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4.3 Impact of Evolutionary Models
This section describes: (1) the preliminary set of experiments that investigates the impact
of evolutionary model on performance in populations HmN , HmI, HtN and HmI, and (2)
statistical analysis of the collected data to verify Hypothesis 1.1 - 1.4 .
4.3.1 Experiments
The preliminary set of experiments in this chapter is described as follows:
• Evolutionary model is the independent or predictor variable.
• Interaction mechanism and population diversity are control variables.
• Performance metrics, as introduced in Section 3.3.5, are the dependent or outcome
variables.
• The 3 evolutionary models tested are Population Islands, Embodied Evolution and
ALife.
• The 2 interaction mechanisms – non-interacting and interacting – and 2 diversities –
homogenous and heterogenous – result in (2×2) 4 control groups; these control groups
are the populations HmN , HmI, HtN , and HtI. The metric data for the interacting
populations (HmI and HtI) are averages of metric data from populations interacting
using trail, broadcast, and unicast interaction mechanisms. Experiments are run for
each of the 3 interaction mechanisms, and the metric data is averaged into the data
for interacting populations.
• The 3 independent variables and 4 control groups result in 12 (3×4) sets of experiments.
• For each of these sets, experiments are run for 2 task complexities, 2 population sizes,
and 8 environments, resulting in 32 (2 × 2 × 8) configurations. Running experiments
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across these configurations and then averaging their metric data ensures that the av-
eraged metric data is not biased to any particular complexity level, population size, or
environment.
• For each of these configurations, 30 individual experiments are performed. Each ex-
periment starts with randomly generated agents (random genotypes) in random initial
starting locations, and randomly determined resources and collection sites. The agents
are then evolved for 300 generations. The metric data from these experiments are
averaged into the final metric data for each experiment set.
• To summarize, for each of the 12 experiment sets, 960 (32×30) individual experiments
are run, and the metric data from these 960 experiments are averaged into the final
data that is then analyzed.
Table 4.3 summarizes the high-level features of these experiments.
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Variable Values Purpose
Evolutionary Model Population Island, Embodied,
ALife
independent variable
Interaction Mechanism None, Interacting control variable
Diversity Homogenous, Heterogenous control variable
Performance metrics Mcaptures, Mtime, Mdistance,
Mmessages
dependent variable
Problem Complexity 3-task, 4-task averaging
configuration
Population Size 5, 10 averaging
configuration




Table 4.3: Summary of Preliminary Experiments
4.3.2 Analysis of impact on Population Metrics
This section analyzes the impact evolutionary model has on population metrics. Data col-
lected from the experiments – performance metrics from the last (300th) generation – is
analyzed for statistical distribution, and depending on the normality of distribution, ap-
propriate parametric and non-parametric tests are used to compare data sets and verify
hypotheses.
Histograms show that the statistical distribution of the metric data obtained from HmN ,
HmI, HtN and HtI in the Population Islands model (Figures 4.4 - 4.7), Embodied Evolution
model (Figures 4.8 - 4.11), and ALife model (Figures 4.12 - 4.15) are likely non-normal. The
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Figure 4.15: Histogram of Mdistance for populations HmN , HmI, HtN , and HtI in the
ALife model.
Results of applying the Shapiro-Wilk test of normality on the metric data are shown in
Tables 4.4-4.6. For each evolutionary model, the test statistics, WHm in the case of HmN
and HmI, and WHt, in the case of HtN and HtI, and their respective p-values are reported;
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the results indicate that it is reasonable to assume that the metric data does not have a
normal distribution (p < .05).
Interaction Metric WHm p-val WHt p-val
none Mcaptures .732 <.01 .235 <.01
none Mtime .794 <.01 .947 <.05
none Mdistance .481 <.01 .655 <.01
interacting Mcaptures .726 <.01 .210 <.01
interacting Mtime .769 <.01 .960 <.01
interacting Mdistance .408 <.01 .670 <.01
interacting Mmessages .174 <.01 .346 <.01
Table 4.4: Shapiro-Wilk normality test of metrics from HmN , HmI, HtN and Ht in the
Population Islands model.
Interaction Metric WHm p-val WHt p-val
none Mcaptures .828 <.01 .900 <.01
none Mtime .806 <.01 .898 <.01
none Mdistance .853 <.01 .884 <.01
interacting Mcaptures .830 <.01 .924 <.01
interacting Mtime .799 <.01 .909 <.01
interacting Mdistance .863 <.01 .885 <.01
interacting Mmessages .767 <.01 .710 <.01
Table 4.5: Shapiro-Wilk normality test of metrics from HmN , HmI, HtN and Ht in the
Embodied Evolution model.
Interaction Metric WHm p-val WHt p-val
none Mcaptures .858 <.01 .935 <.01
none Mtime .736 <.01 .904 <.01
none Mdistance .842 <.01 .882 <.01
interacting Mcaptures .866 <.01 .944 <.01
interacting Mtime .776 <.01 .913 <.01
interacting Mdistance .847 <.01 .880 <.01
interacting Mmessages .667 <.01 .540 <.01
Table 4.6: Shapiro-Wilk normality test of metrics from HmN , HmI, HtN and Ht in the
ALife model.
Since results from the normality tests indicate that the distribution of the metric data is
not normal, they are compared using non-parametric statistical techniques.
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Comparison of metric data from each evolutionary model across populations is shown in
box plots in Figures 4.16-4.18. Differences in the metric groups are noticeable in some of the




















































































Population island embodied alife
Figure 4.16: Box plots comparing Mcaptures from each evolutionary model across the popu-







































































































Population island embodied alife
Figure 4.17: Box plots comparing Mtime from each evolutionary model across the populations





































































Population island embodied alife
Figure 4.18: Box plots comparing Mdistance from each evolutionary model across the popu-























































































Population island embodied alife
Figure 4.19: Box plots comparing Mmessages from each evolutionary model across the popu-
lations HmN , HmI, HtN and Ht.
Table 4.7 shows the results of applying the Kruskal-Wallis test on the data. The results
indicate that evolutionary model has statistically significant effect on the metrics for each
population HmN , HmI, HtN and HtI (p-value < .01).
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Pop Interaction Metric Mdnisland Mdnembodied Mdnalife H df p-val
Hm none Mcaptures 0 9.06× 10−2 2.49× 10−1 119.46 2 <.01
Hm none Mdistance 4.79× 10−2 1.12× 103 1.53× 103 970.95 2 <.01
Hm none Mtime 2.56× 102 2.37× 102 1.87× 102 21.70 2 <.01
Hm interacting Mcaptures 0 9.03× 10−2 2.87× 10−1 407.34 2 <.01
Hm interacting Mdistance 5.66× 10−2 1.16× 103 1.57× 103 2915.49 2 <.01
Hm interacting Mmessages 0 7.09× 101 4.65× 101 2915.10 2 <.01
Hm interacting Mtime 2.38× 102 2.38× 102 1.89× 102 34.76 2 <.01
Ht none Mcaptures 0 1.74× 10−1 3.13× 10−1 879.03 2 <.01
Ht none Mdistance 8.63× 10−1 8.67× 103 8.73× 103 959.45 2 <.01
Ht none Mtime 5.17× 102 6.85× 102 5.90× 102 19.19 2 <.01
Ht interacting Mcaptures 0 1.99× 10−1 3.30× 10−1 2706.96 2 <.01
Ht interacting Mdistance 1.08 8.78× 103 8.59× 103 2879.67 2 <.01
Ht interacting Mmessages 5.86× 10−2 3.68× 102 1.88× 102 2944.57 2 <.01
Ht interacting Mtime 4.63× 102 6.88× 102 5.84× 102 64.33 2 <.01
Table 4.7: Kruskal-Wallis test comparing metrics from each evolutionary model across pop-
ulations HmN , HmI, HtN and HtI.
Based on Table 4.7, the following observations are made:
Observation 4.3.1. There is strong statistical evidence (p-value < .01) supporting Hy-
potheses 1.1-1.4, and thus overarching Hypothesis 1.
Observation 4.3.2. There is strong statistical evidence (p-value < .01) showing Mcaptures
to be consistently highest for all populations in the ALife model.
Observation 4.3.3. There is strong statistical evidence (p-value < .01) showing that all
metrics are consistently lowest for the Population Island model in both heterogenous popu-
lations (HtN and HtI).
4.3.3 Analysis of impact on Aggregate Metrics
This section analyzes the impact evolutionary model has on metrics aggregated across all
four populations (HmN , HmI, HtN , and HtI). The analysis procedure followed here is
the same as the previous section: data collected from the experiments – performance metrics
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from the last (300th) generation – is analyzed for statistical distribution, and depending on
the normality of the distribution, appropriate parametric and non-parametric tests are used
to compare data sets and verify hypotheses.
Histograms show that the statistical distribution of the metric data obtained from each
evolutionary model (Figures 4.20 - 4.23) are likely non-normal. The distributions are tested
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Figure 4.20: Histogram of aggregate Mcaptures from each evolutionary model; Mcaptures is




















































Figure 4.22: Histogram of aggregate Mmessages from each evolutionary model; Mmessages is


























Figure 4.23: Histogram of aggregate Mdistance from each evolutionary model; Mdistance is
aggregated over all populations.
Results of applying the Shapiro-Wilk test of normality on the metric data are shown in
Table 4.8. For each evolutionary model, the test statistics, W and their respective p-values
are reported; the results indicate that it is reasonable to assume the metric data does not
have a normal distribution (p < .01).
Interaction Metric W p-val
island Mcaptures .545 <.01
island Mdistance .573 <.01
island Mmessages .230 <.01
island Mtime .830 <.01
embodied Mcaptures .882 <.01
embodied Mdistance .778 <.01
embodied Mmessages .531 <.01
embodied Mtime .907 <.01
alife Mcaptures .914 <.01
alife Mdistance .790 <.01
alife Mmessages .389 <.01
alife Mtime .903 <.01
Table 4.8: Shapiro-Wilk normality test of aggregate metrics from each evolutionary model;
metrics are aggregated over all populations
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Since results from the normality tests indicate that the distribution of the metric data is
not normal, they are compared using non-parametric statistical techniques (box plots and
Kruskal-Wallis tests).
Comparison of aggregate metric data from each evolutionary model across populations
is shown in box plots in Figure 4.24. Differences are noticeable for Mcaptures, Mdistance, and


















































































































































































































































































































































Figure 4.24: Box plots comparing aggregate metrics from each evolutionary model; metrics
are aggregated across all populations.
Table 4.9 shows the results of applying the Kruskal-Wallis test on the data. The results
indicate that evolutionary model has statistically significant effect on metrics aggregated
across all populations.
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Metric Mdnisland Mdnembodied Mdnalife H df p-val
Mcaptures 0 1.63× 10−1 3.11× 10−1 3244.84 2 <.01
Mdistance 3.43× 10−1 3.27× 103 4.07× 103 7693.48 2 <.01
Mmessages 0 8.28× 101 4.91× 101 3395.02 2 <.01
Mtime 6.33× 101 6.81× 101 1.05× 102 418.11 2 <.01
Table 4.9: Kruskal-Wallis test comparing aggregate metrics from each evolutionary model;
metrics are aggregated across all populations.
Based on Table 4.9, the following observations are made:
Observation 4.3.4. Based on metrics aggregated across all populations, there is strong
statistical evidence (p-value < .01) supporting Hypothesis 1.
Observation 4.3.5. Based on metrics aggregated across all populations, there is strong
statistical evidence (p-value < .01) showing Mcaptures, Mdistance, and Mtime to be consistently
highest in the ALife model.
Observation 4.3.6. Based on metrics aggregated across all populations, there is strong
statistical evidence (p-value < .01) showing that all metrics are consistently lowest for the
Population Island model.
4.4 Further Analysis
This section discusses additional analysis that provides more insightful findings related to
the hypotheses of this chapter.
4.4.1 Parametric Analysis of Bootstrapped Data
The distribution of metric data obtained from the experiments is not normal, and therefore
it does not meet the criteria for statistical analysis using parametric techniques.
Here, a statistical bootstrapping technique is used to conduct parametric analysis in
cases where the bootstrapped data has normal distributions; the technique also provides
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more accurate values for estimators (metric means, in this case).
For the population data, bootstrapped metric means are obtained using 1000 replicates,
with replacement, from the original samples. The distributions of these means are then tested
for normality and the results are shown in Tables 4.10 - 4.12 for each of the evolutionary
models.
Interaction Metric Mean WHm p-val WHt p-val
none Mcaptures 1.000 =.38 1.000 =.24
none Mdistance .997 <.01 .997 <.01
none Mtime .998 <.01 .999 <.01
interacting Mcaptures .999 =.05 1.000 =.91
interacting Mdistance .997 <.01 .997 <.01
interacting Mtime .998 <.01 .999 <.01
interacting Mmessages .993 <.01 .994 <.01
Table 4.10: Shapiro-Wilk normality test of bootstrapped metric means from HmN , HmI,
HtN and Ht in the Population Island model.
Interaction Metric Mean WHm p-val WHt p-val
none Mcaptures 1.000 =.68 1.000 =.46
none Mdistance .999 =.07 .999 <.01
none Mtime .999 =.2 .999 <.01
interacting Mcaptures 1.000 =.67 1.000 =.37
interacting Mdistance .999 =.08 1.000 =.5
interacting Mtime 1.000 =.36 .999 =.09
interacting Mmessages .999 <.05 1.000 =.73
Table 4.11: Shapiro-Wilk normality test of bootstrapped metric means from HmN , HmI,
HtN and Ht in the Embodied Evolution model.
Interaction Metric Mean WHm p-val WHt p-val
none Mcaptures .999 =.15 1.000 =.86
none Mdistance 1.000 =.88 1.000 =.37
none Mtime .999 <.01 .999 <.01
interacting Mcaptures 1.000 =.67 .999 =.19
interacting Mdistance 1.000 =.69 1.000 =.91
interacting Mtime 1.000 =.25 .999 <.05
interacting Mmessages .999 <.01 .999 <.05
Table 4.12: Shapiro-Wilk normality test of bootstrapped metric means from HmN , HmI,
HtN and Ht in the ALife model.
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The results show that means from Mcaptures, across all populations, is the only one that
shows strong statistical likelihood of having a normal distribution (p-value < .01), and there-
fore, parametric analysis is conducted on the means of Mcaptures.
The histogram in Figure 4.25 shows a clear distinction of the Mcaptures mean from each
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Figure 4.25: Histogram of bootstrapped Mcaptures means from each evolutionary model across
the populations HmN , HmI, HtN , and HtI
Table 4.13 shows the results of applying the one-way ANOVA test on the data and the
results indicate that evolutionary model has statistically significant effect on Mcaptures for all
populations (p-value < .01).
Pop Interaction Metric Misland Membodied Malife F -val df p-val
Hm none Mcaptures 1.39× 10−1 2.05× 10−1 3.20× 10−1 340304 2 <.01
Hm interacting Mcaptures 1.38× 10−1 1.99× 10−1 3.23× 10−1 1100793 2 <.01
Ht none Mcaptures 1.56× 10−2 2.25× 10−1 3.41× 10−1 1850070 2 <.01
Ht interacting Mcaptures 1.40× 10−2 2.42× 10−1 3.49× 10−1 6501892 2 <.01
Table 4.13: One-way ANOVA test comparing Mcaptures (means) from each evolutionary
model across populations HmN , HmI, HtN and HtI.
This confirms Observation 4.3.2, and in addition, shows the following:
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Observation 4.4.1. Based on bootstrapped estimates of metric means, evolutionary model
seems to have a stronger effect on Mcaptures in the heterogenous population than homogenous
population.
Next, the bootstrapping technique is used on the aggregate metrics. For the aggregate
data, bootstrapped metric means are obtained using 1000 replicates, with replacement, from
the original samples. The distributions of these means are then tested for normality and the
results are shown in Table 4.14.
Model Metric W p-val
island Mcaptures 1.000 =.33
island Mdistance 1.000 =.33
island Mmessages 1.000 =.33
island Mtime 1.000 =.33
embodied Mcaptures 1.000 =.98
embodied Mdistance 1.000 =.98
embodied Mmessages 1.000 =.98
embodied Mtime 1.000 =.98
alife Mcaptures .999 =.12
alife Mdistance .999 =.12
alife Mmessages .999 =.12
alife Mtime .999 =.12
Table 4.14: Shapiro-Wilk normality test of bootstrapped aggregate metric means from each
evolutionary model; metrics are aggregated over all populations.
The results show that all aggregate metric means have strong statistical likelihood of
having a normal distribution (p-value < .01), and therefore, parametric analysis is conducted
on all of them.




































Figure 4.26: Histogram of bootstrapped aggregate metric means from each evolutionary
model; metrics are aggregated over all populations.
Finally, Table 4.15 shows the results of applying the one-way ANOVA test on the data
and the results indicate that evolutionary model has statistically significant effect on all
aggregate metric means (p-value < .01).
Metric Misland Membodied Malife F df p-val
Mcaptures 7.63× 10−2 2.19× 10−1 3.35× 10−1 6745201.97 2 <.01
Mdistance 1.18 6.11× 103 6.64× 103 8036944.14 2 <.01
Mmessages 4.04× 10−1 2.94× 102 2.17× 102 2041851.57 2 <.01
Mtime 3.71× 102 5.66× 102 5.35× 102 1020436.87 2 <.01
Table 4.15: One-way ANOVA test comparing bootstrapped aggregate metrics (means) from
each evolutionary model; metrics are aggregated over all populations.
The following observation is made:
Observation 4.4.2. Based on parametric analysis of bootstrapped estimates of aggregate
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metric means, there is strong statistical evidence (p-value < .01) supporting Hypothesis
1.
4.4.2 Analysis of Evolutionary Learning
The analysis thus far has considered metrics taken at the end of 300 generations. This section
analyzes evolutionary learning that occurred during the first 300 generations. Parts of this
analysis was presented in [Chowdhury and Sklar, 2014].
Figures 4.27 - 4.29 show how metrics evolve over successive generations; the displayed
metrics are averages from each evolutionary model over the populations HmN , HmI, HtN
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Population island embodied alife
Figure 4.30: Evolutionary trend of Mmessages
Based on the evolutionary trend plots and previous analysis, the following observations
are made:
Observation 4.4.3. The growth of Mcaptures, Mtime, and Mdistance is faster in both ALife
and Embodied Evolutionary models. In the case of Population Islands model, they grow
faster for Hm than Ht, but not as fast as in the other two models.
Observation 4.4.4. In the case of Ht, the Population Island model exhibits the worst
performance across all metrics. In contrast, Population Island model exhibits better perfor-
mance for Hm in terms of Mcaptures and Mdistance.
Observation 4.4.5. The growth curves of metrics from ALife and Embodied Evolution
models are similar, with ALife model exhibiting higher values in most cases; the only excep-
tion seems to be that Mmessages is higher in Embodied Evolutionary model.
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4.5 Interpretation
Heterogenous populations evolving in the ALife model perform best overall (Observations
4.3.2 and 4.3.5) while heterogenous populations evolving in the Population Island model
perform worst overall (Observations 4.3.3, 4.3.6, and 4.4.4). These differences in perfor-
mance levels of the evolutionary models can be explained in terms of the evolutionary model
attributes. In the Population Island model, fitness evaluation is based on the feedback of
global information (number of captures) available to the centralized process that runs the
evolutionary algorithm; moreover, the same feedback is provided to all agents regardless of
traits or contribution. However, in the other two models, each agent runs its own evolu-
tionary algorithm and uses local feedback suited to the particular traits of the agent (e.g.
number of extractions for extractor trait). Thus, the agents evolving in the Population Island
model not only have restricted feedback information, but also suffer from the issue of un-
fair credit-assignment. Observation 4.4.4 supports this interpretation further – homogenous
agents evolving in the Population Island model have better performance than the heteroge-
nous agents, because homogenous agents, having all possible traits, and being uniform across
the population, benefit more from uniform and globally derived feedback.
The performances of populations evolving in the Embodied Evolutionary model and ALife
model are similar to each other, with the ALife model exhibiting higher values in most cases
(Observation 4.4.5). This can be explained in terms of the knowledge transfer that may
occur as a result of exchange of genetic material during “mating” in the ALife model.
4.6 Summary
Experiments with selected evolutionary models, broad population categories, and several
interaction mechanisms verify the overarching hypothesis that states: Evolutionary model
has statistically measurable effect on the performance of an evolutionary multi-agent system
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(EMAS).
The choice of evolutionary model matters. Statistical analysis suggests that evolutionary
model has a significant impact on performance in populations of agents. Moreover, the
analysis further suggests that this is true regardless of the population diversity or interactivity
of the agents.
Of the populations and evolutionary models investigated, heterogenous populations evolv-
ing in the ALife evolutionary model explores the environment most (Mdistance is highest),





This chapter addresses the following two research questions stated in Chapter 1.3:
• Rq 1 Does interaction mechanism have a statistically significant effect on performance
in homogeneous populations of evolving agents?
• Rq 2 Does interaction mechanism have a statistically significant effect on performance
in heterogenous populations of evolving agents?
To answer these question, this chapter investigates the following overarching hypothesis:
Hypothesis 2. Interaction mechanism has a statistically measurable effect on the perfor-
mance of an evolutionary multi-agent system (EMAS).
The two factors in interacting populations considered are:
1. the type of interaction mechanism (trail, broadcast, and unicast)
2. the quality of the mechanism, in terms of packet loss (0%, 25%, 50%, and 75%)
Thus, the overarching hypothesis of this chapter can be broken down into the following
hypotheses:
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Hypothesis 2.1. Interaction mechanism has a statistically significant effect on performance
in interacting homogenous agents HmI.
Hypothesis 2.2. Interaction mechanism has a statistically significant effect on performance
in interacting heterogenous agents HtI.
Hypothesis 2.3. Interaction quality has a statistically significant effect on performance in
interacting homogenous agents HmI.
Hypothesis 2.4. Interaction quality has a statistically significant effect on performance in
interacting heterogenous agents HtI.
This chapter begins with a description of selected interaction mechanisms (Section 5.1).
This is followed by Section 5.2 that describes experiments that investigate the impact that
interaction mechanisms and interaction quality have on performance, and verifies Hypothe-
ses 2.1 - 2.4 using statistical techniques. Finally, Section 5.3 describes two further analyses
using the same experiment data: (1) analysis that investigates how performance changes
when interaction quality improves, and (2) analysis of evolutionary learning in the popula-
tions.
5.1 Selected Interaction Mechanisms
Experiments in this chapter consider the following interaction mechanisms:
Trail Senders have the ability to leave signals on the grid, leaving messages in individual
cells in their path as they traverse the grid. These signals disintegrate over time, and
before they disintegrate completely, receivers have the ability to detect them. There
can be delay from the time the signal is sent to the time it is received. Since the sender
of the signal does not target any specific receiver, the method of interaction is indirect.
Additionally, a trail signal from a single sender can be received by multiple receivers,
and thus the ratio of sender:receiver is 1:many.
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Broadcast Senders have the ability to broadcast messages to receivers within a certain
vicinity. Broadcast signals must be received instantly. Like the trail mechanism, since
the sender of the signal does not target any specific receiver, the method of interaction
is indirect. And also like the trail mechanism, a broadcast signal from a single sender
can be received by multiple receivers, and thus the ratio of sender:receiver is 1:many.
Unicast Senders have the ability to send messages to the closest receivers; if multiple re-
ceivers are equally close, one is chosen at random. Unicast signals must be received
instantly. Since the sender of the signal targets a specific receiver (the closest agent,
in the experiments conducted here), the method of interaction is direct. Additionally,
a unicast signal from a single sender is only received by a single receiver, and thus the
ratio of sender:receiver is 1:1.





Trail Indirect 1:many Delayed
Broadcast Indirect 1:many Instantaneous
Unicast Direct 1:1 Instantaneous
Table 5.1: Properties of the Interaction Mechanisms
The experiments in this chapter also consider the impact of interaction quality, in terms of
packet loss, for each of the interaction mechanisms. The packet loss is simulated by removing
a percentage of the signals from being propagated into the simulation environment; thus,
although, the senders succeed in sending signals, the receivers do not get all of them. The
particular interaction quality levels used in the experiments are shown in Table 5.2.
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Quality Packet Loss Condition Description
100% 0% Ideal
75% 25% Intermediate Less-Noisy
50% 50% Intermediate Noisy
25% 75% Extremely Poor
Table 5.2: Interaction Quality, packet loss, and condition descriptions.
5.2 Impact of Interaction Mechanisms
This section describes: (1) the set of experiments that investigates the impact of interaction
mechanism and quality on performance in populations HmN , HmI, HtN and HmI, and
(2) statistical analysis of the collected data to verify hypotheses.
5.2.1 Experiments
The set of experiments in this chapter is described as follows:
• Interaction mechanism and interaction quality are the independent or predictor vari-
ables.
• Population diversity is a control variable.
• Performance metrics, as introduced in Section 3.3.5, are the dependent or outcome
variables.
• The 3 interaction mechanisms – trail, broadcast, and unicast – and 4 qualities – 100%,
75%, 50%, and 25% – result in a total of 12 (3×4) independent variable combinations.
• The 2 population diversities – homogenous and heterogenous (HmI and HtI) – result
in 2 control groups.
• The ALife evolutionary model is used to evolve the agents; the findings in Chapter 4
indicate it yields the highest performance.
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• The 12 independent variable combinations and 2 control groups result in 24 (12 × 2)
sets of experiments.
• For each of these sets, experiments are run for 2 task complexities, 2 population sizes,
and 8 environments, resulting in 32 (2 × 2 × 8) configurations. Running experiments
across these configurations and then averaging their metric data ensures that the av-
eraged metric data is not biased to any particular complexity level, population size, or
environment.
• For each of these configurations, 30 individual experiments are performed. Each ex-
periment starts with randomly generated agents (random genotypes) in random initial
starting locations, and randomly determined resources and collection sites. The agents
are then evolved for 300 generations. The metric data from these experiments are
averaged into the final metric for each experiment set.
• To summarize, for each of the 24 experiment sets, 960 (32×30) individual experiments
are run, and the metric data from these 960 experiments are averaged into the final
data that is then analyzed.
Table 5.3 summarizes the high-level features of these experiments.
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Variable Values Purpose
Interaction Mechanism trail, broadcast, unicast independent variable
Interaction Quality 100%, 75%, 50%, 25% independent variable
Diversity Homogenous, Heterogenous control variable
Evolutionary Model ALife control variable
Performance metrics Mcaptures, Mtime, Mdistance,
Mmessages
dependent variable
Problem Complexity 3-task, 4-task averaging
configuration
Population Size 5, 10 averaging
configuration




Table 5.3: Summary of Interaction Mechanism related Experiments
5.2.2 Analysis of impact of the mechanism on Population Metrics
This section analyzes the impact that interaction mechanism has on population metrics.
Data collected from the experiments – performance metrics from the last (300th) generation
– is analyzed for statistical distribution, and depending on the normality of distribution,
appropriate parametric and non-parametric tests are used to compare data sets and verify
hypotheses.
Histograms show that the statistical distribution of the metric data obtained from HmI
and HtI across all interaction mechanisms in the ALife model (Figures 5.1 - 5.4) are likely
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Figure 5.1: Histogram of Mcaptures for HmI and HtI across all interaction mechanisms in






















Figure 5.2: Histogram of Mdistance for HmI and HtI across all interaction mechanisms in



















Figure 5.3: Histogram of Mtime for HmI and HtI across all interaction mechanisms in the






















Figure 5.4: Histogram of Mmessages for HmI and HtI across all interaction mechanisms in
the ALife model, no packet loss
Results of applying the Shapiro-Wilk test of normality on the metric data are shown in
in Tables 5.4. For each interaction mechanism, the test statistics, W and their respective
p-values are reported; the results indicate that it is reasonable to assume that the metric
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data is not normal (p < .01).
Pop. Interaction Metric W p-val
HmI broadcast Mcaptures .51 < .01
HmI broadcast Mtime .54 < .01
HmI broadcast Mdistance .93 < .01
HmI broadcast Mmessages .79 < .01
HmI trail Mcaptures .85 < .01
HmI trail Mtime .89 < .01
HmI trail Mdistance .91 < .01
HmI trail Mmessages .73 < .01
HmI unicast Mcaptures .22 < .01
HmI unicast Mtime .37 < .01
HmI unicast Mdistance .94 < .01
HmI unicast Mmessages .76 < .01
Pop. Interaction Metric W p-val
HtI broadcast Mcaptures .63 < .01
HtI broadcast Mtime .60 < .01
HtI broadcast Mdistance .89 < .01
HtI broadcast Mmessages .92 < .01
HtI trail Mcaptures .93 < .01
HtI trail Mtime .86 < .01
HtI trail Mdistance .89 < .01
HtI trail Mmessages .62 < .01
HtI unicast Mcaptures .59 < .01
HtI unicast Mtime .78 < .01
HtI unicast Mdistance .89 < .01
HtI unicast Mmessages .88 < .01
Table 5.4: Shapiro-Wilk normality test of metrics from HmI and HtI across all interaction
mechanisms, with no packet loss
Since results from the normality tests indicate that the distribution of the metric data is
not normal, they are compared using non-parametric statistical techniques.
Comparison of metric data from HmI and HtI across each interaction mechanism is
shown in the box plots in Figures 5.5-5.8. It appears that interaction mechanism impacts
metrics in both HtI and HmI. Additionally, higher values are generally observed for HtI




















































































































Figure 5.5: Box plots comparison of Mcaptures for HmI and HtI across interaction mecha-



















Figure 5.6: Box plots comparison of Mdistance for HmI and HtI across interaction mecha-

























































Figure 5.7: Box plots comparison of Mtime for HmI and HtI across interaction mechanisms,



















































































Figure 5.8: Box plots comparison of Mmessages for HmI and HtI across interaction mecha-
nisms, with no packet loss
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These metrics are compared using the Kruskal-Wallis test and the results are shown in
Table 5.5. The results indicate that the metrics for each population is significantly different
across the interaction mechanisms (p-value < .01).
Metric HHmI df p-val HHtI df p-val
Mcaptures 1827.72 2 < .01 2553.89 2 < .01
Mtime 81.92 2 < .01 1611.31 2 < .01
Mdistance 385.86 2 < .01 641.15 2 < .01
Mmessages 3007.88 2 < .01 1346.87 2 < .01
Table 5.5: Interaction Mechanisms: Kruskal-Wallis test comparing metrics of HmI and HtI
across interaction mechanisms; HHmI and HHtI represent respective test statistics along with
their respective degrees of freedom (df) and p-values
Additionally, the Mann-Whitney tests (Table 5.6) show that for each interaction mecha-
nism, all metrics are significantly greater in HtI than in HmI (p-value < .01).
Interaction Metric MdnHmI MdnHtI U p-val
broadcast Mcaptures 5.05× 10−5 2.01× 10−3 965008 <.01
broadcast Mtime 4.66× 10−2 1.56 893271 <.01
broadcast Mdistance 9.05× 102 5.98× 103 4323 <.01
broadcast Mmessages 1.18× 102 6.38× 102 293300 <.01
trail Mcaptures 1.44× 10−1 2.54× 10−1 1484187 <.01
trail Mtime 4.87× 101 1.18× 102 888622 <.01
trail Mdistance 1.37× 103 7.83× 103 31447 <.01
trail Mmessages 1.60× 101 1.79× 102 154074 <.01
unicast Mcaptures 0 1.98× 10−7 1561900 <.01
unicast Mtime 6.67× 10−2 1.01× 101 165697 <.01
unicast Mdistance 9.58× 102 5.23× 103 3382 <.01
unicast Mmessages 8.85× 101 2.78× 102 760549 <.01
Table 5.6: Interaction Mechanisms: Mann-Whitney test comparing metrics from HmI and
HtI for each interaction mechanism (along with respective medians)
The following observations are made:
Observation 5.2.1. There is strong statistical evidence (p-value < .01) supporting Hy-
potheses 2.1 - 2.2. (Table 5.5)
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Observation 5.2.2. There is strong statistical evidence (p-value < .01) that metrics are
greater in HtI than HmI. (Table 5.6)
5.2.3 Analysis of impact of the quality on Population Metrics
This section analyzes the impact that interaction quality has on population metrics. The
analysis procedure followed here is the same as the previous section (where it was assumed
that there was no packet loss): data collected from the experiments – performance metrics
from the last (300th) generation – is analyzed for statistical distribution, and depending on
the normality of the distribution, appropriate parametric and non-parametric tests are used
to compare data sets and verify hypotheses.
The histograms show that the statistical distribution of the metric data obtained from
HmI and HtI across all interaction qualities in the ALife model (Figures 5.9 - 5.12) are
likely non-normal. The distributions are tested using the Shapiro-Wilk test of normality.
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Figure 5.9: Histogram of Mcaptures for HmI and HtI across all interaction qualities in the
ALife model
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Figure 5.10: Histogram of Mdistance for HmI and HtI across all interaction qualities in the
ALife model





















Figure 5.11: Histogram of Mtime for HmI and HtI across all interaction qualities in the
ALife model
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Figure 5.12: Histogram of Mmessages for HmI and HtI across all interaction qualities in the
ALife model
The distribution of the metric data is examined using the Shapiro-Wilk test of normality
and the results are shown in Tables 5.7. For each interaction quality, the test statistics, W
and their respective p-values are reported; the results indicate that it is reasonable to assume
that the metric data is not normal (p < .01).
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Pop. Qlty Metric W p-val
HmI 25 Mcaptures .61 < .01
HmI 25 Mtime .70 < .01
HmI 25 Mdistance .88 < .01
HmI 25 Mmessages .69 < .01
HmI 50 Mcaptures .60 < .01
HmI 50 Mtime .69 < .01
HmI 50 Mdistance .88 < .01
HmI 50 Mmessages .70 < .01
HmI 75 Mcaptures .56 < .01
HmI 75 Mtime .65 < .01
HmI 75 Mdistance .87 < .01
HmI 75 Mmessages .73 < .01
HmI 100 Mcaptures .62 < .01
HmI 100 Mtime .72 < .01
HmI 100 Mdistance .87 < .01
HmI 100 Mmessages .70 < .01
Pop. Qlty Metric W p-val
HtI 25 Mcaptures .78 < .01
HtI 25 Mtime .77 < .01
HtI 25 Mdistance .90 < .01
HtI 25 Mmessages .86 < .01
HtI 50 Mcaptures .77 < .01
HtI 50 Mtime .77 < .01
HtI 50 Mdistance .91 < .01
HtI 50 Mmessages .86 < .01
HtI 75 Mcaptures .73 < .01
HtI 75 Mtime .73 < .01
HtI 75 Mdistance .90 < .01
HtI 75 Mmessages .88 < .01
HtI 100 Mcaptures .79 < .01
HtI 100 Mtime .79 < .01
HtI 100 Mdistance .90 < .01
HtI 100 Mmessages .81 < .01
Table 5.7: Shapiro-Wilk normality test of metrics from HmI and HtI across all interaction
qualities
Comparison of metric data from HmI and HtI across each interaction mechanisms is
shown in the box plots in Figures 5.13-5.16. It appears that the metric medians are consis-
tently greater in HtI than in HmI for each interaction quality. However, it is not clear how
interaction quality impacts the metrics.
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Figure 5.13: Box plots comparison of Mcaptures for HmI and HtI across interaction qualities




































Figure 5.14: Box plots comparison of Mdistance for HmI and HtI across interaction qualities
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Figure 5.15: Box plots comparison of Mtime for HmI and HtI across interaction qualities












































































































Figure 5.16: Box plots comparison of Mmessages for HmI and HtI across interaction qualities
These metrics are compared using the Kruskal-Wallis test and the results are shown in
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Table 5.8. The results indicate that for each population, all metrics, except Mdistance, are
significantly different across the interaction qualities (p-value < .05).
Metric HHmI df p-val HHtI df p-val
Mcaptures 11.28 3 < .05 12.96 3 < .01
Mtime 9.67 3 < .05 17.37 3 < .01
Mdistance .30 3 = .96 4.26 3 = .24
Mmessages 105.06 3 < .01 87.45 3 < .01
Table 5.8: Interaction Quality: Kruskal-Wallis test comparing metrics from HmI and HtI
across interaction qualities; HHmI and HHtI represent respective test statistics along with
their respective degrees of freedom (df) and p-values
Additionally, the Mann-Whitney test (Table 5.9) shows that for each interaction quality,
all metrics are significantly greater in HtI than in HmI (p-value < .01).
Quality Metric MdnHmI MdnHtI U p-val
75% loss Mcaptures 4.96× 10−5 7.03× 10−3 738246 <.01
75% loss Mtime 1.11× 10−1 2.50× 101 360363 <.01
75% loss Mdistance 1.09× 103 6.83× 103 25322 <.01
75% loss Mmessages 4.78× 101 2.95× 102 318597 <.01
50% loss Mcaptures 6.36× 10−5 1.52× 10−2 763230 <.01
50% loss Mtime 2.04× 10−1 3.84× 101 373394 <.01
50% loss Mdistance 1.08× 103 6.97× 103 21826 <.01
50% loss Mmessages 5.48× 101 3.21× 102 328664 <.01
25% loss Mcaptures 9.50× 10−5 1.42× 10−2 774926 <.01
25% loss Mtime 3.22× 10−1 4.42× 101 378517 <.01
25% loss Mdistance 1.06× 103 6.93× 103 19781 <.01
25% loss Mmessages 6.16× 101 3.77× 102 305656 <.01
no-loss Mcaptures 1.35× 10−4 2.22× 10−2 774146 <.01
no-loss Mtime 4.74× 10−1 5.69× 101 376163 <.01
no-loss Mdistance 1.06× 103 6.92× 103 20613 <.01
no-loss Mmessages 6.69× 101 4.07× 102 283856 <.01
Table 5.9: Interaction Quality: Mann-Whitney test comparing metrics from HmI and HtI
for each interaction quality (along with respective medians)
The following observations are made:
Observation 5.2.3. There is strong statistical evidence (p-value < .05) supporting Hy-
potheses 2.3 - 2.4 for Mcaptures, Mtime, and Mmessages; Mdistance appears to be unaffected
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by interaction quality. (Table 5.8)
Observation 5.2.4. There is strong statistical evidence (p-value < .01) that, for each
interaction quality, metric data is greater in HtI than HmI. (Table 5.9)
Observation 5.2.5. There is strong statistical evidence (p-value < .01) supporting Hy-
potheses 2.1 - 2.4, and thus the overarching Hypothesis 2.
5.3 Further Analysis
This section discusses additional analysis that provides more insightful findings related to
the hypotheses of this chapter.
5.3.1 Analysis of Metric Trends
The analysis thus far has shown that interaction mechanism impacts the metrics considered.
It has also shown that interaction quality impacts all metrics, except for Mdistance. This
section provides a statistical analysis of ordering (trend) of performance metrics induced by
interaction quality.
The Jonckheere-Terpstra test on the metric data of HmI and HtI (Table 5.10) shows that
increasing interaction quality increases most performance metrics (p-value < .01); Mdistance
is not affected by increasing interaction quality.
Metric SHmI p-val SHtI p-val
Mcaptures 6451872 <.01 6470204 <.01
Mtime 4131551 <.01 4538421 <.01
Mdistance 6203347 =.6 6360742 <.05
Mmessages 6949033 <.01 6887928 <.01
Table 5.10: Trend Analysis: Jonckheere-Terpstra test of metric trends of HmI and HtI by
interaction quality
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Table 5.11 shows the results of further Jonckheere-Terpstra tests broken down by individ-
ual interaction mechanisms. In the case of broadcast, increasing interaction quality increases
almost all the metrics in both populations; the only exception is Mdistance in HmI. In the
case of trail, increasing interaction quality only increases Mmessages in both HmI and HtI.
In the case of unicast, increasing interaction quality has mixed effects on the performance
metrics.
Interaction Metric SHmI p-val SHtI p-val
broadcast Mcaptures 764571 <.01 769500 <.01
broadcast Mtime 645506 <.01 769929 <.01
broadcast Mdistance 712061 =.06 723152 <.01
broadcast Mmessages 766116 <.01 829205 <.01
trail Mcaptures 691451 =.49 692191 =.47
trail Mtime 650478 =.55 685928 =.65
trail Mdistance 688720 =.57 694983 =.39
trail Mmessages 1003212 <.01 915581 <.01
unicast Mcaptures 709776 =.09 717590 <.05
unicast Mtime 189647 <.01 191869 <.01
unicast Mdistance 662731 =.98 716810 <.05
unicast Mmessages 725411 <.01 623568 = 1
Table 5.11: Trend Analysis: Jonckheere-Terpstra test of metric trends of HmI and HtI by
interaction quality (broken down by individual interaction mechanisms)
The following observations are made:
Observation 5.3.1. There is strong statistical evidence (p-value < .05) that increasing
interaction quality increases Mcaptures, Mmessages, and Mtime; it has no significant impact on
Mdistance. (Table 5.10)
Observation 5.3.2. Statistical analysis of metric trends indicate that each interaction
mechanism has distinguishing properties in terms of how quality impacts metric trends. Of
the three mechanisms, broadcast appears to be most sensitive in terms of the number of
metrics increasing their magnitude with respect to interaction quality, while trail appears to
be least sensitive. (Table 5.11)
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5.3.2 Analysis of Evolutionary Learning
The analysis thus far has considered metrics taken at the end of the 300 generations. This
section analyzes the evolutionary learning that occurred during the first 300 generations.
Parts of this analysis were presented in [Chowdhury and Sklar, 2015].
Figures 5.17 - 5.20 show how metrics evolve over successive generations; the displayed
metrics are averages from HmI and HtI over the interaction mechanisms and qualities.
Each point in the trend lines represents the metric mean across all experimental conditions.




























Figure 5.17: Evolutionary trend of Mcaptures
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Figure 5.18: Evolutionary trend of Mtime































Figure 5.19: Evolutionary trend of Mdistance
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Figure 5.20: Evolutionary trend of Mmessages
Based on the evolutionary trend plots and previous analysis, the following observations
are made:
Observation 5.3.3. For every performance metric, HmI and HtI have different evolu-
tionary trends for each interaction mechanism. HtI evolves performance metric faster than
HmI.
Observation 5.3.4. Even though the evolutionary trend for HmI consistently lags behind
that of HtI for all metrics, the differences are more pronounced in the case of Mtime, Mdistance,
and Mmessages. HmI communicates and moves less than HtI, even though it is not restricted
from doing so.
Observation 5.3.5. Interaction quality in the trail mechanism has the least impact on the
evolutionary trends for all metrics in either population.
Observation 5.3.6. Interaction quality in the broadcast mechanism has the most impact
on the evolutionary trends for all metrics in HtI.
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Observation 5.3.7. The evolutionary trend of Mdistance is least impacted by either inter-
action mechanism or quality in either HmI and HtI.
Observation 5.3.8. HtI has distinguishable (signature) shapes for each interaction mech-
anism for the evolutionary trend of Mmessages; this provides further evidence of the uniqueness
of each interaction mechanism.
Observation 5.3.9. For all interaction mechanisms, HtI rapidly evolves to use high levels
of communication that subsequently drops to low levels.
Observation 5.3.10. The highest values of all metrics are obtained from HtI communi-
cating using trail mechanism with ideal conditions (no packet loss).
Observation 5.3.11. The lowest values of all metrics are obtained from HmI communi-
cating using unicast mechanism with 75% loss.
5.4 Interpretation
All observations indicate that the highest performance levels are obtained in ideal signaling
(no packet-loss) conditions. Observations 5.3.2, 5.3.3, and 5.3.8 indicate that each interac-
tion mechanism has a unique impact on performance. This can be explained in terms of
fundamental differences between the interaction mechanisms as outlined in Table 5.2. The
trail mechanism appears to be least sensitive to interaction quality (Observation 5.3.5) while
the broadcast mechanism is most sensitive (Observation 5.3.6). This can be explained in
terms of the decay rate of signals in the environment; in the trail mechanism the signals
persist in the environment longer than in broadcast mechanism and thus quality difference
has less impact in trail mechanism.
Observations 5.2.2, 5.2.4, 5.3.3, and 5.3.4 indicate that the interacting heterogenous
population performs better than homogenous populations. An explanation for this is that in
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heterogenous populations, agents with different traits are interdependent for the completion
of the overall mission and the presence of interaction mechanism enables the evolution of
coordination strategies that rely on interactions. However, in homogenous populations,
where agents have all possible traits, the agents are not strongly interdependent, and thus
there is little or no need for coordination, and thus the presence of interaction mechanism
does not provide any performance benefit.
5.5 Summary
Experiments with selected interaction mechanisms and different interaction quality levels
verify the overarching hypothesis that states: Interaction mechanism has a statistically mea-
surable effect on the performance of an evolutionary multi-agent system (EMAS).
Statistical analysis suggests that interaction mechanism has a significant impact on per-
formance in populations of evolving agents. However, the impact of interaction quality
depends on the interaction mechanism. Of the three interaction mechanisms considered, the
trail mechanism is least sensitive to varying quality levels, the broadcast mechanism is most
sensitive, and unicast is in between.
Additionally, there are two noteworthy findings. First, regardless of the interaction mech-
anism, ideal (no-loss) quality conditions yield highest performances. Second, highest perfor-




This chapter addresses the following research questions stated in Chapter 1.3:
• Rq 3 Does population diversity have a statistically significant effect on performance
in non-interacting populations of evolving agents?
• Rq 4 Does population diversity have a statistically significant effect on performance
in interacting populations of evolving agents?
To answer these question, this chapter investigates the following overarching hypothesis:
Hypothesis 3. Population diversity has a statistically measurable effect on the performance
of an evolutionary multi-agent system (EMAS).
Four levels of population diversity are investigated: species richness and species evenness,
and the related trait richness and trait evenness.
The overarching hypothesis of this chapter is broken down into the following hypotheses:
Hypothesis 3.1. Population diversity has a statistically significant effect on interacting
populations.
Hypothesis 3.2. Population diversity has a statistically significant effect on non-interacting
populations.
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Hypothesis 3.3. Species richness, or trait richness, or both, have a statistically significant
effect on performance in heterogenous populations (Ht).
Hypothesis 3.4. Species evenness, or trait evenness, or both, have a statistically significant
effect on performance in heterogenous populations (Ht).
Evidence for first two of these hypotheses, Hypotheses 3.1 and 3.2, verifies that pop-
ulation diversity impacts both interacting and non-interacting populations. Hypotheses
3.3 and 3.4 are claims about aspects of population diversity – population diversity levels.
This chapter begins, in Section 6.1, with a description of population diversity levels,
followed by discussion of limitations of levels used in the literature, and proposed trait-
based alternatives. Section 6.2 describes a preliminary set of experiments that investigates
the impact of population diversity (heterogeneity) in both interacting and non-interacting
heterogenous populations and verifies Hypotheses 3.1 and 3.2. Section 6.3 describes the
next set of experiments that investigates the impact of richness on interacting heterogenous
populations and verifies Hypothesis 3.3. Finally Section 6.4 describes the last set of
experiments that investigates the impact of evenness on interacting heterogenous populations
and verifies Hypothesis 3.4.
6.1 Diversity Levels
The investigations thus far has considered heterogeneity – a basic level of population diversity
– which defines two broad population diversity categories: homogenous and heterogenous.
The first category, homogenous, is a state of being uniform – all members of a homogenous
population have the same features and belong to the same species. Thus, given a set of traits
that is required to complete tasks, there can be one, and only one, homogenous population
that solves the tasks.
In contrast, the second category, heterogenous, is a state of being diverse. Heterogenous
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populations may have non-trivial complex population diversity structures. A population of
heterogenous agents is be composed of multiple species; each species of agents has a subset
of the traits required to complete tasks. Given the same set of traits, there can be many
different heterogenous populations.
In order to describe the complex population diversity of heterogenous populations, two
levels of population diversity in widespread use in literature are species richness and species
evenness.
Species richness, or richness, as a measure of population diversity, is simply the number
of unique species in a population: in literature the metric used, S, is simply a count of the
unique number of species.
Species evenness, or evenness, as a measure of population diversity, describes the rela-
tive abundance of each species. Several metrics, or indexes, have been devised to measure










where pi is the proportion of species i, and S is the species richness. E can range from 0,
when there is only one dominant species in the population, to 1, when all species are equally
abundant in the population.
6.1.1 Trait-based Diversity Terms
This dissertation defines the following trait-based diversity terms that are helpful in describ-
ing population diversity levels beyond the traditional species-based richness and evenness.
Some of the concepts behind these terms were informally introduced in [Sklar et al., 2006],
and they are formally defined here:
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Minimum Traits (M) The M of a population is the minimum number of traits that a
population must have to complete the overall mission in the M -task environment with
tasks Task1, Task2, . . . , TaskM . For populations in the 3-task environment, M = 3,
and in 4-task enviromnent, M = 4. It is noted that M is different from S; a population
in a 3-task environment may only have 2 species, with S = 2, but for that same
population M = 3.
Trait Composition (TC) The TC of a population is a vector of all traits present in the
population. Thus, in the case of populations solving 3-task problems, the trait com-
position would be represented by a vector expressing the total number and detection,
extraction, and transportation traits of all the agents. In the case of populations solv-
ing 4-task problems, the trait composition vector would also include the total number
of processing capabilities. As an example, a population with 8 detectors, 4 extractors,
and 2 transporters has a TC of (8, 4, 2). TC can also be seen as representing the
trait ratio of a population. As to which element in the vector refers to which trait,
it is natural to define TC = (k1, k2, . . . , kM), in a sequential task domain with tasks
Task1, Task2,. . . , TaskM , and ki is the total number of traits corresponding to Taski.
TC is helpful in describing the overall task completion capability of a population, since
it provides a full profile of all the capabilities present in the population.
Trait Richness: The trait richness of a population is analogous to the species richness – this
level of population diversity describes the number of traits, expressed as a proportion of
the minimum number of possible traits (M), that a typical agent drawn from a species








where ti is the number of traits of species i, S is the species richness, and M is the
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minimum trait richness. The lowest possible value for this metric is 1/M ; a population
has this lowest metric value when each species has only 1 trait. The highest possible
value is 1; a population has this highest metric value when all species have all possible
traits. Lower values for this metric indicates fewer traits per species, and more nar-
rowed specialization among the agents. Higher value for this metric indicates greater
traits per species, and less broader specialization among the agents.
Trait Evenness The trait evenness of a population is analogous to the species evenness –
this level of population diversity describes how the traits are distributed among each
of the species in a population. However, unlike species evenness, which is not sensitive
to which particular species are dominant, trait evenness is sensitive to which particular
species are dominant. Along with this population diversity level, the associated metric,
N , is defined: N is a normalized trait composition (TC) vector. Thus, for TC =
(k1, k2, . . . , kM),








N is immune to size variations of populations that otherwise have the same trait ratio;
different sized heterogenous populations may have different TC yet have the same trait
evenness, as indicated by N . For example, two populations with TC values (8, 4, 2)
and (4, 2, 1) will have the same trait evenness indicated by N = (0.873, 0.436, 0.218).
Species Tuple (ST): The ST is an abstract representation of a species; it is a tuple of
traits that characterizes a species. For example, an ST having the value (detection,
transportation) defines a species such that agents of this species have detection and
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transportation capabilities. The convention followed in this dissertation is to use single
letter abbreviations for the traits: e for extraction , d for detection, t for transportation,
and p for processing. Thus, the ST in the example can also be represented as (d, t).
Species Composition Tuple (SCT): The SCT (or simply, species composition) of a pop-
ulation is a tuple of elements, where the elements are species tuples for all the distinct
species present in the population. The species composition represents the complete
species breakdown of a population. For example, in a 3-task problem environment,
a homogenous population, irrespective of population size, has a species composition
of ((e, d, t)): it has a single species and that species has 3 traits. In that same task
environment, one possible heterogenous population might have a species composition
of ((d), (e), (t)) (3 species; each species has a single trait), whereas, a more complex
heterogenous population might have a species composition of ((d, e), (e, t), (d, t)) (3
species; each species has 2 traits).
Population Composition Tuple (PCT): The PCT (or simply, population composition)
is similar to the species composition, except that each species tuple is prefixed with the
number of agents of that species present in the population. The population composition
represents the complete population breakdown in terms of species and number of agents
per species. For example, a population composition of (3(d, e), 2(e), 1(t)) represents a
population of 3 species of agents: there are 3 agents of a species that has both detection
and extraction traits, 2 agents of a species that has extraction trait, and 1 agent of a
species that has transportation trait.
Given these terms, Tables 6.1 and 6.2 show some populations in 3-task and 4-task prob-
lems respectively.
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Population Species Composition S T
Htmono (all 1-trait species) ((d), (e), (t)) 3 0.33
Htbi (all 2-trait species) ((d, e), (d, t), (e, t)) 3 0.667
Htpoly (all limited-trait species) ((d), (e), (t), (d, e), (d, t), (e, t)) 6 0.5
Hm (single 3-trait species) ((d, e, t)) 1 1
d=detection, e=extraction, and t=transportation
Table 6.1: Population Diversity with 3-task Problems
Population Species Composition S T
Htmono (all 1-trait species) (((d), (e), (t), (p)) 4 0.25
Htbi (all 1-trait species) ((d, e), (d, p), (d, t),
(e, p), (e, t), (p, t))
6 0.5
Httri (all 3-trait species) ((d, e, p), (d, e, t), (d, p, t),
(e, p, t))
4 0.75
Htpoly (all limited-trait species) ((d), (e), (p), (t), (d, e),
(d, p), (d, t), (e, p),
(e, t), (p, t), (d, e, p),
(d, e, t), (d, p, t), (e, p, t))
14 0.5
Hm (single 4-trait species) ((d, e, p, t)) 1 4
d=detection, e=extraction, and t=transportation
Table 6.2: Population Diversity with 4-task Problems
6.1.2 Trait-based Richness and Evenness
Richness and evenness are limited in their applications as indicators (or predictors) of per-
formance. These limitations are described and related trait-based population diversity levels
are presented.
In Table 6.1, the populations Htmono and Htbi both are composed of 3 species. Thus,
they both have the same richness (S = 3). However, these populations are different from
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each other, in terms of their capabilities, and the difference is better described with trait
richness: for Htmono, T = 0.33, and for Htbi, T = 0.67. It is argued, from the perspective of
being an indicator of performance of a diverse population, T might be better suited than S.
S indicates the number of species, but it does not relate that number to what kind of species
they are, or the capabilities (traits) of the species. T , on the other hand, is a value that
not only relates to the number of species in a population, but also relates it to the relative
distribution of traits within species. Thus, it is argued, T , as a measure of richness, conveys
more information than S.
The evenness metric E, as a measure of evenness, is not sensitive to which particular
species are more abundant than others. For example, a population with 1 detector, 2 ex-
tractors, and 3 transporters has exactly the same value for E, as does a population with 3
detectors, 2 extractors, and 1 transporters – but these two populations are different from
each other in terms of their capabilities, and the difference is better described with trait
evenness. In this example, the first population has N = (0.27, 0.53, 0.8) whereas the second
has N = (0.8, 0.53, 0.27). More such examples are shown in Table 6.3. It is argued, from
the perspective of being an indicator of performance in a diverse population, that N might
be better suited than E. While E and N both consider the relative abundance of species




(1, 1, 1) (.58, .58, .58) 1.000
(1, 1, 2) (.41, .41, .82) .946
(1, 2, 1) (.41, .82, .41 .946
(2, 1, 1) (.82, .41, .41) .946
(1, 2, 3) (.27, .53, .8) .921
(1, 3, 2) (.27, .8, .53) .921
(2, 1, 3) (.53, .27, .8) .921
(2, 3, 1) (.53, .8, .27) .921
(3, 1, 2) (.8, .27, .53) .921
(3, 2, 1) (.8, .53, .27) .921
Table 6.3: Limitations of Evenness: several diverse populations, with different TC / N (left)
have the same E (right)
The heterogenous populations considered in Chapters 4 and 5 can be characterized as
having evenness E = 1 (all species are equally represented), richness S = 3 (in the case of
3-task problem instances), and S = 4 (in the case of 4-task problem instances). They can
also be characterized as having T = 1 (maximally specialized), N = (.58, .58, .58) (in the
case of 3-task problem instances), and N = (.50, .50, .50, .50) (in the case of 4-task problem
instances). Experiments in Sections 6.3 and 6.4 consider heterogenous populations with more
varied richness and evenness.
6.2 Impact of Heterogeneity
The set of experiments described in this section verifies the following hypotheses:
Hypothesis 3.1 Population diversity has a statistically significant effect on interacting
populations.




To verify the above hypotheses, the set of experiments that is performed is described as
follows:
• Population diversity (heterogeneity) is the independent or predictor variable.
• Interaction mechanism is the control variable.
• Performance metrics, as introduced in Section 3.3.5, are the dependent or outcome
variables.
• The 2 interaction mechanisms – non-interacting and interacting – and 2 diversities –
homogenous and heterogenous – result in 4 (2×2) control groups; these control groups
are the populations HmN , HmI, HtN , and HtI.
• Trail interaction mechanism is used by the interacting agents; the findings from Chapter
5 suggests that trail is least sensitive to the influence of interaction quality, and yields
higher values for the metrics.
• The ALife evolutionary model is used to evolve the agents; the findings in Chapter 4
indicate it yields the highest performance.
• The 2 independent variables and 2 controls results in 8 (2× 2) sets of experiments.
• For each of these sets, experiments are run for 2 task complexities, 2 population sizes,
and 8 environments, resulting in 32 (2 × 2 × 8) configurations. Running experiments
across these configurations and then averaging their metric data ensures that the av-
eraged metric data is not biased to any particular complexity level, population size, or
environment.
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• For each of these configurations, 30 individual experiments are performed. Each ex-
periment starts with randomly generated agents (random genotypes) in random initial
starting locations, and randomly determined resources and collection sites. The agents
are then evolved for 300 generations. The metric data from these experiments are
averaged into the final metric data for each experiment set.
• To summarize, for each of the 8 experiment sets, 960 (32× 30) individual experiments
are run, and the metric data from these 960 experiments are averaged into the final
data that is then analyzed.
Table 6.29 summarizes the high-level features of these experiments.
Variable Values Purpose
Diversity Homogenous, Heterogenous independent variable
Interaction Mechanism None, Interacting (trail) control variable
Evolutionary Model ALife control variable
Performance metrics Mcaptures, Mtime, Mdistance,
Mmessages
dependent variable
Problem Complexity 3-task, 4-task averaging
configuration
Population Size 5, 10 averaging
configuration




Table 6.4: Summary of Heterogeneity Experiments
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6.2.2 Analysis of Impact on Population Metrics
This section analyzes the impact that heterogeneity has on population metrics. Data col-
lected from the experiments – performance metrics from the last (300th) generation – is
analyzed for statistical distribution, and depending on the normality of distribution, ap-
propriate parametric and non-parametric tests are used to compare data sets and verify
hypotheses.
The histograms show that the statistical distribution of the metric data obtained from
HmN , HmI, HtN and HtI in the ALife model (Figures 6.1 - 6.4) are likely non-normal.
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Figure 6.4: Histogram of Mdistance for populations HmN , HmI, HtN , and HtI in the ALife
model.
The results are shown in Table 6.5. The test statistics, WHm in the case of HmN and
HmI, and WHt, in the case of HtN and HtI, and their respective p-values are reported; the
results indicate that it is reasonable to assume that the metric data does not have a normal
distribution (p < .01).
Interaction Metric WHm p-val WHt p-val
none Mcaptures .858 <.01 .935 <.01
none Mtime .736 <.01 .904 <.01
none Mdistance .842 <.01 .882 <.01
interacting Mcaptures .866 <.01 .944 <.01
interacting Mtime .776 <.01 .913 <.01
interacting Mdistance .847 <.01 .880 <.01
interacting Mmessages .667 <.01 .540 <.01
Table 6.5: Shapiro-Wilk normality test of metrics from HmN , HmI, HtN and Ht in the
ALife model.
Comparison of metric data from population is shown in box plots in Figures 6.5-6.8.


















































































































































Figure 6.8: Box plots comparing Mmessages from populations HmN , HmI, HtN and Ht.
Table 6.6 shows the results of applying the Mann-Whitney test on the data. The results
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indicate that heterogeneity has significant effect on metrics in interacting and non-interacting
populations (p-value < .01).
Interaction Metric MdnHm MdnHt U p-val
none Mcaptures 2.49× 10−1 3.13× 10−1 103136.00 <.01
none Mmessages 0 0 NA NA
none Mdistance 1.53× 103 8.73× 103 14475.00 <.01
none Mtime 7.16× 101 1.56× 102 42205.00 <.01
interacting Mcaptures 2.87× 10−1 3.30× 10−1 921228.50 <.01
interacting Mmessages 4.65× 101 1.88× 102 453637.00 <.01
interacting Mdistance 1.57× 103 8.59× 103 140378.00 <.01
interacting Mtime 7.48× 101 1.61× 102 374605.00 <.01
Table 6.6: Mann-Whitney tests comparing metrics from populations HmN , HmI, HtN and
HtI.
The following observations are made:
Observation 6.2.1. There is strong statistical evidence (p-value < .01) supporting Hy-
potheses 3.1 and 3.2.
Observation 6.2.2. There is strong statistical evidence (p-value < .01) that heteroge-
nous populations (HtN and HtI) have a greater performance than homogenous populations
(HmN and HmI).
Observation 6.2.3. There is strong statistical evidence (p-value < .01) that among the
populations considered, interacting heterogenous populations (HtI) has the greatest perfor-
mance.
6.3 Impact of Richness
The set of experiments described in this section verifies the following hypothesis:
Hypothesis 3.3 Species richness, or trait richness, or both, have a statistically significant
effect on performance in heterogenous populations (Ht).
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6.3.1 Experiments
The previous section (Section 6.2) verified that population diversity (heterogeneity) impacts
the performance of both non-interacting and interacting populations. In this section, to
reduce the number of experiments, populations using the trail interaction mechanism are
used as a control group to verify Hypothesis 3.3.
Because the number of species is dependent on the available number of traits, there are
two sets of experiments – one for each problem complexity level.
The first set of experiments considers populations in 3-task environments. The popula-
tions considered have varying species and number of agents per species, but the total trait
capability, and thus, evenness, of each population is held to a constant N = (0.58, 0.58, 0.58).
Holding the N constant ensures that the total trait capability of the population, in each case,
is the same. Thus, other than richness, the populations have the same gross capabilities.
These populations are shown in Table 6.7.
Population PCT TC E S T Agents
mono (8(d), 8(e), 8(t)) (8, 8, 8) 1 3 0.33 24
bi (4(d, e), 4(d, t), 4(e, t)) (8, 8, 8) 1 3 0.571 12
poly (2(e), 2(d), 2(t), 2(d, e), (8, 8, 8) 1 7 0.667 14
2(e, t), 2(d, t), 2(e, d, t))
Table 6.7: Populations in 3-task environment
As can be seen in Table 6.7, populations mono and bi have varying richness – they are
composed of different species – but the values of the richness metrics S fails to capture this
difference. The T values, on the other hand, are all unique for each of these uniquely rich
populations.
The second set of experiments considers populations in 4-task environments. The to-
tal trait capability, and thus, evenness, of each population is held to a constant TC =
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(32, 32, 32, 32). These populations are shown in Table 6.8.
Population PCT TC E S T Agents
mono (32(d), 32(e), 32(p), 32(t)) (32, 32, 32, 32) 1 4 0.25 128
bi (8(d, e), 8(d, p), 8(d, t), 8(e, p), (32, 32, 32, 32) 1 6 0.5 48
8(e, t), 8(p, t))
tri (8(d, e, p), 8(d, e, t), 8(d, p, t), (32, 32, 32, 32) 1 4 0.533 32
8(d, p, t))
poly (4(d), 4(e), 4(p), 4(t), (32, 32, 32, 32) 1 15 0.75 60
4(d, e), 4(d, p), 4(d, t), 4(e, p),
4(e, t), 4(p, t), 4(d, e, p),
4(d, e, t), 4(d, p, t), 4(d, p, t),
4(d, e, p, t))
Table 6.8: Populations in 4-task environment
Further details of the experiments are described as follows:
• Richness is the independent or predictor variable.
• Populations with varying species are the control variables.
• Task complexity is a control variable.
• Evenness is a control variable.
• Performance metrics, as introduced in Section 3.3.5, are the dependent or outcome
variables.
• Trail interaction mechanism is used by the interacting agents; the findings from Chapter
5 suggests that trail is least sensitive to the influence of interaction quality, and yields
higher values for the metrics.
• The ALife evolutionary model is used to evolve the agents; the findings in Chapter 4
indicate it yields the highest performance.
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• Evenness is held to a constant of E = 1 (or N = (0.58, 0.58, 0.58) in the case of 3-task
environment and N = (0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5) in the case of 4-task environment)
• In the case of 3-task experiments, the populations considered are mono, bi, and poly
yielding a total of 3 control groups.
• In the case of 4-task experiments, the populations considered are mono, bi, tri, and
poly yielding a total of 4 control groups.
• For each of these sets, experiments are run for 8 environments, resulting in 8 configura-
tions. Running experiments across these configurations and then averaging their metric
data ensures that the averaged metric data is not biased to any particular environment
influences.
• For each of these configurations, 30 individual experiments are performed. Each ex-
periment starts with randomly generated agents (random genotypes) in random initial
starting locations, and randomly determined resources and collection sites. The agents
are then evolved for 300 generations. The metric data from these experiments are
averaged into the final metric data for each experiment set.
• To summarize: (1) in the case of 3-task experiments, for each of the 3 control groups,
240 (8 × 30) individual experiments are run, and the metric data from these 240
experiments are averaged into the final data that is then analyzed, and (2) in the
case of 4-task experiments, for each of the 4 control groups, 240 (8 × 30) individual
experiments are run, and the metric data from these 240 experiments are averaged into
the final data that is then analyzed




mono, bi, tri (4-task), and
poly with varying richness
independent variable
Task Complexity 3-task, 4-task control variable
Evenness E = 1; N = (0.58, 0.58, 0.58) control variable
N = (0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5) (4-task)
Interaction Mechanism Interacting (trail) control variable
Evolutionary Model ALife control variable
Performance metrics Mcaptures, Mtime, Mdistance,
Mmessages
dependent variable




Table 6.9: Summary of Heterogeneity Experiments
6.3.2 Analysis of Impact of Richness on Performance Metrics
This section analyzes data collected from the experiments described in the previous section;
performance metrics from the last (300th) generation is analyzed for statistical distribution,
and depending on the normality of distribution, appropriate parametric and non-parametric
tests are used to compare data sets and verify hypotheses.
This section is divided into two parts: the first part analyzes the metrics from experi-
ments in 3-task environments, while the second part conducts the same analysis in 4-task
environments.
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6.3.2.1 Analysis of population metrics from experiments in 3-task environment
Histograms show that the statistical distribution of the metric data obtained from mono,
bi, tri, and poly populations (6.9 - 6.12) are likely non-normal. The distributions are tested
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Figure 6.9: Histogram of Mcaptures from mono, bi, tri, and poly populations evolving in a











Figure 6.10: Histogram of Mdistance from mono, bi, tri, and poly populations evolving in a












Figure 6.11: Histogram of Mtime from mono, bi, tri, and poly populations evolving in a











Figure 6.12: Histogram of Mmessages from mono, bi, tri, and poly populations evolving in a
3-task problem complexity environment
The results of the Shapiro-Wilk test of normality, shown in Table 6.10, confirm that the
metric data is indeed significantly non-normal (p < .01) for each population type.
mono bi poly
Metric W p-val W p-val W p-val
Mcaptures .88 <.01 .66 <.01 .91 <.01
Mtime .86 <.01 .91 <.01 .88 <.01
Mdistance .85 <.01 .90 <.01 .87 <.01
Mmessages .56 <.01 .26 <.01 .61 <.01
Table 6.10: Shapiro-Wilk normality test of metrics from mono, bi, tri, and poly populations
evolving in a 3-task problem complexity environment
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6.3.2.2 Comparison of population performance metrics
The analysis, thus far, indicates that the distribution of the metric data is not normal and,
as such, the metric data is compared using non-parametric statistical techniques with box
plots and Kruskal-Wallis tests.
The box plots in Figures 6.13a - 6.13c show a comparison of metric data grouped by the
populations. It appears that the metric data median and ranges are significantly different


























































Figure 6.13: Box plots comparing metrics grouped by population types mono, bi, tri, and
poly (3-task)
The median values, shown in Table 6.11, and the results of the Kruskal-Wallis test, shown
in Table 6.12, confirm that the metric data is significantly different for each population (p-
value < .01).
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Metric mono bi poly
Mcaptures 5.25× 10−1 0 1.46× 10−1
Mtime 1.74× 102 9.50× 101 6.18× 101
Mmessages 5.42× 101 1.57× 101 3.32× 101
Mdistance 8.14× 103 2.70× 103 3.64× 103
Table 6.11: Metric medians grouped by population types mono, bi, and poly (3-task)
Metric H df p-val
Mcaptures 151 2 <.01
Mtime 72 2 <.01
Mmessages 91 2 <.01
Mdistance 129 2 <.01
Table 6.12: Kruskal-Wallis test comparing metrics of population types mono, bi, tri, and
poly; H represents test statistic along with their respective degrees of freedom (df) and
p-values (3-task)
The following observation is made:
Observation 6.3.1. There is strong statistical evidence that the populations (mono, bi,
and poly) considered in the 3-task environment experiment have differences in performance
(p-value < .01); it is noted that each of these populations have unique species compositions.
6.3.2.3 Comparison of performance metrics grouped by S
Figures 6.14 - 6.17 show histograms of the same metric data, grouped by the richness metric
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Figure 6.17: Histogram of Mmessages grouped by population richnness (3-task)
The results of the Shapiro-Wilk test of normality, shown in Table 6.13, confirm that the
metric data, grouped by S, is significantly non-normal (p < .01).
3 7
Metric W p-val W p-val
Mcaptures .84 <.01 .91 <.01
Mtime .86 <.01 .88 <.01
Mdistance .83 <.01 .87 <.01
Mmessages .45 <.01 .61 <.01
Table 6.13: Shapiro-Wilk normality test of metrics from populations evolving in a 3-task
problem complexity environment grouped by richness
Next, the metric data is grouped by S, and the groups are compared to analyze the
relationship between S and performance metrics. Since the statistical distribution is not
normal, non-parametric techniques are used for comparison.
Box plots in Figures 6.18a - 6.18c show a comparison of metric data, grouped by S. Some

















































Figure 6.18: Box plots comparing metrics grouped by richness (3-task)
The median values, shown in Table 6.14, and the results of Mann-Whitney tests, shown
in Table 6.15, confirms that richness, as indicated by S, significantly effects Mtime, but does
not effect any other performance metric (p-value < .01).
Metric 3 7
Mcaptures 1.66× 10−1 1.46× 10−1
Mtime 1.59× 102 6.18× 101
Mmessages 2.90× 101 3.32× 101
Mdistance 4.77× 103 3.64× 103







Table 6.15: Mann-Whitney tests comparing metrics grouped by richness; W represents test
statistic along with their p-values (3-task)
The following observations are made:
Observation 6.3.2. Except for Mtime, there is no statistical evidence (p-value < .01) that
richness, as indicated by S, significantly impacts performance of populations (mono, bi, and
poly).
Observation 6.3.3. However, since there is an actual difference in species and performance
in the populations considered (as noted in Observation 6.3.1), it follows that species richness,
as indicated by S, fails to show significant effect on all performance metrics.
6.3.2.4 Comparison of performance metrics grouped by T
Next, the same population metric data is compared using the trait richness metric T .
Figures 6.19 - 6.22 show histograms of the metric data, grouped by T . It appears that
for all the T values (0.333, 0.571, and 0.667), the distribution of the metrics is non-normal.
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Figure 6.22: Histogram of Mmessages grouped by T (3-task)
The results from the Shapiro-Wilk test of normality, shown in Table 6.16, confirm that
the metric data, grouped by T , is significantly non-normal (p < .01).
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0.333 0.571 0.667
Metric W p-val W p-val W p-val
Mcaptures .88 <.01 .91 <.01 .66 <.01
Mtime .86 <.01 .88 <.01 .91 <.01
Mdistance .85 <.01 .87 <.01 .90 <.01
Mmessages .56 <.01 .61 <.01 .26 <.01
Table 6.16: Shapiro-Wilk normality test of metrics from populations evolving in a 3-task
problem complexity environment grouped by T
Next, since the distribution of the data is non-normal, they are compared using non-
parametric techniques.
Box plots in Figures 6.23a - 6.23d show comparisons of metric data, grouped by T .


























































Figure 6.23: Box plots comparing metrics grouped by T (3-task)
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The median values, shown in Table 6.17, and the results of the Kruskall-Wallis tests,
shown in Table 6.18, confirms that richness, as indicated by T , significantly effects perfor-
mance (p-value < .01) of heterogenous populations.
Metric 0.333 0.571 0.667
Mcaptures 5.25× 10−1 1.46× 10−1 0
Mtime 1.74× 102 6.18× 101 9.50× 101
Mmessages 5.42× 101 3.32× 101 1.57× 101
Mdistance 8.14× 103 3.64× 103 2.70× 103
Table 6.17: Metric medians grouped by T (3-task)
Metric H df p-val
Mcaptures 151.44 2 <.01
Mtime 72.49 2 <.01
Mmessages 90.82 2 <.01
Mdistance 129.17 2 <.01
Table 6.18: Kruskal-Wallis test comparing metrics grouped by T ; H represents test statistic
along with their respective degrees of freedom (df) and p-values (3-task)
The following observation is made:
Observation 6.3.4. There is strong statistical evidence (p-value < .01) that trait richness,
as indicated by T , has an effect on performance in (Ht) in 3-task environment. This verifies
Hypothesis 3.3.
Next, the hypothesis is verified in 4-task environments.
6.3.2.5 Analysis of population metrics from experiments in 4-task environment
Histograms show that the statistical distribution of the metric data obtained from mono, bi,
tri, and poly populations (6.24 - 6.27) are likely non-normal. The distributions are tested
using the Shapiro-Wilk test of normality.
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Figure 6.24: Histogram of Mcaptures for mono, bi, tri, qua, and poly populations evolving in
a 4-task problem complexity environment












Figure 6.25: Histogram of Mdistance for mono, bi, tri, qua, and poly populations evolving in
a 4-task problem complexity environment











Figure 6.26: Histogram of Mtime for mono, bi, tri, qua, and poly populations evolving in a
4-task problem complexity environment
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Figure 6.27: Histogram of Mmessages for mono, bi, tri, qua, and poly populations evolving in
a 4-task problem complexity environment
The results of the Shapiro-Wilk test of normality, shown in Table 6.19, confirm that the
metric data is significantly non-normal (p < .01) for each population type.
mono bi tri poly
Metric W p-val W p-val W p-val W p-val
Mcaptures .82 <.01 .96 <.01 .91 <.01 .95 <.01
Mtime .86 <.01 .88 <.01 .93 <.01 .84 <.01
Mdistance .77 <.01 .88 <.01 .90 <.01 .77 <.01
Mmessages .85 <.01 .81 <.01 .50 <.01 .80 <.01
Table 6.19: Shapiro-Wilk normality test of metrics from mono, bi, tri, and poly populations
evolving in a 4-task problem complexity environment
6.3.2.6 Comparison of population performance metrics
The analysis, thus far, indicates that the distribution of the metric data is not normal and
as such the metric data is compared using non-parametric statistical techniques with box
plots and Kruskal-Wallis tests.
The box plots in Figures 6.28a - 6.28d show a comparison of population metric data. It
appears that the metric data median and ranges are significantly different for each population
type.
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Figure 6.28: Box plots comparing population metric data from mono, bi, tri, qua, and poly
(4-task)
The median values, shown in Table 6.20, and the results of the Kruskal-Wallis test, shown
in Table 6.24, confirm that the metric data is significantly different for each population type
(p-value < .01).
Metric mono bi tri poly
Mcaptures 6.76× 10−1 2.31× 10−1 9.25× 10−2 2.61× 10−1
Mtime 2.43× 102 1.35× 102 8.09× 101 1.33× 102
Mmessages 5.04× 103 6.26× 102 5.48× 101 1.15× 103
Mdistance 4.31× 104 1.50× 104 6.34× 103 1.02× 104
Table 6.20: Metric medians from populations mono, bi, tri, qua, and poly (4-task)
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Metric H df p-val
Mcaptures 243.49 3 <.01
Mtime 151.74 3 <.01
Mmessages 274.74 3 <.01
Mdistance 206.45 3 <.01
Table 6.21: Kruskal-Wallis test comparing metrics of population types mono, bi, tri, qua,
and poly; H represents test statistic along with their respective degrees of freedom (df) and
p-values (4-task)
The following observation is made:
Observation 6.3.5. There is strong statistical evidence that the populations (mono, bi,
tri, and poly) considered in the 4-task environment have differences in performance (p-value
< .01); it is noted that each of these populations have unique species compositions.
6.3.2.7 Comparison of performance metrics grouped by S
Figures 6.29 - 6.32 show histograms of the same metric data grouped, by species richness S.
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Figure 6.32: Histogram of Mmessages grouped by population richnness (4-task)
The results of the Shapiro-Wilk test of normality, shown in Table 6.22, confirm that the
metric data, grouped by S, is significantly non-normal (p < .01).
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4 6 15
Metric W p-val W p-val W p-val
Mcaptures .87 <.01 .96 <.01 .95 <.01
Mtime .87 <.01 .88 <.01 .84 <.01
Mdistance .79 <.01 .88 <.01 .77 <.01
Mmessages .70 <.01 .81 <.01 .80 <.01
Table 6.22: Shapiro-Wilk normality test of metrics from populations evolving in a 4-task
problem complexity environment grouped by richness
Next, the metric data is grouped by S, and the groups are compared to analyze the
relationship between S and performance metrics. Since the statistical distribution is not
normal, non-parametric techniques are used for comparison.
Box plots in Figures 6.33a - 6.33d show comparisons of metric data grouped by S. Dif-





























































Figure 6.33: Box plots comparing metrics grouped by richness (4-task)
The median values, shown in Table 6.23, and the results of the Kruskal-Wallis test,
shown in Table 6.24, confirm that richness, as indicated by S, significantly effects all but the
Mdistance metric (p-value < .05).
Metric 4 6 15
Mcaptures 2.58× 10−1 2.31× 10−1 2.61× 10−1
Mtime 1.78× 102 1.35× 102 1.33× 102
Mmessages 1.19× 103 6.26× 102 1.15× 103
Mdistance 1.84× 104 1.50× 104 1.02× 104
Table 6.23: Metric medians grouped by species richness (4-task)
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Metric H df p-val
Mcaptures 10.45 2 <.01
Mtime 8.71 2 <.05
Mmessages 6.71 2 <.05
Mdistance 3.46 2 =.18
Table 6.24: Kruskal-Wallis test comparing metrics grouped by richness; H represents test
statistic along with their respective degrees of freedom (df) and p-values (4-task)
The following observations is made:
Observation 6.3.6. Except for Mdistance, there is strong statistical evidence that richness,
as indicated by S, significantly impacts performance of heterogenous populations (p-value <
.05)
Observation 6.3.7. However, since there is an actual difference in species and performance
in the populations considered (as noted in Observation 6.3.5), it follows that species richness,
as indicated by S, fails to show significant effect on all performance metrics.
6.3.2.8 Comparison of performance metrics grouped by T
Next, the same population metric data is compared using the trait richness metric T .
Figures 6.34 - 6.37 show histograms of the metric data, grouped by T . It appears that
for all the T values (0.25, 0.5, 0.533, and 0.75), the distribution of the metrics is non-normal.
The distributions are tested using the Shapiro-Wilk test of normality.
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Figure 6.34: Histogram of Mcaptures grouped by T (4-task)
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Figure 6.35: Histogram of Mdistance grouped by T (3-task)











Figure 6.36: Histogram of Mtime grouped by T (3-task)











Figure 6.37: Histogram of Mmessages grouped by T (3-task)
The results from the Shapiro-Wilk test of normality, shown in Table 6.25, confirm that
the metric data, grouped by T , is significantly non-normal (p < .01).
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0.25 0.5 0.533 0.75
Metric H p-val H p-val H p-val H p-val
Mcaptures .82 <.01 .96 <.01 .95 <.01 .91 <.01
Mtime .86 <.01 .88 <.01 .84 <.01 .93 <.01
Mdistance .77 <.01 .88 <.01 .77 <.01 .90 <.01
Mmessages .85 <.01 .81 <.01 .80 <.01 .50 <.01
Table 6.25: Kruskal-Wallis test comparing metrics grouped by T ; H represents test statistic
along with their respective degrees of freedom (df) and p-values (4-task)
Next, since the distribution of the data is non-normal, they are compared using non-
parametric techniques.
Box plots in Figures 6.38a - 6.38d show comparisons of metric data, grouped by T .
Differences between the groups are visible, and they are examined further using the Kruskall-
Wallis tests.
























































Figure 6.38: Box plots comparing metrics grouped by T (4-task)
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The median values, shown in Table 6.26, and the results of the Kruskall-Wallis tests,
shown in Table 6.27, confirms that trait richness, as indicated by T , significantly effects
performance (p-value < .01) of heterogenous populations.
Metric 0.25 0,.5 0.533 0.75
Mcaptures 6.76× 10−1 2.31× 10−1 2.61× 10−1 9.25× 10−2
Mtime 2.43× 102 1.35× 102 1.33× 102 8.09× 101
Mmessages 5.04× 103 6.26× 102 1.15× 103 5.48× 101
Mdistance 4.31× 104 1.50× 104 1.02× 104 6.34× 103
Table 6.26: Metric medians grouped by T (4-task)
Metric H df p-val
Mcaptures 243.49 3 <.01
Mtime 151.74 3 <.01
Mmessages 274.74 3 <.01
Mdistance 206.45 3 <.01
Table 6.27: Kruskal-Wallis test comparing metrics grouped by T ; H represents test statistic
along with their respective degrees of freedom (df) and p-values (4-task)
The following observations are made:
Observation 6.3.8. There is strong statistical evidence (p-value < .01) that trait richness,
as indicated by T , has an effect on performance in (Ht) in 4-task environments. This verifies
Hypothesis 3.3.
Observation 6.3.9. There is strong statistical evidence (p-value < .01) that Hypothesis
3.3 holds in both 3-task and 4-task environments.
6.4 Impact of Evenness
The set of experiments described in this section verifies the following hypothesis:
Hypothesis 3.4 Species evenness, or trait evenness, or both, have a statistically signif-
icant effect on performance in heterogenous populations (Ht).
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6.4.1 Experiments
This section describes the set of experiments performed to test the above hypothesis.
Population TC N E S T
P1 (1, 1, 1) (.58, .58, .58) 1.000 3 0.333
P2 (1, 1, 2) (.41, .41, .82) .946 3 0.333
P3 (1, 2, 1) (.41, .82, .41 .946 3 0.333
P4 (2, 1, 1) (.82, .41, .41) .946 3 0.333
P5 (1, 2, 3) (.27, .53, .8) .921 3 0.333
P6 (1, 3, 2) (.27, .8, .53) .921 3 0.333
P7 (2, 1, 3) (.53, .27, .8) .921 3 0.333
P8 (2, 3, 1) (.53, .8, .27) .921 3 0.333
P9 (3, 1, 2) (.8, .27, .53) .921 3 0.333
P10 (3, 2, 1) (.8, .53, .27) .921 3 0.333
Table 6.28: Populations P1-P10 considered in the evenness experiments; various population
diversity metrics – TC, N , E, S, and T – are shown
Experiments consider ten populations P1-P10 in 3-task environments (Table 6.28). These
populations have varying evenness but otherwise the same species composition SC = ((d), (e), (t))
and richness (metric T=0.333 and S=3). It is noted that the richness metric E groups these
populations in 3 evenness categories – P1 has E = 1.0, P2 − P4 has E = 0.946, and P5 − P10
has E = 0.921 – whereas the metric N assigns unique values for each of these population
and groups these populations into 10 evenness categories.
Further details of the experiments are as follows:
• Evenness is the independent or predictor variable.
• Populations with varying evenness are the control variables.
• Richness is a control variable and is fixed to S = 3, T=0.33.
• Task complexity is a control variable and is fixed to 3-task.
• Performance metrics, as introduced in Section 3.3.5, are the dependent or outcome
variables.
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• The 10 populations, P1-P10, yield 10 control groups.
• Trail interaction mechanism is used by the interacting agents; the findings from Chapter
5 suggests that trail is least sensitive to the influence of interaction quality, and yields
higher values for the metrics.
• The ALife evolutionary model is used to evolve the agents; the findings in Chapter 4
indicate it yields the highest performance.
• For each of these sets, experiments are run for 8 environments, resulting in 8 configura-
tions. Running experiments across these configurations and then averaging their metric
data ensures that the averaged metric data is not biased to any particular environment
influences.
• For each of these configurations, 30 individual experiments are performed. Each ex-
periment starts with randomly generated agents (random genotypes) in random initial
starting locations, and randomly determined resources and collection sites. The agents
are then evolved for 300 generations. The metric data from these experiments are
averaged into the final metric data for each experiment set.
• To summarize: for each of the 10 control groups, 240 (8× 30) individual experiments
are run, and the metric data from these 240 experiments are averaged into the final
data that is then analyzed.
Table 6.29 summarizes the high-level features of these experiments.
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Variable Values Purpose
Populations P1-P10 independent variable
Richness S = 3, T=0.33 control variable
Task-Complexity 3-task environment control variable
Interaction Mechanism Interacting (trail) control variable
Evolutionary Model ALife control variable
Performance metrics Mcaptures, Mtime, Mdistance,
Mmessages
dependent variable




Table 6.29: Summary of Heterogeneity Experiments
6.4.2 Analysis of Impact of Evenness on Performance Metrics
This section analyzes the impact evenness has on performance metrics of various heteroge-
nous populations. Data collected from the experiments – performance metrics from the last
(300th) generation – is analyzed for statistical distribution, and depending on the normality
of distribution, appropriate parametric and non-parametric tests are used to compare data
sets and verify hypotheses.
6.4.2.1 Analysis using E metric
Histograms in Figures 6.39 - 6.42 show that the statistical distribution of metrics, grouped
by evenness metric E, from P1–P10 are likely non-normal. The distribution is examined
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Figure 6.42: Histogram of Mmessages, grouped by the evenness (E), of populations P1–P10
The results of Shapiro-Wilk test, shown in Table 6.30, confirms that the metric data,
grouped by evenness metric E, is significantly non-normal (p < .01).
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E Metric W p-val
1 Mcaptures .88 <.01
1 Mtime .88 <.01
1 Mmessages .56 <.01
1 Mdistance .86 <.01
.946 Mcaptures .89 <.01
.946 Mtime .86 <.01
.946 Mmessages .46 <.01
.946 Mdistance .89 <.01
.921 Mcaptures .92 <.01
.921 Mtime .89 <.01
.921 Mmessages .56 <.01
.921 Mdistance .89 <.01
Table 6.30: Shapiro-Wilk normality test of metrics, grouped by evenness (E), of populations
P1–P10
6.4.2.2 Comparison of performance metrics grouped by E
Since results from the normality tests indicate that the distribution of the metric data from
populations P1–P10, grouped by E, is not normal, they are compared using non-parametric
statistical techniques.
Box plots in Figures 6.43 - 6.46 show comparisons of metric data, grouped by E. Dif-



















































Figure 6.46: Box plots comparing Mmessages grouped by the evenness (E) of populations
P1–P10
The median values, shown in Table 6.31, and the results of the Kruskall-Wallis tests,
shown in Table 6.32, shows that there is no statistical evidence that evenness, as indicated
by E, significantly effects performance (p-value < .01) of heterogenous populations.
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Metric .921 .946 1
Mcaptures 4.33× 10−1 4.95× 10−1 5.36× 10−1
Mtime 1.60× 102 1.63× 102 1.71× 102
Mmessages 6.64× 101 5.87× 101 6.14× 101
Mdistance 7.13× 103 6.94× 103 8.27× 103
Table 6.31: Metric medians grouped by E
Metric H df p-val
Mcaptures 5 2 =.08
Mtime 5 2 =.1
Mmessages 5 2 =.1
Mdistance 1 2 =.75
Table 6.32: Kruskal-Wallis test comparing metrics grouped by E; H represents the test
statistic along with their respective degrees of freedom (df) and p-values
The following observation is made:
Observation 6.4.1. There is no statistical evidence that evenness, as indicated by E,
significantly impacts performance of heterogenous populations (p-value < .01)
6.4.2.3 Comparison of performance metrics grouped by N
Next, the same population metric data is compared using the trait evenness metric N .
Histograms in Figures 6.47 - 6.50 show the statistical distribution of metrics from P1–P10.
It is noted that since each of these populations have unique N (as seen in Table 6.28), the
distribution of the metric data, grouped by N is exactly the same. Visual inspection of the
histograms show that the distributions are likely non-normal and is examined further using
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Figure 6.50: Histogram of Mmessages for populations P1–P10
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The results of Shapiro-Wilk test, shown in Table 6.33, confirms that the metric data is
significantly non-normal (p < .01).
Ratio Metric W p-val
P1 Mcaptures .88 <.01
P1 Mtime .88 <.01
P1 Mmessages .56 <.01
P1 Mdistance .86 <.01
P2 Mcaptures .83 <.01
P2 Mtime .87 <.01
P2 Mmessages .53 <.01
P2 Mdistance .87 <.01
P3 Mcaptures .89 <.01
P3 Mtime .82 <.01
P3 Mmessages .48 <.01
P3 Mdistance .82 <.01
P4 Mcaptures .83 <.01
P4 Mtime .87 <.01
P4 Mmessages .59 <.01
P4 Mdistance .84 <.01
P5 Mcaptures .85 <.01
P5 Mtime .87 <.01
P5 Mmessages .53 <.01
P5 Mdistance .81 <.01
Ratio Metric W p-val
P6 Mcaptures .89 <.01
P6 Mtime .82 <.01
P6 Mmessages .62 <.01
P6 Mdistance .89 <.01
P7 Mcaptures .87 <.01
P7 Mtime .89 <.01
P7 Mmessages .63 <.01
P7 Mdistance .88 <.01
P8 Mcaptures .92 <.01
P8 Mtime .86 <.01
P8 Mmessages .58 <.01
P8 Mdistance .83 <.01
P9 Mcaptures .90 <.01
P9 Mtime .85 <.01
P9 Mmessages .61 <.01
P9 Mdistance .89 <.01
P10 Mcaptures .91 <.01
P10 Mtime .85 <.01
P10 Mmessages .55 <.01
P10 Mdistance .86 <.01
Table 6.33: Shapiro-Wilk normality test of metrics from populations P1–P10
Since the metric data, grouped by N (and thus, populations P1-P10), has a non-normal
distribution, it is analyzed further using non-parametric statistical techniques.
Box plots in Figures 6.51 - 6.54 show comparisons of metric data, grouped by N . Differ-
ences between the groups are visible, and they are examined further using the Kruskall-Wallis
tests.
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Figure 6.51: Box plots comparing Mcaptures by the trait ratio of populations P1–P10











Figure 6.52: Box plots comparing Mdistance by the trait ratio of populations P1–P10
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Figure 6.53: Box plots comparing Mtime by the trait ratio of populations P1–P10










Figure 6.54: Box plots comparing Mmessages by the trait ratio of populations P1–P10
The median values, shown in Table 6.34, and the results of the Kruskall-Wallis tests,
shown in Table 6.35, confirms that trait evenness, as indicated by N , significantly effects
performance (p-value < .01) of heterogenous populations.
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N Mcaptures Mbest Mtime Mmessages Mdistance
(.58, .58, .58) 5.36× 10−1 9.68× 10−1 1.71× 102 6.14× 101 8.27× 103
(.41, .41, .82) 6.24× 10−1 1.00 1.62× 102 7.79× 101 7.96× 103
(.41, .82, .41) 4.37× 10−1 9.06× 10−1 1.87× 102 5.24× 101 8.75× 103
(.27, .53, .8) 6.53× 10−1 1.00 1.74× 102 7.54× 101 8.61× 103
(.27, .8, .53) 5.84× 10−1 9.78× 10−1 1.89× 102 6.49× 101 9.14× 103
(.82, .41, .41) 3.76× 10−1 8.60× 10−1 1.51× 102 5.58× 101 6.24× 103
(.53, .27, .8) 5.54× 10−1 1.00 1.33× 102 8.95× 101 6.87× 103
(.53, .8, .27) 3.42× 10−1 7.27× 10−1 1.57× 102 5.35× 101 8.77× 103
(.8, .27, .53) 4.59× 10−1 9.09× 10−1 1.38× 102 6.95× 101 6.46× 103
(.8, .53, .27) 3.04× 10−1 7.08× 10−1 1.36× 102 4.96× 101 6.45× 103
Table 6.34: Metric medians grouped by N
Metric H df p-val
Mcaptures 152 9 <.01
Mtime 47 9 <.01
Mmessages 45 9 <.01
Mdistance 115 9 <.01
Table 6.35: Kruskal-Wallis test comparing metrics grouped by E; H represents test statistic
along with their respective degrees of freedom (df) and p-values
The following observations are made:
Observation 6.4.2. There is strong statistical evidence (p-value < .01) that trait evenness,
as indicated by N , has an effect on performance in (Ht). This verifies Hypothesis 3.3.
Observation 6.4.3. There is strong statistical evidence (p-value < .01) that supports
Hypotheses 3.1 - 3.4, and thus the overarching Hypothesis 3.
6.5 Interpretation
Observations 6.2.2 and 6.2.3 indicate that population diversity (heterogeneity) induces a
higher performance in both interacting and non-interacting populations with performance
at the highest level in interacting heterogenous populations. This can be explained as het-
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erogeneity inducing specialization and division of labor and providing opportunities for par-
allelization and distributed task completion in an overall mission. The fact that interaction
mechanism further enhances performance provides further support for this explanation; the
interaction enables coordination among the interdependent specialized agents.
Observations 6.3.2-6.3.9 indicate that although species richness (S) and trait richness (T )
both impact performance, trait richness is a better predictor of performance. This can be
explained from the fact that T represents the degree of speciality of a typical species in the
population; species of agents that more specialized can achieve higher efficiency levels by
taking advantage of higher level of parallelization of task completion.
Similarly, Observations 6.4.1-6.4.3 indicate that although species evenness (E) and trait
evenness (N) both impact performance, trait evenness is a better predictor of performance.
This can be explained from the fact that N represents the degree of speciality of a typical
agent in the population; agents that are more specialized can achieve higher efficiency levels
by taking advantage of higher level of parallelization of task completion.
6.6 Summary
In this chapter, experiments with complex diverse populations verify the overarching hypoth-
esis that states: Population diversity has a statistically measurable effect on the performance
of an evolutionary multi-agent system (EMAS).
The first set of experiments verifies that heterogeneity, the most basic level of popula-
tion diversity, has a significant effect on performance in both interacting and non-interacting
populations. Furthermore, analysis shows that there is strong statistical evidence that het-
erogenous population using interaction mechanism (trail) outperforms a non-interacting ho-
mogenous population.
The second set of experiments verifies that species richness (S), or trait richness (T ), or
both, have a significant effect on performance in heterogenous populations.
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The third, and final set of experiments verifies that species evenness (E), or trait evenness
(N), or both, have a significant effect on performance in heterogenous populations.
Two novel trait-based population diversity levels, trait richness and trait evenness, have
been introduced and they highlight trait-related aspects of heterogenous populations not
considered in species richness and species evenness.
This chapter concludes experiments and the process of statistically verifying hypotheses





This is the concluding chapter of my dissertation. In Section 7.1, I revisit the research
questions that are stated in Chapter 1.3 and discuss how they are addressed through exper-
imentally supported hypotheses from Chapters 4 - 6. Furthermore, I demonstrate how the
evidence also supports the Dissertation Hypothesis (Hypothesis 0). In Section 7.2, I list
the contributions I have made through the research for this dissertation. In Section 7.4, I
list some of the limitations of this study. In Section 7.5, I discuss possible future research
paths one might take using the research in this dissertation as a starting point. Section 7.6
closes with a summary reiterating the contributions.
7.1 Revisiting Research Questions
This dissertation addresses the following research questions:
• Rq 0. Does evolutionary model have a statistically significant effect on performance
in populations of evolving agents? (Chapter 4)
• Rq 1. Does interaction mechanism have a statistically significant effect on performance
in homogeneous populations of evolving agents? (Chapter 5)
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• Rq 2. Does interaction mechanism have a statistically significant effect on performance
in heterogenous populations of evolving agents? (Chapter 5)
• Rq 3. Does population diversity have a statistically significant effect on performance
in non-interacting populations of evolving agents? (Chapter 6)
• Rq 4. Does population diversity have a statistically significant effect on performance
in interacting populations of evolving agents? (Chapter 6)
7.1.1 Answer to Evolutionary Model related Rq 0
The answer to Rq 0 is: yes. In order to address Rq 0, the following hypothesis is formulated:
Hypothesis 1 Evolutionary model has a statistically measurable effect on the perfor-
mance of an evolutionary mutli-agent system (EMAS).
This is evaluated in Chapter 4. The above hypothesis is broken down into the following
supporting hypotheses, and strong statistical evidence is found to support them:
• Hypothesis 1.1 Evolutionary model has statistically significant effect on the perfor-
mance of non-interacting homogenous agents (HmN).
• Hypothesis 1.2 Evolutionary model has statistically significant effect on the perfor-
mance of interacting homogenous agents (HmI).
• Hypothesis 1.3 Evolutionary model has statistically significant effect on the perfor-
mance of non-interacting heterogenous agents (HtN).
• Hypothesis 1.4 Evolutionary model has statistically significant effect on the perfor-
mance of interacting heterogenous agents (HtI).
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7.1.2 Answers to Interaction Mechanisms related Rq 1 and Rq 2
The answer to both Rq 1 and Rq 2 are: yes. In order to address Rq 1 and Rq 2, the
following hypothesis is formulated:
Hypothesis 2 Interaction mechanism has a statistically measurable effect on the per-
formance of an evolutionary multi-agent system (EMAS).
This is evaluated in Chapter 5. The above hypothesis is broken down into the following
supporting hypotheses, and strong statistical evidence is found to support them:
• Hypothesis 2.1 Interaction mechanism has a statistically significant effect on per-
formance in interacting homogenous agents HmI.
• Hypothesis 2.2 Interaction mechanism has a statistically significant effect on per-
formance in interacting heterogenous agents HtI.
• Hypothesis 2.3 Interaction quality has a statistically significant effect on performance
in interacting homogenous agents HmI.
• Hypothesis 2.4 Interaction quality has a statistically significant effect on performance
in interacting heterogenous agents HtI.
7.1.3 Answers to Population Diversity related Rq 3 and Rq 4
The answer to both Rq 3 and Rq 4 are: yes. In order to address Rq 3 and Rq 4, the
following hypothesis is formulated:
Hypothesis 3 Population diversity has a statistically measurable effect on the perfor-
mance of an evolutionary multi-agent system (EMAS).
This is evaluated in Chapter 6. The above hypothesis is broken down into the following
supporting hypotheses, and strong statistical evidence is found to support them:
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• Hypothesis 3.1 Population diversity has a statistically significant effect interacting
populations.
• Hypothesis 3.2 Population diversity has a statistically significant effect on non-
interacting populations.
• Hypothesis 3.3 Species richness, or trait richness, or both, have a statistically sig-
nificant effect on performance in heterogenous populations (Ht).
• Hypothesis 3.4 Species evenness, or trait evenness, or both, have a statistically
significant effect on performance in heterogenous populations (Ht).
7.1.4 Dissertation Hypothesis
The dissertation hypothesis is restated:
Hypothesis 0 A larger heterogeneous population of limited-capability agents will evolve
to perform better than a smaller homogeneous population of full-capability agents, and per-
formance is influenced by the ways in which the agents interact.
The following steps show that the investigations and analysis for the evidence for Hy-
pothesis 2 and Hypothesis 3 lead to strong statistical evidence that supports Hypoth-
esis 0.
1. It is established, through evidence that supports Hypothesis 2, that interaction
mechanism influences performance. Furthermore, analysis provides strong statistical
evidence for these additional results:
• Interaction quality influences performance.
• Interaction mechanism has an impact on heterogenous populations.
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2. It is established, through evidence that supports Hypothesis 3, that population
diversity influences performance. Furthermore, the analysis provides strong statistical
evidence for these particular results:
• Population diversity (heterogeneity) impacts performance in interacting popula-
tions.
• Trait richness, or how traits are distributed among the species in a heterogenous
population, impacts performance.
3. The following crucial facts about the homogenous and heterogenous populations are
noted:
• In all experiments, regardless of task complexity, or interactivity, the homogenous
populations have exactly the same gross number of traits as the heterogenous
populations. Thus, homogenous population, has the same trait capability as the
heterogenous population.
• In all experiments, regardless of interactivity, the number of heterogenous popu-
lation is 3 times as large as the homogenous population (in 3-task environments),
or it is 4 times as large as the homogenous population (in 4-task environments).
• Thus, in all experiments, the heterogenous population is larger than the homoge-
nous population, but both populations have the same trait capability. Both popu-
lations have the same gross number of traits, but in the heterogenous population,
the traits are distribiuted differently in a larger number of agents.
4. As has been mentioned, in all experiments that compared population per-
formances statistically, interacting heterogenous populations consistently
evolved better quality solutions, in terms of the performance metrics. Given
that the homogenous populations has the same gross trait capability as the heteroge-
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nous populations, the evolution of higher performance in interacting heterogenous pop-
ulation can be attributed to: (a) difference in population size, or (b) population diver-
sity, or (c) interaction mechanism, or (d) all of them, or (e) some of them.
5. There is strong statistical evidence to support both (b) and (c). It is argued that (a)
and (b) are equivalent statements. Given a fixed set of traits, population size can be
varied only by bringing about a change in diversity, and vice versa. This changes the
attributions to the following: (b) population diversity, (c) interaction mechanism, or
(d) both.
6. Thus, there is strong statistical evidence that supports the statement that population
diversity or interaction mechanisms or both are the reason why the larger heterogenous
populations perform better than the smaller homogenous population.
7. The previous statement can be restated as: there is strong statistical evidence that
supports Hypothesis 0.
7.2 Contributions
As stated before, the research for this dissertation contributes primarily to the field of Evo-
lutionary Multiagent Systems (EMAS). Additionally, because of the interdisciplinary nature
of the research, it tangentially contributes to several related fields.
1. This research shows how population diversity and interaction mechanisms
are related in a system of evolutionary agents coordinating to achieve a
shared goal of completing problems in sequential task domains. To my knowl-
edge, this is an open problem in the field of MAS.
2. To generalize the results, three different evolutionary models are used for experiments.
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To my knowledge, this is the first time, the same set of experiments is con-
ducted using these three evolutionary models.
3. The platform is open sourced and placed in public domain1 for anyone
interested in future research using the platform. The platform developed for
the experiments is extensible to allow plug-ins for (a) interaction mechanisms, (b)
evolutionary models, and (c) GP encoding schemes beyond the one used. Moreover,
the platform allows for the distribution of arbitrary number of parallel experiments in
multi-core clustered environments.
4. The platform combines one of the most popular agent-based modeling
frameworks (MASON) with one of the most popular genetic programming
systems (Push). To my knowledge, this is the first time it has been done.
5. Population Diversity levels, as described in the natural sciences (biology), are known
to have issues in terms of their definitions and applications. Two novel trait-based
population diversity levels are described and are shown to be effective in
their applicability.
6. In the experiment environment, population diversity is implemented in terms of species,
and species is implemented in terms of traits. Such abstractions of natural world
counterparts not only benefits investigations in EMAS, but also provides a
computational model for practitioners in the natural sciences interested in
using simulations of biological systems to further their research.




7.3 Broader Context and Applications
This section considers the broader context and applications in which this research can be
applied.
Trait based richness and evenness can have broader applications in natural sciences and
other related domains. Prior research that considered traditional species based metrics in
domains such as ecology, biodiversity, and population genetics can be reconsidered in the
context of the new metrics. Trait based personality compositions are considered in the
domain of organizational psychology [Tett and Burnett, 2003, Salvit and Sklar, 2012] and
the trait based population diversity compositions (and metrics) considered in this research
are applicable in such domains as well.
The basic GP-based EMAS framework (synthScape) used in the sequential-task foraging
domain in this research can be extended to be used in many other application areas. Some
practical real-world application areas include: search and rescue [Murphy et al., 2008], hu-
manitarian de-mining [Habib, 2016], nano and micro-robotic drug delivery [Nelson et al.,
2010, Douglas et al., 2012], and drone-based applications [Chmaj and Selvaraj, 2015].
7.4 Limitations
As with all experimental research, the research findings from this dissertation are limited
by the experiment platform capabilities, experiment conditions, and data quality. These
limitations are discussed in this section.
7.4.1 Experiment Platform Limitations
A minimal set of experiments were conducted to test and demonstrate limitations of the ex-
periment platform in the following areas: (1) evolution beyond 300 generations, (2) evolution
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in larger environments (world size), and (3) evolution with larger populations.
7.4.1.1 Evolution beyond 300 generations
A pair of experiments were conducted in a single node (CPU) with ALife model in a 4-
task environment with world size of 25 x 25. The first of these experiments considers
10 non-interacting homogenous agents, and the second considers 40 heterogenous agents
(10 detectors, 10 extractors, 10 transporters, and 10 processors) interacting using the trail
mechanism.
Figures 7.1a and 7.1b show the performance of Mcaptures for these experiments. Both






























Figure 7.1: Mcaptures for populations HtI and HmN in the ALife model for 1000 generations.
7.4.1.2 Evolution in larger environments
A set of experiments was conducted in a single node (CPU) to test limitations of the platform
in progressively larger environments (world sizes). All experiments consider 30 heterogenous
agents (10 detectors, 10 extractors, and 10 transporters) interacting using the trail mech-
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anism, and they are evolved for 5 generations using the ALife model. Each experiment is
progressed to larger world sizes and data for the average time and memory utilization for 5
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Figure 7.2: Impact of world size on memory and time utilization
Figure 7.2 shows the impact of progressively larger world size (width x height) on time,
reported in terms of the average number of seconds required to evolve 5 generations, and
memory usage, reported in terms of 10MB units held by the internal data structures of
the running simulation for those 5 generations. As the figure shows, world size has little
or no discernible effect on memory usage, which stays below 750MB, but the average time
required to evolve each generation increases approximately linearly in proportion to the
increase in the area of the world. This limitation of increasing time requirement restricts
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experimentation with large worlds, and is most likely due to unoptimized algorithms that






















Figure 7.3: Evolution of Mcaptures in HmN and HtI in a world of size 100 x 100
As Figure 7.2 shows, in the largest world (100x100), the time it takes to evolve a single
generation is approximately 120 times more than than the smallest (10x10). Figure 7.3
shows the evolution of Mcaptures of populations HmN (10 agents) and HtI (30 agents) in the
largest world for the first 50 generations, and it can be seen that the dissertation hypotheses
still hold; HtI reaches 30% capture rate within 50 generations, while HmN remains at 0%
capture rate.
7.4.1.3 Evolution with larger populations
A set of experiments was conducted in a single node (CPU) to test the limitations of the
platform with progressively larger populations. All experiments consider heterogenous agents
interacting using the trail mechanism, and they are evolved for 5 generations using the ALife
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model. Each experiment is progressed to larger populations (40 agents, 80 agents, and so
on...) while maintaining an even ratio of detectors, extractors, processors and transporters,
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Figure 7.4: Impact of number of agents on memory and time utilization
Figure 7.4 shows the impact of progressively larger population on time, reported in terms
of the average number of seconds required to evolve 5 generations, and memory usage, re-
ported in terms of 10MB units held by the internal data structures of the running simulation
for those 5 generations. As the figure shows, population size has an impact on both time
and memory utilization, and both the average time and memory required increases approx-
imately linearly with respect to increase in population. Beyond 480 agents, the simulation
process exceeds the maximum allowed memory (3GB) and crashes. This limitation restricts
experimentation with large populations, and is most likely due to unoptimized algorithms























Figure 7.5: Evolution of Mcaptures in HmN and HtI with large populations; there are 120
homogenous agents in HmN and there are 480 heterogenous agents (120 agents of each
species) in HtI
As Figure 7.4 shows, with the largest population size (480 heterogenous agents), the
time it takes to evolve a single generation is approximately 250 times more than than with
the smallest population size (40 agents). Figure 7.5 shows the growth trend of Mcaptures of
populations HmN (120 agents) and HtI (480 agents) in the largest population size scenario
for the first 50 generations, and it can be seen that the dissertation hypotheses still hold;
HtI reaches 60% capture rate within 30 generations, while HmN remains at 0% capture
rate.
Both limitations discussed in Sections 7.4.1.2 and 7.4.1.3 may restrict experimentation
at larger scales and can be addressed by identifying and optimizing data structures and
algorithms that are consuming unnecessary memory and processing unnecessary steps; these
can be present either at the level of MASON or synthScape. However, it is noted that such
optimization techniques will eventually reach ultimate optimum levels for memory and time
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utilization for single nodes (CPU), and further scalability may then have to rely on multi-
core utilization or re-architecture of the platform using shared memory and parallelization
techniques.
7.4.2 Research Limitations
First, in all experiments, the populations are evolved for 300 generations. The number
of generations has been limited to the minimum amount of evolution time necessary to
demonstrate the distinctions sought. The results of the experiments on populations evolved
beyond 300 generations are unknown, but it is reasonable to conjecture, based on inspection
of the evolutionary trends, that the results (in terms of the hypotheses considered) would
not change. Although, for some experiments, analysis is conducted on the growth trends of
performance metrics across generations, detailed asymptotic analysis is not conducted, and
therefore, the long-term impact of population diversity and interaction mechanism is not
considered in this dissertation.
Second, the task complexity of the experiments are limited to 3-task and 4-task environ-
ments. Although hypotheses were experimentally verified in these task environments, the
impact of population diversity and interaction mechanism for the more general k-task is not
considered. However, since it has been shown that there is no difference in the outcomes
(with respect to the hypotheses evaluated here) between the 3-task and 4-task environments,
it can be reasonably conjectured that results in k-task could generalize. In other words, it
has been shown that neither the 3-task nor 4-task environments are special cases.
Third, although 8 categories of randomized environments are considered to obtain results
that are as general as possible, the conclusions are still limited to the environment ranges
set by these 8 environment categories.
Fourth, consideration of 8 environments per control group leads to stacking of experiment
data that has different statistical distributions. This results in the final aggregate data for
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each control group to have a statistical distribution that is an overlap of different distribu-
tions, and most likely, this is the source of the observed non-normality of distribution of the
final data.
7.5 Future Work
One future direction is to extend this research to overcome the limitations discussed in the
previous section. Experiments can be conducted beyond 300 generations and long-term
asymptotic analysis of the impact of population diversity and interaction mechanisms can
be carried out. Experiments can be conducted in k-task environments with other values of k.
The experiments can also be carried out with more environmental conditions and the impact
of the individual environments analyzed. Such undertakings will provide more insight into
further details of hypotheses put forth in this dissertation.
Other evolutionary models and interaction mechanisms can be implemented and plugged
into synthScape to gain additional insights. Particularly, the impact of complex interaction
mechanisms with semantic properties – such as auctions and argumentation – would be in-
teresting things to investigate. Yet another study can be done on the evolution of interaction
mechanism from simple signaling to proto-languages.
The current distributed multi-core architecture allows arbitrarily large numbers of ex-
periments to be run in parallel, but synthScape is not designed to run in a shared memory
system. Thus, the architecture allows one to scale the number of experiments arbitrarily,
but does not allow one to scale the experiment environment (grids, resources, and agents)
arbitrarily. A re-architecture of the simulation platform to work with larger environments
in a shared memory system will allow investigations in larger environments.
It has been experimentally verified that both richness and evenness levels of population
and trait diversity impact task completion performance. I conducted a limited study in
environments where agents of particular species are allowed to replicate if their fitness in-
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creases. It has been observed that populations dynamically alter their evenness and evolve
to converge to particular evenness levels. A future goal is to investigate this further.
To my knowledge, this is the first research that formally introduces trait-based diversity
levels in an EMAS setting. A future goal is to investigate how trait-based diversity levels in
EMAS simulations relate to trait-based diversity levels studied in the natural sciences.
In this dissertation, I found answers to questions regarding evolutionary models, popu-
lation diversity, interaction mechanism, and performance in populations of evolving agents.
While trying to answer these questions, I built a research platform, reframed the research
questions to lead me to verifiable hypotheses, ran substantial numbers experiments, collected
and analyzed data, until I found sufficient evidence to support the hypotheses, and answer
the questions.
In many cases, answers lead to more questions, and this dissertation is no different. Here
are some follow up questions:
• What are the challenges in moving from a simulation to real world physical robots or
agents?
• What are possible extensions of the work?
• What features make one evolutionary model better than another?
• What features make one interaction mechanism more effective than another?
• Do clusters or hierarchical grouping within a heterogenous population impact perfor-
mance?




The notion that interaction mechanism impacts performance is intuitive. Coordination re-
quires exchange of information, and interaction mechanisms facilitate such exchange. The
notion that population diversity may impact performance is also intuitive. The dynamics
of a population of heterogenous agents completing tasks can be different than the dynamics
of a population of homogenous agents completing the same tasks. However, the difference
is not necessary, because homogenous agents can choose to behave like a population of het-
erogenous agents.
What is not intuitive is how would two such populations, with exactly the same task
completion capability, evolve their task completion behavior. In this dissertation, it is shown
that a population of homogenous agents does not evolve the same way as a population of
heterogenous agents. Additionally, the presence of interaction mechanism influences the
evolution of these two populations further. It is shown that a larger population of interacting
heterogenous agents evolves to have a greater task completion performance than a smaller
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RandomMove() GENERIC move to a random neighboring cell
Move(x,y) GENERIC move to a specific location; x, y =
-1, 0, +1 to indicate which
neighboring cell to move to
MoveToPrimaryHome() GENERIC move towards the primary home cell
MoveToClosestHome() VISION in case of multiple home cells, move
to the closest one
MoveToClosestAgent() VISION move towards the closest agent
LeaveTrailX() COMMUNICATION
(?)
leave a trail of substance type X
FollowTrailX() COMMUNICATION
(?)
detect and follow trail of substance
type X within the neighboring cells;
RandomMove() if none found
FollowTrailAny() COMMUNICATION
(?)
same as above, but be agnostic on
the substance type
BroadcastSignalX() COMMUNICATION emit signal in channel X
FollowBroadcastSignalX() COMMUNICATION move towards the coordinates sent
on channel X
DetectHome() VISION (?) is the current cell a home cell?
DetectResourceX() VISION (?) does the current cell have resource
of type X?
DetectExtractedResourceX() VISION(?) does the current cell have extracted
resource of type X; extracted
resources are ready to be
transported?
DetectTrailX() VISION(?) does the current cell have a trail of
substance type X?
ExtractResourceX() EXTRACTION extract resource of type X from the
cell and leave it there as
transportable resource
ExtractResourceAny() EXTRACTION extract any available resource from
the cell
LoadResourceX() TRANSPORTATION load resource of type X from current
cell
LoadResourceAny() TRANSPORTATION load resource of any type from
current cell
UnloadResourceX() TRANSPORTATION unload resource of type X into
current cell




Command Line Parameters for synthScape
-bench <bench> max steps [100]
-blocks <blocks> final run blocks (e.g. 5)
-cdensity <cdensity> cdensity [0.02]
-clones <clones> clones per species [8]
-clustered start agent clustered [default: distributed]
-ddir <ddir> data dir [/tmp]
-de use dynamic evenness
-degofp <degofp> dynamic evenness param: gen. to observe
fitness performance [50]
-demp <demp> dynamic evenness param: max population [24]
-env_diff use difficult environment [default: random
environment]
-env_vdiff use very difficult environment [default:
random environment]
-erperc <erperc> extracted resource percent [0.0]
-experiment <experiment> used to run experiment blocks
-gen <gen> maximum generations [300]
-goal <goal> %resource capture goal [0.0; 0 means no goal]
-height <height> world height [15]
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-help print this message
-int <int> interactions names [none OR trail, broadcast,
unicast_n] e.g. trail,broadcast
-iquality <iquality> interaction quality (highest, high, medium,
low/poor) [highest]
-job_name <job_name> job name [test]
-log <log> (off,all,info) [all]
-manpr <manpr> manual pop ratio [1:1:1:1]
-me use manual evenness
-memp <memp> manual evenness param: max population [24]
-mgf <mgf> mating generation frequency [10]
-model <model> island, embodied, alife
-mpr <mpr> mating proximity radius [1.0]
-ms <ms> mating success rate [0.3]
-msteps <msteps> max steps [1024]
-no_randomization do not randomize each sim [default: randomize]
-odensity <odensity> obstacle density [0.125]
-peer_rewards peer rewards [default: no peer rewards]
-preset <preset> (noops, actions, random) [random]
-psize <psize> gene pool size [512]
-ranpr in manual evenness use random population ratio
-rdensity <rdensity> resource density [0.05]
-repeat <repeat> repeat experiment [1]
-seed <seed> seed for randomizer [1]
-show_graphics show graphics [default: don’t show graphics]
-slr species level report [default: do not report
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at species level]
-species <species> species names [detector, extractor,
transporter OR homogenous] e.g.
detector,transporter
-unconstrained use unconstrainted interactions [default:
constrained]
-use_4_tasks use 4 tasks, instead of the default 3
-width <width> world width [15]
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Appendix C
List of Verified Hypotheses
• Hypothesis 1 Evolutionary model has a statistically measurable effect on the perfor-
mance of an evolutionary mutli-agent system (EMAS).
Thus, the overarching hypothesis can be broken down into the following hypotheses:
• Hypothesis 1.1 Evolutionary model has statistically significant effect on the perfor-
mance of non-interacting homogenous agents (HmN).
• Hypothesis 1.2 Evolutionary model has statistically significant effect on the perfor-
mance of interacting homogenous agents (HmI).
• Hypothesis 1.3 Evolutionary model has statistically significant effect on the perfor-
mance of non-interacting heterogenous agents (HtN).
• Hypothesis 1.4 Evolutionary model has statistically significant effect on the perfor-
mance of interacting heterogenous agents (HtI).
• Hypothesis 2 Interaction mechanism has a statistically measurable effect on the per-
formance of an evolutionary multi-agent system (EMAS).
• Hypothesis 2.1 Interaction mechanism has a statistically significant effect on per-
formance in interacting homogenous agents HmI.
• Hypothesis 2.2 Interaction mechanism has a statistically significant effect on per-
formance in interacting heterogenous agents HtI.
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• Hypothesis 2.3 Interaction quality has a statistically significant effect on performance
in interacting homogenous agents HmI.
• Hypothesis 2.4 Interaction quality has a statistically significant effect on performance
in interacting heterogenous agents HtI.
• Hypothesis 3.1 Population diversity has a statistically significant effect on interacting
populations.
• Hypothesis 3.2 Population diversity has significant effect on non-interacting popu-
lations.
• Hypothesis 3.3 Species richness, or trait richness, or both, have a statistically sig-
nificant effect on performance in heterogenous populations (Ht).
• Hypothesis 3.4 Species evenness, or trait evenness, or both, have a statistically
significant effect on performance in heterogenous populations (Ht).
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